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General

Introduction

TMV:infection, structure and assembly
Although a series of related plant viruses is actually
classified as tobacco mosaic viruses or tobamoviruses,
the name tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is generally used
toreferspecifically tothecommonandmostinvestigated
Vulgare (orUl) strain (Butler, 1979). In this thesis,this
common practice will be followed. TMV is a singlestrandedRNA virus,whichcanbeisolatedwithrelatively
high yield from infected plants (1-5 g/kg) (Hwang etal.,
1994).Littleis knownabouttheearlyeventsin infection
of tobacco plants with TMV (Wilson, 1985). This is
largely due to the fact thatplant infection is a complex,
slow andasynchronous process. Some form of wounding
of the plant protoplasts is required for initiating a
synchronous infection in a population of host plants
(Hwang et al., 1994), indicating that TMV infects by
direct penetration via local, transient wounding of the
plasma membrane (Burgess etal., 1973a, Burgess et al.,
1973b; Kassanis et al., 1977). However, another
mechanism similar to the disassembly of bacteriophage

M13 in thebacterial membrane has also been suggested
(Durham, 1978): upon membrane attachment, the TMV
virion would become destabilized by protein-lipid
interactionsandtherelease of Ca 2+ from thevirioncore.
The uncoating of the destabilized virus would then be
driven by the translation of the viral RNA by the
ribosomes, as theRNA entersthehostcell. Incontrastto
M13 coat protein, however, TMV coat protein does not
insertintothemembrane(Datema, 1987).TheviralRNA
encodes for four proteins (Goelet et al., 1982;Ohno et
al., 1984). Two of these proteins are involved in the
replication of the RNA (Ishikawa et al., 1986), a third
one plays arole in thecell-to-cell movement of TMV to
adjacent cells through the plasmodesmata (Tomenius et
al., 1987),andthefourth isthecoatproteinnecessary for
the formation of virusparticles,whichareprobably also
involvedinthelong-distancemovementofTMVbetween
distant parts of the infected plant (Saito et al., 1990).
After synthesis in the cytoplasma, the coat protein

protein
subunit

RNA

TMV

M13

FIGURE 1:Schematic drawing of a vims particle of TMV (left) and M13 (right) (from Butler, 1984, and Marvin, 1990, respectively). TMV: The
protein subunits arearranged in aone starthelix of 49 subunits perthreeturns.Alsoindicated is partof the RNA molecule, whichis bound with
three nucleotides per protein subunit. M13:The ot-helical coat proteins, drawn as gently-curved rods almost parallel to the virion axis, are
arranged in afive-start helix overlapping eachother as scales of a fish.
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FIGURE2:Possible schemefornucleationandelongation inTMV assembly (seetext) (from Butler, 1984).

accumulates in the chloroplasts and interacts with the
light-harvesting photosystems (especially PS11) in
thylakoids, giving rise to the disease phenotype after
whichthevirusisnamed(ReineroandBeachy, 1989).
TMV particles have the shapeof arod withalength
of 300 nmandanouterdiameterof 18nm(Fig. la). The
proteincoatis formed by2,130 subunits (M=17,500 Da)
arranged inahelix with49 subunitsperthree turns.The
structure of theRNA molecule, which consists of 6,395
nucleotides,hasbeenwelldetermined. Itisburiedwithin
thecoatbetweenlayersof subunits,following theprotein
helix with three nucleotides perprotein subunit and the
phosphates at a radius of - 4 nm (Stubbs et al., 1977).
Various sorts of binding between RNA and protein
subunits inside TMV have been suggested: electrostatic
interactions between phosphodiesters and arginine
residues,hydrophobic interactionsbetweenthenucleotide
bases and the left radial a-helix of the subunits, and
hydrogen bridges (Stubbs and Stauffacher, 1981). As a
consequence of the strong correlation between the
geometry of theprotein coatand theencapsulated RNA,
three types of phosphates can be distinguished in the
nucleicacidbackbone.Oneofthesethreephosphatetypes
has a relatively high level of disorder (Cross et al.,
1983a). Indeed, in RNA-protein interaction models for
TMV, two phosphates are generally interacting closely

with arginineresidues, whereas noarginine is close toa
thirdone(seeAppendix).
Dissociated coat subunits and RNA of TMV
spontaneously reassemble undersuitable conditions into
virus particles (Fraenkl-Conrat and Williams, 1955).
Numerous in vitro studies have resulted in a detailed
model for TMV self-assembly in vivo (Fig. 2). At
physiological pH, TMV coat proteins form disc-shaped
aggregates with tworing-likelayers of 17proteins each
(ButlerandKlug, 1978).Thesubunits intheprotein disc
largely have a well-defined structure including four othelices connected by a strip of ß-sheet (Bloomer et al.,
1978). A stretch of 24 amino residues, however, is
highly mobile (Jardetzky et al., 1978; de Wit et al.,
1979),forming aflexible loop located within aradiusof
4.0 nm in the central core of the protein disc. The
assembly of a virion is initiated by selective interaction
of a protein disc with a specific part of the viral RNA
molecule, the origin-of-assembly sequence (OAS). The
uncoated OAS region probably forms a RNA hairpin,
whichcan insert intothecentral hole of theproteindisc.
Theloopof thehairpin thenintercalatesbetweenthetwo
layers of the protein disc. Among other nucleoprotein
interactions,theresiduesArg90andArg92inthe flexible
loops of the protein units make salt-bridges with the
RNA phosphates. As a result, the flexible loops of the
proteinunitsinthediscbecomeimmobilized formingthe
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so-called V-columns ("V" for vertical) (Stubbs et al.,
1977). The close interactions between V-columns of
adjoining subunits probably force the disc to transform
into a helix of two turns, the so-called lock washer. At
this stage, both the 3'andS'-RNA tail protrude from the
same side of the lock washer. A second protein disk
approaches from theopposite side andinteracts withthe
RNA. It pulls up the S'-tail and transforms into a lock
washer, as well. Additional disks then add to the
nucleoprotein complex inasimilarway,andthecomplex
elongates toaspecific length.The lockwashers stackon
top of each other, forming acontinuous protein helix of
several turns. This elongation process is repeated until
theS'-tailof theRNA hasbeencompletelyencapsulated.
Meanwhile, the 3'-tail becomes covered much more
slowly, perhaps by the binding of smaller aggregates of
coatproteins(Butler, 1979).

Filamentous bacteriophages: life cycle
and structure
Filamentous bacteriophages (Inovirus) form a large
group of related virus strains with similar morphology
and life cycle (Rasched and Oberer, 1986). They infect
gram-negative bacteriaby adsorbing tothetipof specific
bacterial pili. Some of the strains, like M13, fd, fl. Dee,
12-2andlfl, shareEscherichiacoliasahost,butdifferin
the specificity for its pili. For instance, M13, fd and fl
infect E. coli via itsF-pili. Other examples arePfl, Pf2
andPf3,whichinfectPseudomonasaeruginosa,andXf, a
virus of theplantpathogenXanthomonas oryzae. Upon
adsorption, the protein coat of the Inovirus virion
dissolves into the inner cell membrane (Marvin, 1989),
and the circular, single-stranded DNA consisting of
- 6500 nucleotides (± 10%)(Day etal., 1988) entersthe
hostcell, while being converted intothe double-stranded
replicative form.This DNAsynthesisprobablydrivesthe
disassembly of thevirion (Marcoetal., 1974). Insidethe
hostcell,new single-stranded DNA issynthesizedoffthe
replicative form by the "rolling circle" mechanism
(GilbertandDressier, 1968).ThenewprogenyviralDNA
is covered by the DNA-binding protein g5p encoded by
the viral gene-5, resulting inanintra-cellularrod-shaped
nucleoprotein complex, morphologically similar to the
virion outside the cell, but less stable. In contrast to
mostbacterial viruses, which arereleased from thehost
by cell lysis, the filamentous bacteriophages are
continuously assembledandextrudedthroughthebacterial
membrane without killing the host cell. During this
phage extrusion, g5p is exchanged by the major coat
protein encoded by the viral gene 8, also called gene-8
protein (g8p).The negative charge of the headgroups of
the lipidmolecules inthebacterial membranemayplaya
role in the release of g5p (Butler, 1979). A model for
assembly of the virion at membrane adhesions hasbeen
suggested on thebasis of the "telescoping" behaviour of
the virions in certain organic solutions in vitro (Marvin,
1989).
Outside the host cell, Inovirus exists as rod-shaped
nucleoprotein particles with a diameter of ~ 6 to9 nm
anda length between - 700 and2000 nm,depending on
thestrainandrelativehumidity (Day etal., 1988;Dunker
et al., 1974). Their protein coat mainly consists of
several thousand (2000 - 7000) copies of g8p, aprotein

of - SOamino acids (Day et al., 1988). Although the
actualaminoacidsequenceof g8pdiffers amongvarious
Inovirus strains, its geometry is essentially a slightly
curved a-helix for all of them. Strong homology also
exists at the level of charge distribution along the
protein:thereisacollection of acidic andbasic residues
neartheN-terminus andC-terminus, respectively, anda
hydrophopic stretch between the two charged ends.
Subunits in the protein coat of Inovirus virions are
oriented with their helical axis roughly parallel to the
virion axis, thereby partly overlapping one another as
scales of a fish (Fig. lb) (Marvin, 1990). They form a
tubular protein shell with the acidic N-termini at the
outside andthebasic C-termini atthe inside of thetube.
X-ray diffraction studies have established two different
classes on the basis of the protein coat structure. The
symmetry of the protein coat of Class I phages, which
include the strains Ff (fd, fl and Ml3), lfl and Ike,
involves a S-fold rotation axis combined with a 2-fold
screw axis of pitch 32 À (Fig. lb) (Banner et al., 1981;
Marvin, 1990;Marvin et al., 1994). InClass I I phages
(Pfl, Pf3 and Xf), the subunits of the protein coat are
arranged according to a one-start helix with IS Â pitch
and22 unitsperfive turns(Marvin et al., 1974;Marvin,
1990). Protein productsof othergenes arelocated atthe
two ends of the virion. The virion end, which emerges
first from the host cell, contains the gene-7 and gene-9
proteins,withoutwhichvirusparticlesarehardly formed
(Rüssel, 1991).Thefour orfive copies of gene-3protein
and gene-6 protein at the other virion end,arerequired,
respectively, for adsorption and penetration, and for
locking the tubeintoplace (Rüssel, 1991).
Incontrasttothestructureof theproteincoat,littleis
known about the geometry of the DNA molecule
encapsulated in the virion, other than that the DNA
molecule seems to be located inside the virion within a
core of less than 2.5 nm wide (Banner et al., 1981;
Rüssel, 1991), where it is immobilized by interactions
with the proteincoat (DiVerdi andOpella, 1981b;Cross
et al., 1983b). For Class I viruses, these nucleoprotein
interactions are predominantly of a electrostatic, nonspecific nature. Each g8p subunit has four positively
chargedresiduesatconservedpositions intheC-terminal
facing the inside of the protein shell, which are able to
neutralize thenegative chargesof thephosphodiesters in
the encapsulated DNA. Replacement of one positively
charged residue (Lys48) by a neutral residue results in
mutantvirionsthatare33%longerthanwild-type virions
(Hunter et al., 1987). There are no indications for any
interaction between aromatic g8presiduesandthebases
of the encapsulated DNA. In Ff-virions, the nucleotides
interactamong themselves bybasestacking (Day, 1973),
but the estimated interbase distance of 3.4 A is difficult
to reconcile with the mean axial rise of 2.7 Â per
nucleotide expected for homogeneous distribution of
DNA along the inside of the protein coat, as commonly
assumed (Day et al., 1979; Banner et al., 1981).
Although nucleoside sugarpucker and glycosyl torsion
aresimilaras for A-DNA, only 20%of theviral DNAat
mostseemstohave theregularphosphodiester backbone
found inA-DNA (Thomasetal., 1988).Infact,theDNA
backbone mainly has phosphodiesters with B-type
conformation (Fritzsche et al., 1981), or may even be
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largely disordered (Cross et al., 1983b). Based on the
generally non-integral ratio between the number of
subunits and nucleotides, e.g. 1 : 2.4 for Ff-viruses,
helicaldouble-strandedDNAmodelshavebeensuggested
for Class-1 viruses with the bases directed inward,but
not necessarily forming (canonical) base-pairs. In these
models, the symmetry of the DNA-helix andtheprotein
coat differ, so that consecutive phosphodiesters in the
nucleicacidbackboneinteractdifferently withtheprotein
coat Suchcomplexphosphodiester inhomogeneitycould
perhapsexplainthelackofexperimental evidenceforany
regular geometry of theencapsulated DNA molecule. A
similarDNA-modelwiththebasesfacing inwardhasalso
been proposed for the Class-11 virus Xf. For Pfl and
Pf3, other members of Class-ii, "bases-out" models
have been suggested with the nucleotide bases of the
encapsulatedDNA interacting withthetyrosineresidues
of thecoat protein subunits (Day et al., 1979; Kostrikis
et al., 1994). In Pfl, the DNA structure would be
sufficiently open, for lysine and arginine side chains to
reach into the virion core and neutralize the negative
charge of thenucleic acid phosphates located ata 2.S-À
distance from thevirionaxis (LiuandDay, 1994;Day et
al., 1988; Day et al., 1979). InPf3, the negative charge
oftheDNAbackboneisperhapsbalancedbythepresence
of metal cations, like Ca2+ or Mg 2+ , in the virion core.
Inthis thesis,we have studiedbacteriophage M13,wellknown for its use as a DNA-packaging vehicle in
biochemistry, asanexample for Inovirus ingeneral,and
Ff-viruses, more specifically.

P NMR studies of nucleic acids and
nucleoprotein complexes

PhosphorusO^P) nuclearmagneticresonance(NMR)
spectroscopy is a powerful technique for obtaining
informationaboutstructureanddynamicsofnucleicacids
andnucleicacidcomplexesinsolutionorgel. Atpresent,
it is commonly accepted that conformational
heterogeneity exists in nucleic acid structures. Structure
variations in long DNA duplexes have largely been
established byx-ray crystallography. NMR spectroscopy
has especially provided detailed knowledge about local
structures in oligonucleotides, such as e.g. hairpins and
pseudo-knots. Novel two-dimensional (2D) and threedimensional (3D) 1 H/ 31 P NMR methods have made it
possible to assign the 3 1 P NMR spectrum of
oligonucleotides with a length up to 14 basepairs
(Schröder et al., 1987), so that specific information on
the conformation of each of the phosphodiesters in the
nucleicacidbackbonecanbeobtainedinthesemolecules.
Relatively large variations in phosphodiester
conformation arefound (van de Ven and Hilbers, 1988).
Moreover, molecular dynamics calculations suggest that
the structures arising from x-ray and NMR studies still
representtime-averaged structures only andthataneven
larger variety of conformations temporarily exist at a
time-scaleofpicoseconds(Scheck, 1994).
Because the electron distribution surrounding a
phosphorusnucleusinanucleicacidmolecule isfarfrom
spherical, its 3 1 P chemical shift measured by NMR
spectroscopy, in principle, depends on the molecular
orientation with respect to the external magnetic field.
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FIGURE 4:61-MHz 3 1 P NMR spectraof B-formDNA atvarioustemperature»indicating differentmobility (from DiVerdi,andOpella. 1981a.).

Thischemical shiftanisotropy (CSA)canbedescribedin
terms of a shielding tensor with three principal
components a n , 022 and 033. In (dilute) solutions,
however,fasttumblingofoligonucleotidesandsegmental
motion of larger nucleic acid molecules tend to average
the shift, leaving only the isotropic chemical shift a, s o
tobe measured. Anumberof attemptshasbeen madeto
calculate the 3 1 P chemical shift tensor and especially
<Tiso> for phosphodiesters in nucleic acids and model
compounds (Prado et al., 1979; Giessner-Prettre et al.,
1984). These calculations point out that many factors,
including electron negativity, bondangle andn-electron
overlap,canaffect the31 P chemical shift, indicating that
no single factor can unequivocally explain an observed
range orchange of 31 P shift. Empirically, a correlation
between 3 1 P chemical shifts and the smallest O-P-0
angle has been found for a wide variety of
alkylphosphates and oligonucleotides. At increasing
bondangle between 95° and 108°, OJSO increases by as
much as ~35 ppm (Fig. 3a) (Gorenstein, 1981). At
further increasing bondangle above 108°,also decreases
again (Gorenstein, 1994). Another correlation is
experimentally observed between o";so and the scalar
coupling constant JH3'-P for the three-bond coupling
constantbetween Uy andP(Fig.3b).BecauseJH3'-Pcan
beinterpretedintermsof theCOtorsionanglee (Fig. 3c)
via aKarplusrelationship (Lankhorst etal., 1984),anda
linearcorrelationbetween e and thePOtorsionangle Çis
found in a variety of duplex structures (Gorenstein,
1994), the correlation between a; so and JH3'-P actually
reflects the influence of the stereo-electronic factors on
the3 1 P chemical shift. This semi-empirical correlation
between Oi so and the coupled torsionangles e andÇ,
should be distinguished from the separate correlations
between alS0 and the P-0 torsionangles Ç and a, and
between Oi s o and the C-O torsionangles e and ß,
previously suggested on a theoretical basis (Gorenstein,
1981; Giessner-Prettre et al., 1984). Environmental
effects on31 P chemical shifts are generally smallerthan
the intrinsic structural effects. A shift change of about 3
ppm is observed upon changing the solvent from 100%
H2O to 70%DMSO (Lernerand Kearns, 1980), or the
salt concentration from 0 to SM (Costello et al., 1976).
The bases with their ring-current in the double helical
nucleicacidshaveonly small effect onthechemical shift
(< 0.1 ppm)(Gorenstein etal., 1988).
Because the range of 3 1 P chemical shifts for
individual phosphates induplex fragments in solution is
typically <0.9 ppm,resonance linescangenerallynotbe
resolvedindividually in31 PNMRspectraofnucleicacids
longer than 100 basepairs. For this reason, most of the

31

P NMR work on DNA fragments with a length of a
fewhundredbasepairshasconcentratedon31 Prelaxation.
The measured longitudinal relaxation time (TO,
transversal relaxation time (T2), and nuclear overhauser
effect (NOE) are usually interpreted in termsof models,
which necessarily represent simplifications as compared
to the complicated nature of the flexible DNA. A more
realistic description of the complex backbone dynamics
wouldrequiremorevariablestobefitted,thanjustifiedby
the amount and quality of the experimental data. Some
authors, for instance, assign all relaxation effects to
dipolarrelaxation between 31 P andthenearest 3',S'and
5"-protons, assuming the 31 P - lH internuclear distances
to be invariant and neglecting the relaxation by the 31 P
chemical shift anisotropy (Hogan and Jardetzky, 1980;
BoltonandJames, 1979).Internal motionof the31 P - lH
internuclear vector has been simplified to two-site
exchange(HoganandJardetzky, 1980),jumping(Keepers
and James, 1982), rotation about a single axis (Bolton
andJames, 1979)andwobbling(LipariandSzabo,1981).
Long range bending of the nucleic acids is sometimes
approximately described asisotropic motion (Boltonand
James, 1979; Opella et al., 1981). Relaxation data are
also analyzed by use of a rigid-rod model for the DNA
duplexfragment,regardedasastiff helix (Shindo, 1980).
Other authors incorporate collective torsional motion
along the DNA duplex into their model (Allison et al.,
1982). The large variety of models in the literature,
illustrates the lack of unanimity about the details of the
motions that mainly cause the observed 3 1 P NMR
relaxation.Severalassumptionsaboutthelocalmolecular
structureandthepredominantrelaxationmechanismmust
usually be made to interpret relaxation in a system of
dipolar coupled spins. For 31 P NMR relaxation, CSArelaxation should also be taken into account. Given the
small amount of experimental data, different models,
varying in nature between "model-freely" simple and
realistically detailed, are equally acceptable. Additional
information isnecessary todecidebetweenthem.
In contrast to the 31 P NMR spectra of DNA duplex
fragments in solution, 31 P NMR spectra of dehydrated
DNA orlarge nucleoprotein complexes, suchasviruses,
potentially offer a wealth of additional mobility
information. 31 P NMR spectra of concentrated gels of
these large systems generally contain a single broad
resonance line reflecting the average 3 1 P chemical shift
anisotropy (CSA) typical for phosphates in DNA or
RNA (Fig. 4) (DiVerdi andOpella, 1981a; DiVerdi and
Opella, 1981b). In most cases, the observed lineshape
also shows signs of motional narrowing and therefore
contains information about the underlying motion. It is
important to note, that motional distortion of the 3 1 P
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lineshapesnotmerelyrepresentsyetanothersingle-valued
input for motional analysis, just like Ti andT2 values
measured for DNA fragments in solution. Partially
averaged 3 1 P NMR lineshapes are typically 200 ppm
wideandarethereforedefinedinthespectrumbyaseries
of data points, each of which carries information about
the motions involved. Given the large variety of
relaxationmodelsforDNAfragments insolution andthe
lack of sufficient experimental data to decide between
them, it is quite surprising that until this thesis, no
studieshadbeenpublishedaboutquantitativelyanalyzing
or simulating 3 1 P NMR lineshapes of concentrated
nucleic acidornucleoprotein gels,exceptina superficial
way (Fig. S) (Tsang and Opella, 1986). Most authors
restrict themselves to qualitative remarks about the
motion involved (DiVerdi andOpella, 1981b;Maietal.,
1983). It should be mentioned in this respect, that the
literature does contain publications about 2 H NMR
lineshape simulations for 2H-labeled nucleic acids
(BrandesandKeams, 1988;AlamandDrobny, 1991)and
31
P NMR lineshape simulations for phospholipids
(Dufourc etal., 1992).

concentrated solutions or viscous gels, such as TBSV,
the rod-shaped tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and the
bacteriophages Pfl andfd (Munowitz etal., 1980;Cross
et al., 1983a; Tsang and Opella, 1986; DiVerdi and
Opella, 1981b; Cross et al., 1983b). From qualitative
lineshape analyses, conclusions were drawn about
motional frequencies and amplitudes, which agree with
thegeneral pictureevolved from dilute solution studies:
nucleic acids inside virions do not undergo large
amplitudemotionsatfrequencies higherthan 10*Hzand
motional lineshape effects observed in dilute solutions
canbeexplainedbyoverall motionoftheviralparticleas
arigidbody.

TMV

JM»"
PH = 4

PH = 8

100 ppm
FIGURE 6:3'P NMR spectraof solid fd(left) and 10% (wt/wt)TMV
(right), upper, nonspinning; lower: magic angle spinning (from
DiVerdi andOpella, 1981b,andCrosset al., 1983b).

staticpowderpattern
100ppm

rotationallyaveraged
powderpattern

FIGURE 5 : 3 1 P NMRlineshape ofbacteriophagePfl atdifferent pH
values. The theoretical lineshapes were calculated, assuming
either the complete absence of motion, or complete averaging by
fast motion of the rod-shaped virionsabouttheirlength axis (from
Tsang andOpella, 1986).

In large nucleoprotein complexes, such as viruses,
P nuclei represent natural NMR labels for studying
structural and dynamic properties of the nucleic acid
backbone selectively, even when the complex mainly
consists of proteins. Indeed,during the lastfifteen years
31
P NMR studiesof variousviruses haveappearedinthe
literature. In one class of studies, rapidly tumbling,
mostly spherical viruses,such astheplantviruses alfalfa
mosaic virus (A1MV), cowpea mosaic virus (CpMV),
tomatobushy stuntvirus(TBSV)andthebacteriophages
QßandMS2,havebeeninvestigated indilutesolutionby
use of high resolution NMR spectroscopy (Kan et al.,
1987;Virudachalam et al., 1985;Munowitz etal., 1980;
Bolton et al., 1982). In these studies conclusions about
the dynamic behaviour of the nucleic acids inside the
virions havebeen drawn from linewidths andrelaxation
times. Inother studies,solid stateNMR techniques have
been used to record 3 1 P spectra of viruses in more
31

CSA-broadening tends tomask the small differences
amongthephosphatesof thenucleicacidencapsulatedin
a slowly tumbling virus (Fig. 6). Such phosphodiester
inhomogeneity, indicating e.g. inequivalence among
binding sites,is best studiedusing magic angle spinning
(MAS) NMR spectroscopy. MAS breaks up the broad
31
PNMRpowderlineshapeintoasharpcenterbandatthe
isotropic chemical shift position flanked by rotational
sidebands (Herzfeld and Berger, 1980). Because for
phosphodiester compounds, the width of the centerband
andthesidebandsis typically afew ppm,resonancesare
moreeasilyresolved andresolvedsidebandpatternsmay
be assigned to specific phosphates on the basis of their
conformation (see above) (Gorenstein, 1994). 3ip MAS
NMR spectraofTMV solutions (Crossetal., 1983a)and
dried TMV pellets (Hemminga et al., 1987) show two
resolved sidebandpatterns withanoverall intensityratio
of approximately 2, which have been assigned by
comparing torsion angle values for the three types of
phosphodiesters inTMV (Hemminga etal., 1987).MAS
NMRspectraofbacteriophagefd,whichiscloselyrelated
to M13,only contain a single,broadcenterband flanked
bysidebands(DiVerdiandOpella, 1981b),indicatingthat
a continuous distribution of phosphodiester conformations is present in the phage, rather than a distinguishablefew (Fig.6).
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Research history and environment of
the project

Course of the project and outline of
the thesis

During the past two decades, the molecularbiophysical aspects of viruses have been studied at the
Departmentof Molecular Physics. A numberof workers
have participated in this research line. Jan de Wit
investigated TMV andits coatprotein using >H and 13C
NMR spectroscopy (deWit, 1978). Heconcluded thata
specific part of the coat protein, which is mobile in
dissociated protein subunits and in empty capsids,
becomes immobilized by the interaction with RNA.
Indeed,transformation of theso-called flexible loop into
the V-column seems to be an essential step in the
assembly of TMV (see Fig. 3 and remarks about TMV
above). Gert Vriend studied the interaction of the coat
protein of cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) with
RNA using *Hand 13 C NMR, and ESR spectroscopy
(Vriend, 1983). He developed a tentative model for the
binding of protein dimers to RNA. In this model, the
conformation oftheN-terminalproteinpartchangesupon
interacting with the RNA from a flexible random-coil
conformation into an a-helical conformation, thereby
pullingthecoatproteinandRNAtowardseachother.The
model was tested by Marinette van der Graaf (van der
Graaf, 1992), who investigated the conformation of a
synthetic oligopeptide, containing the first 25 amino
acids in theN-terminal part, in absence andpresence of
oligonucleotides and oligophosphates. For thispurpose,
she used UV/Vis and two-dimensional *H NMR
spectroscopy and carried out molecular dynamics
calculations. Herconclusions confirmed andrefined the
"snatch-pull"model.
KlaasPieterDatemaemployed various spectroscopic
techniques(circulardichroism,time-resolved fluorescence,
ESR, 31 P NMR, and 2 H NMR) to study the interaction
of TMV, CCMV, BMV, SBMV and M13, as well as
theircoat proteins, with membranes (Datema, 1987). He
concluded thatMl3coatproteinreadily insertsintolipid
bilayers, where it forms aggregates, whereas TMV coat
protein only interacts with the negatively charged
phospholipid headgroupswithoutactually being inserted
intodiemembrane.JohanSanderscontinuedthisresearch
(Sanders, 1992).Heestablished theconformation of two
forms of Ml3coatprotein in lipid bilayers using several
spectroscopic techniques (circular dichroism, raman,
fourier transform infra-red, ESR, 3 , P NMR, and 2 H
NMR) and molecular dynamics calculations. He
concluded that one of the two proteins forms was very
similar to the coat protein in Ml3 virion and was
thereforelikelytobepresentinthemembraneof infected
E. coli. His conclusions were supported by the work of
RuudSpruijtandCorWolfs (Spruijtetal., 1989).
In 1981, solid-state NMR spectroscopy was
introduced to study TMV by Marcus Hemminga and
Wiebren Veeman (Hemminga et al., 1981). This line of
research wascontinued in 1985 by JaapKruseandRolf
Lamerichs who employed solid-state MAS 13C and 31 P
NMR spectroscopy to study lyophilized or air-dried
pellets of intactTMV andCCMV virions (Hemminga et
al., 1987). The results of these pilot-experiments gave
rise to theproject described in this thesis, which started
inDecember 1987.

The objective of the project presented in this thesis
was in the first place to obtain information about the
protein-nucleic acid interaction in intact virionsof M13
and TMV using solid-state 31 P NMR spectroscopy. At
theprojectstart,theexperience withintheDepartmentof
Molecular Physics with this type of spectroscopy was
still limited. A secondary objective was therefore to find
outthepractical useof solid-stateNMR spectroscopy for
studyingintactviruses.Itwasdecidedtomainlyfocuson
31
P NMR, because phosphates areprobably involved in
the protein-nucleic acid interactions and 31 P nuclei are
sensitiveprobesforstudyingthisinteractions selectively.
Gelsof M13andTMVaredifficult samplesascompared
topolymersorcrystaline powders,whicharemore often
studied by use of solid-state NMR spectroscopy. Under
"physiological" conditions (0-40 °C, > 50% (w/w)
water),thesignal-to-noiseratiois low (e.g.40%M13 <->
~4 mg/ml phage DNA). The high water content in the
NMRsampleslowerstheQ-factor oftheprobeatthe*Hfrequency, so that maximal proton power mustbe used
with the risk of probe sparking. In addition, *H- 3 1 P
cross-polarization is relatively ineffective, stable magic
angle spinning is difficult to achieve, and the
nonspinning T2 is short (-0.5 ms). For this reason,
many of the "fancy" NMR techniques appearing in the
literature, could not be successfully applied to the
viruses, although some of them were tried. It may be
illustrative tobriefly present some of these unsuccessful
ideasandpilot-experiments.
For instance, to be able to detect the weak dipolar
couplings between 31 P and its nearest protons H3', H5'
and Hs"(-2.6 Â inDNA, < 2.5 kHz) andprotons in the
presumed salt-bridge between phosphates and basic
residues (~3 Â in TMV, < 1.5 kHz), we have tried to
suppress the much stronger 'H homonuclear coupling
using off-resonance and multiple-pulse decoupling
(Slichter, 1978). However, preliminary results were
insufficiently convincing to continue this line of
research. An idea to measure theweak 31 P - 15 N dipolar
couplinginthepresumedsalt-bridgesbetweenphosphates
and 1SN-Iabeled lysine residues in M13 could not be
carriedoutbecause isotope-labeling was still in anearly
stage inourlab(scrambling problems occurred) andthe
necessary lH -31 P - 15 N triple-resonanceequipmentwas
not available. Besides, the small size of the 3 i P - 15 N
coupling, presumed to be < 400 Hz on thebasis of the
3-Â distance suggested for TMV, was not very
motivating. If nonspinning separated local field spectra
wouldberecordedtomeasure31 P- 15 N dipolarcoupling
(DiVerdi and Opella, 1982), T 2 broadening would
probably dominate over coupling effects. In onedimensional rotary resonance recoupling MAS spectra
(Levitt et al., 1988), thecoupling effect would likely be
some minor extra broadening of the centerband andthe
sidebands already 700-1200 Hz wide ata31 P resonance
frequencyof202.5MHz.
An attempt was also made to investigate the
orientational distribution of phosphodiesters within M13
using a rotor-synchronized 2D MAS NMR method
introduced for oriented polymers (Harbison, 1986).For
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thispurpose,we triedtofreezeorientedM13solutionsin
the (nonspinning) MAS rotor. As carbonyl groups are
strongly oriented within M13, the carbonyl resonance
lineshape in the 1 3 C NMR spectrum of Ml3 is an
indicatorfortheorientationof thevirionswithrespectto
the magnetic field. Indeed, anarrow carbonyl lineshape
showed upin spectraof dilute M13 solutions, indicating
orientation (if not motion) of the virus particles in the
10-T field of the AM500 spectrometer. Unfortunately,
upon freezing, the carbonyl lineshape changed into the
typical lineshape of an isotropic powder, reflecting the
randomizing effect of theice-formation. Attempts touse
MAS 2D-exchange 31 P NMR experiments (Kentgens,
1987) to study slow motion in M13 gels were
unsuccessful, because highlyconcentratedorfrozen M13
gels contained too little motion tocause meaningful offdiagonalintensityinthespectra,whereasmoredilutegels
at room temperature could not spin in a sufficiently
stablemanner.
Thus, despite much effort, the 3 1 P NMR results
obtainedforM13andTMVduringthefirstthreeyearsof
the project were little spectacular and rather
disappointing: featureless powder lineshapes in
nonspinning 3 1 P NMR spectra, different T2-values
depending on the sample preparation, no resolution
improvement in MAS spectraof 30%TMV ascompared
to earlier published spectra of air-dried TMV, and
featureless lineshapes with various linewidths in MAS
spectra of Ml3. A turning point was reached when a
patternwasrecognized:thefeaturelessness of thepowder
lineshapes and the sample preparation effects were
actually highly indicative forthepresenceof31 Pmotion!
Various modelsweredeveloped tosimulate theeffect of
different types of motion on 3 1 P NMR spectra and
transversal relaxation. The quantitative analysis of the
experimental data by use of these models, is the main
subjectof thisthesis.
Chapter2describesthetheoreticalbackgroundofthe
three models that will be used in Chapter 3 to simulate
the experimental data. An isotropic rotational diffusion
model is set upfor mobile nucleic acids thatare loosely
orpartially bound totheprotein coat. Arigid-rodmodel
is workedout to represent themobility ofrigidlybound
phosphates inarod-shaped virion which rotatesaboutits
length axis. In addition, a combined diffusion model is
presented,inwhich fastrestricted nucleic acidbackbone
motions are superimposed on a slow rotation of the
virion aboutitslengthaxis.
Chapter 3 compares the experimental 3 1 P NMR
lineshapes and transversal relaxation decays with the
outcome of the simulations by useof thethreerotational
diffusion modelsdeveloped inChapter2.Itis concluded
thatneither isotropic diffusion, nor (restricted) rigid-rod
diffusion offers a consistent explanation for the
experimental data. The combined diffusion model is
successful for M13. For TMV, the model indicates that
one of the three binding sites is more mobile than the
othertwo.
InChapter4,thecombineddiffusion modeldeveloped
in Chapter 2 and tested in Chapter 3 is extrapolated for
MAS experiments. Comparing theoretical and
experimental MAS spectra, we conclude that backbone

motions influence the sideband intensities as observed.
Backbone motions also seem to cause the decrease of
inhomogeneous linewidth in the MAS spectrum and the
transversalrelaxationmeasuredatspinningratesof4kHz
or higher. At spinning rates below 2 kHz, transversal
relaxationissignificantly faster.Thiseffect isassignedto
slow,overallrotationof therod-shapedM13phageabout
its lengthaxis.
Chapter5finally presentsadetailedstudyoftheslow
overall motionof M13andTMV using two-dimensional
exchange 3 1 P NMR spectroscopy. The combined
diffusion model of Chapters2 and3 is now extended for
thistypeofexperiments.ItisfoundthatTMV undergoes
much slower rotational diffusion than expected on the
basis of the analysis in Chapter 3. For M13, the
quantitativeanalysisindicatesheterogeneity intheoverall
motion throughoutthegel. Theaverageoverall mobility,
however, is consistent with the outcome of the analysis
inChapter3.
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Atheoretical study of rotational diffusion models
for rod-shaped viruses
The influence of motion on 31 P nuclear magnetic resonance lineshapes
and transversal relaxation

Pieter C. M.M.Magusin and Marcus A. Hemminga
DepartmentofMolecularPhysics,AgriculturalUniversity,Dreijenlaan3,6703HAWageningen,The Netherlands
ABSTRACT Information about the interaction between nucleic acids and coat proteins in intact virus particles may be obtained by
studyingtherestricted backbone dynamics of theincapsulated nucleic acidsusing31Pnuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Inthis article,simulations arecarriedoutto investigate how reorientation of arod-shaped virus particle asawholeandisolated
nucleicacidmotionswithinthevirioninfluencethe31PNMRlineshapeandtransversalrelaxationdominatedbythephosphoruschemical
shift anisotropy. Two opposite cases are considered on atheoretical level.First, isotropic rotational diffusion is used asamodelfor
mobilenucleicacidsthatarelooselyorpartiallyboundtotheproteincoat.Theeffectofthistypeofdiffusiononlineshapeandtransversal
relaxation is calculated by solving the stochastic Liouville equation by an expansion in spherical functions. Next, uniaxial rotational
diffusion is assumed to represent the mobility of phosphorus inavirion that rotates as arigid rod about its length axis.This type of
diffusion isapproximated by anexchange process amongdiscrete sites.Asturns out from these simulations, theamplitude andthe
frequencyofthemotioncanonlybeunequivocallydeterminedfromexperimentaldatabyacombinedanalysisofthelineshapeandthe
transversal relaxation. In the fast motional region both the isotropic and the uniaxial diffusion model predict the same transversal
relaxationastheRedfieldtheory.Forvery slowmotion,transversalrelaxationresembles thenonexponential relaxationasobservedfor
watermoleculesundergoingtranslationaldiffusioninamagneticfieldgradient.Inthisfrequencyregion7"2eisinverselyproportionaltothe
cuberoot of thediffusioncoefficient. Inadditiontotheisotropic anduniaxialdiffusion models,athirdmodelispresented,inwhichfast
restricted nucleic acid backbone motions dominatingthelineshape aresuperimposed onaslow rotation of thevirion about itslength
axis,dominatingtransversalrelaxation.Inanaccompanyingarticlethemodelsareappliedtothe3,PNMRresultsobtainedforbacteriophage M13andtobacco mosaicvirus.

INTRODUCTION

solution studies:nucleic acids inside virions do not undergo large amplitude motions at frequencies higher
than 104Hz and motional lineshape effects observed in
dilute solutions can be explained by overall motion of
the viral particle asa rigid body.
To interpret our 31P NMR results for bacteriophage
M13 and plant virus TMV in more detail, we have
carriedoutsimulationsofthe3, Plineshapeandtransversalrelaxation forvarioustypesofdiffusion withintermediatemotional frequencies andamplitudes.Asforphosphorusnucleiinbiomolecularsystemssuch simulations
have been carried out for phospholipid membrane systems (9, 10), but not for nucleic acids encapsulated in
viruses. Several diffusion models can be constructed to
explain the motional effects observed byNMRspectroscopy. On the one hand, as in general a virion isacomplexstructure ofanucleicacid moleculesituated within
aproteincoat,theobserved3, Plineshapeandtransversal
relaxation may actually reflect a superposition of many
types of motion, such as overall rotation of the virus
particleasawholeand isolatedbackbone motionsofthe
nucleicacidinside.Allthesemotionstogethermayinfluencethelineshapeandrelaxationdecayinawayroughly
comparable with random rotational diffusion in a viscous solution. Similar assumptions were made in 31P
NMR studies of DNA in solution (11. 12). In thisarticle,an isotropicdiffusion model isset upand the effects
ofthistypeofdiffusion on thelineshape and transversal
relaxationwillbepresented.Ontheotherhand,onemay

Phosphorus nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy isa powerful technique for obtaining information about structure and dynamics of the nucleic acid
backbone in intact bacteriophages and plant viruses.As
all phosphorus nucleibelongtothe viralgenome, informationaboutthenucleicacidbackbonecanbeobtained
selectively,eventhoughthevirusparticleslargelyconsist
of proteins. Indeed, during the last 15years 31P NMR
studiesofvariousviruseshaveappearedintheliterature.
In one classofstudies, rapidly tumbling, mostly sphericalviruses,suchastheplant virusesalfalfa mosaicvirus,
cowpea mosaicvirus,tomato bushy stunt virus,and the
bacteriophages Qj8and MS2, have been investigated in
dilutesolution byuseofhighresolution NMR spectroscopy (1-4). In these studies conclusions about the dynamic behavior of the nucleic acids inside the virions
have been drawn from linewidthsand relaxation times.
In other studies,solid-state NMR techniques havebeen
used to record 31P spectra of viruses in more concentrated solutions or viscous gels, such as tomato bushy
stunt virus and the rod-shaped tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV) and the bacteriophages Pfl and fd (3, 5-8).
From qualitative lineshape analyses conclusions were
drawn about motional frequencies and amplitudes,
whichagreewiththegeneralpictureevolved from dilute
Address correspondence to M. A. Hemminga, Department of
Molecular Physics,Agricultural University, P.O.Box8128.6700ET
Wageningen, The Netherlands.
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try to interpret the motional effects observed in 3, P
NMR spectraandtransversalrelaxationintermsof rigid
body motion. For rod-shaped viruses of the sizeof filamentous phages(~ 1 fim length and 9nm diameter) in
water, diffusion coefficients in the order of 10"and 10'
Hz can becalculated for diffusion about the length axis
and ofthelength axisitself(13).Rigidbody rotation of
these rod-shaped viruses is thus well approximated by
uniaxial diffusion about the length axis. To show the
effect of this type of diffusion, we construct a uniaxial
diffusion model. In addition, weusealternative simulation methods to check the limiting behavior oftheisotropicandtheuniaxialdiffusion modelfor fastandvery
slowdiffusion. In both diffusion modelsone singletype
ofmotionisassumedtoinfluenceboththelineshapeand
transversalrelaxation.Ingeneral,theobservedlineshape
and transversal relaxation may be dominated by different motions. To study such acase wewilltest a simple
model, which combines slow motion of the virion asa
whole with fast motion of the phosphodiesters inside.
Theapplicationofthesesimulationmodelstotheexperimental data will be treated in an accompanying article
(14).Inthisarticlewepresent thetheory ofthe simulations and discuss the outcome and trends therein in a
general manner.

S(t)=

£(2T, /)=

(3)

ƒ*> dû

M+(2T + t)
M+(0)

(4)

ƒ

Hodû

(16).A"powderaverage"relaxationdecay,i.e.,thespatial average relaxation curve of all orientations, is defined for a series of r values by setting t = 0 in Eq. 4.
Although Eqs. 3 and 4 are formally correct, an appropriatemethod fordealingwiththeexponentialoperators
therein should be used to actually calculate free inductionandrelaxationdecays.However,alreadyfrom these
formal solutionsitcan bederivedformanytypesofmotion,includingtheonesdiscussedinthisarticle,thatmotion does not change the second moment of the lineshapeandcausesnonexponential transversal relaxation,
which contradicts what isoften assumed (17-19). This
contradiction becomes clear when Eqs. 3and 4 areexpanded asTaylor seriesin tand T, respectively.
For types of diffusion which are nonorienting, i.e.,
lead to an isotropic distribution of spin density, and
which cannot create or annihilate net spin density, althoughthey can, ofcourse,change "local"spindensity,
thediffusion operatorTasatisfiesthemathematical conditions r Q l = 0 , where 1 denotes the isotropic distribution, and (Taf(Q)) = 0 for any distribution function
f(ti). For example, for restricted diffusion, the latter
condition ensures that no lossof spin density occurs at
theboundaries.Anytypeofmotionthatfulfils bothconditions may be shown to change only third and higher
order terms in the Taylor series of the calculated free
induction decaysand relaxation decays,asderived from
Eqs. 3and 4

Inthe presenceofonlyZeeman interaction, anisotropic
chemical shift, and rotational diffusion, 31P lineshapes
and transversal relaxation can bedescribed bythepositiveand negative-helicitycomponents p±( Q,t)l± ofthe
spindensityoperatorp(12, t), wherefidenotestheorientation ofthe principal axis system ofthe chemical shift
tensorinalaboratoryframewiththez-axisparalleltothe
magneticfield,t represents the time, and 1+and I_ are
the raisingand loweringoperators for aspin-'Anucleus.
Byassumption,thedetectedNMR signalisproportional
to the positive-helicity component integrated over all
shift tensor orientations
(1)

Thepositiveandnegative-helicitycomponentsobeypart
ofthe stochastic Liouvilleequation (10, 15)
dp±{Q,t)
=(±/ü>(ß)+ raK(Q,0,
dt

J

Asa IT pulseinterchangesthepositiveand negative-helicitycomponent,anechoproducedbyaicpulseattime r
isgiven at atime 2r + tby

THEORY

M+(0=• ƒ dQn+(a,t).

M+(0

M*(0)

S(t) =S0(t) + 2Bt3+

(5a)

and
(2)

£(2T,0)=

1 - 5 ( 2 r ) 3+

(5b)

with

wherew(Q)denotesthecombined Zeeman and orientation-dependent chemical shift interaction and Ta isthe
stochastic operator representing a specific type of rotational diffusion. Combining Eq. 1 with the formal solutionofEq.2andassumingisotropicspindensityatt= 0,
p± (Q,0)=ßc(e.g.,afteranonselectivepulse),itfollows
that the normalized free induction decay (FID) Sit) is
given by

f dQwiQ)TawiQ)
(5c)

B=

ƒ

12 dû
whereS0it) denotesthe FIDintheabsenceof diffusion.
TheconstantBin Eqs.5a, 5b,and 5cispositive,sothat
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ant under the rotations y -» x ± y and ß -*• x - ß.
Therefore, if initial spin density is homogeneously distributed over all tensor orientations, M±(^> 0) =
ß0Doo(ü), spin density bears the same symmetry
at all times and may thus be expanded more compactly in terms of the normalized eigenfunctions
V(4/+l)/87rW 2 m ,o(ß) + £>L'o(ß)). Neglecting
termswith /largerthan aspecific valueL and substituting the expansion in Eq. 6, this equation reduces to a
matrixequation oftheorderN= (L+ 1){L + 2)/2, the
formal solution ofwhich is

relaxation curvesactuallydecay(sufficiently closetot 0) and lineshapes are narrowed by motion. Eqs. 5aand
5b further indicate that diffusion does not change the
second moment of the lineshape and transversal relaxation isnonexponential. Obviously, this does not agree
with the common, experimentally confirmed assumptionthatfast motion modulatesthesecondmomentofa
lineshape and causes exponential relaxation. However,
higherordertermsintheTaylorseriesbecomedominant
at larger values of t or T,especially for fast motions,
which may mask this disagreement and reduce it to a
purelytheoreticaldetail.Although Taylorseriesprovide
some information about lineshape moments and relaxation decaysclosetot =0,theyarenoteasilyapplicable
to simulate motional effects completely. Instead, we
haveuseddifferent approaches, which willbe explained
in moredetail below.

(6)

with the combined Zeeman and orientation dependent
chemical shift interaction expressed in terms of the
Wigner functions D2m,m(aßy) = exp{im'y)dll,m(ß) X
exp(z'ma)(20, 21)as

Pd
~ sin ßdß

sin ß-

dßj

(7)

sin 2 /3 dy2

(10)

(seeEq.3)wheretheexponential matrixiscalculatedby
diagonalizingM. Itfollows from Eqs.9aand 9bthatax
pulse,whichinterchangesthepositiveandnegative-helicity component at time r, produces an echo given at
time 2T + /by
£ ( 2 T , f) = (e M(T+0 «? M * r )ii,

where « 0 = yB0 isthe Zeeman angular frequency, <r0 =
(<ru + o-22+ a 33 )/3istheisotropicshift, F 0=(<r33 - a0)is
theanisotropy parameter, andF2=(o12- oxi)/V6characterizestheasymmetryofthechemicalshift tensorwith
Cartesian components an, a12,and <r33.Isotropic diffusion isrepresented in Eq. 3bythedifferential operator
2=
D n

(9b)

S(t) = (<?*'),

Ü)(Q) = w0+ w0a0 + o0.F0Z)à>(Q)
+ u0F2(D220(Q) + Dl2Q(a)),

M-(0 = e M V ( 0 ) ,

where M+(0 and ft_(0 have been redefined as vectors
containing the N expansion components ofthe positive
and negative-helicity component, respectively, the matrix M contains the couplings among the coefficients in
ß+(t), andM*isthecomplexconjugate ofM.Tocalculate the FID the positive-helicity component must be
integrated over all tensor orientations (Eq. 1). All expansion terms vanish under this integration, except for
thefirst,isotropicterm.Ifinitialspindensityishomogeneously distributed over all tensor orientations, as assumed earlier, the normalized FID S(t) is proportional
to the "upper-left" element ofthe exponential matrix

The effect of isotropic diffusion on 31P lineshapes and
relaxation decays can be calculated by introducing the
spin density operatorp(£2,/)asa function ofthechemical shift tensor orientation Q= (a, ß, y)relative to the
laboratory frame and calculating thisdensity asa function oforientation and time.The specific form ofEq.2
for isotropicdiffusion is
-(±iw{Q)-DVS)»i±(Q,0.

(9a)

and

Isotropicdiffusion

dtiJQ.t)
dt

'WO)

n+U)

(see Eq.4). Fourier transformation ofacalculated FID
orechoproducesthecorrespondinglineshape.Apowder
average decay can be calculated for a series of T values
using Eq. 11by setting t = 0. Note that in this casethe
productmatrixofthetwoexponential matricesishermitian,sothat itsdiagonal elementsarerealandthetransversal decay ispurely absorptive.

(8)

where D denotes the diffusion coefficient. Utilizing the
method of Freed (9, 15) Eq. 6 is solved by making an
expansion of the two transversal spin density components in Wigner functions Dlm,m( Q) being eigenfunctionsofthediffusion operator.Incontrastwiththeusual
procedure,however,wecarryoutoursimulationsinthe
time domain, because the calculation of free induction
decayscanbemoreeasilyextended tothecalculationof
echoesand transversal relaxation decays.
Asfollows from Eqs. 7and 8, the chemical shift and
the diffusion operator are independent of a and invari-

Uniaxialdiffusion
In the uniaxial diffusion model the orientation of the
principalaxissystemofthechemicalshifttensorisspecifiedby the Euler angles Q' =(a, ß, y)in a coordinate
systemfixedina rotor, representing the virion.Theorientationofthisrotoraxissysteminthelaboratory frame,
inturn,isgivenby12"=(<j>,d, \p).Inanisotropicpowder,
therotorsarerandomlyorientedwithrespecttothemagneticfield.The number ofrelativechemical shift tensor
orientationswithinthevirionmayvaryfrom asingleone
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in Pf1or three in TMV to a large value representing a
nucleic acid backbone without structural correlation to
the viral coat geometry, likebacteriophage fd (5,8).In
this model it isassumed that thereisan isotropicdistribution of relative chemical shift tensor orientations insidethevirion.Byintroducingthespindensity operator
p(fi",ft',t), thespecific form ofEq.2for rotor diffusion

<fr+(9, rpn,t)
dt

D
M (e,*n-i,0
b2 +

JMe,w-^(e,*„o
D

+ TT2M+(6, ^n+1,0,

T

IS

(15a)

combined with theequations for the boundaries
dn±{ü",ü',t)
dt

(±ico(n",ül) +r^)fi±(ü",ü',t),

(12)

<fr+(0,^i,0 _

M e , i M - - n M+te,*,,*)

dt

with the combined Zeeman and chemical shift interaction

D

+T2n+(®,t2,t)

4 W W )

üj(fl", Q') = O)0 + 030cr0 + « o

dt

X 2 />2m-o(tt")[^VDL'(a')

+

f N - i , t)

For free rotor diffusion wetake X = w and connect the
boundariesbydefining exchangebetween^ Nand\p{. By
combinationoftheNcomponentsinthevectorp+ (0,ty,
0 andtheshift andthediffusion factorsinthesymmetric
matrix M Eq. 12mayberewritten asamatrix equation,
the formal solution ofwhich is

^o(ö)[F0^m'(^) + ^2(^m'(/3)^
rfi2m,(/3)e-2W)]eim'<*+"),

(13)

wheretheparametersareexplained inEq.7.Foruniaxialdiffusion restrictedtoangles\pE[\p0-\,\l/0 +\], the
diffusion operatorT^inEq. 12isdefined onthisinterval
as
df :

2M0>

Dl2m,(Q'))]

W0+ O)0ff0 + O)0

X 2

p
Ô

+ Me, M --H W(e,fc,,r). (i5c)

m ' —2

+ F2(D22m,(Sl') +

=

(15b)

+ DBiih, X),

M+(0,O=eMV+(0,O).

(16a)

Alsoheretheanalogoussolutionforthenegative-helicity
component issimply
(14)

M 6 , /) =e M V ( 0 , 0).

whereD(d2/<V2)denotesthefreeuniaxialdiffusion operator (10) and B^o, X)isa boundary operator, which
vanisheseverywhereexceptattheedgesandensuresthat
IVfulfils theconditions i y = 0and <iy(ft)> =0(see
above). Itfollows from thesymmetry propertiesofEqs.
12, 13, and 14 that, if spin density is homogeneously
distributed over all rotor orientations and the relative
tensor orientationsattime/ =0,n±(ft",ft',/) areindependent of <j> at any time. Furthermore, as a and ^ are
rotation angles about the same axis, there isno way to
distinguishbetween a-diffusion, i/'-diffusion, oracombination ofboth and fi±(ü",ft',t)shouldbeafunction of
4>+aratherthanof\pandaseparately.Byredefiningthe
averageanglei^0as(\[/ + a) andthe fluctuating angle \j/
as4> + a- \(/0andcollectingthenonfluctuating anglesin
0 =(0,&>>&7)thenotation forthespindensitycomponentscanbechanged to p±(®, \p,t).
Following the procedure of Dufourc et al. (10), we
solve Eq. 12by using afinite-differenceapproximation
ofthediffusion operator.Tosimulatetheeffect ofuniaxialdiffusion restrictedby±Xonthepositive-helicitycomponent, N discrete valuesyp„ aretaken from the interval
[-X, +X] with a constant difference bbetween subsequent values. Exchange among these N orientations is
calculatedfrom thecoupledequationsfor2< n<N - 1

(16b)

Because the FID isproportional to the positive-helicity
component, Eq. 16amust be summed over all orientations (Eq. 1). Ifat t =0 all orientations havethe same
spin density, i.e., n+(&, 0) = p0(l, 1, . . . , 1, 1), the
normalized contribution S(9, t) to the FID byN diffusion-coupled orientations for a specific combination of
staticangles0 is
5(0,0 =^ 2 ( O u ,
'

(17)

i.j

where the exponential matrix iscalculated by diagonalizing M (see Appendix). A IT pulse at time Tproduces
an echogiven at time 2r + tby
M(r+,) M T
£(0,2r,O =^2(^
^ * )uJV

(18)

Away to calculate Eq. 18efficiently isdiscussed in the
Appendix. To simulate a FID, an echo or an average
transversal decay curve of a powder of randomly oriented rotors,Eqs. 17and 18shouldbeintegrated for all
rotor orientations (6,\f/0) and summed over all internal
chemical shift tensor orientations (ß,y). Fouriertransformation of a simulated FID or echo produces the
correspondinglineshape.Likeforisotropicdiffusion the
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with a linewidth 1/(vT2). In contrast, fast uniaxialdiffusion does not completely average the chemical shift
anisotropy. Replacing the complex exponentials in Eq.
13bytheiraveragevalueexp{im'(\p+a)}sinc(m'X)on
the interval (\p+ a - X,\p + a + X), where sinc(w'X)
denotessin(m'X)/(m'X),oneobtainstheaveragechemical shift expression for fast rotor diffusion with restriction half-angle X as

decay oftransversal coherence ispurely absorptive due
to the hermitian character ofthe product matrix ofthe
twoexponential matrices in Eq. 18.

Ultra-slow andfast diffusion
For very slow and fast diffusion matrix calculations as
discussed above are not necessary and faster simulation
procedures can be used instead. Here we discuss such
alternative procedures, because they provide independentchecksforthelimitingbehavioroftheisotropicand
uniaxialdiffusion models.Forveryslowdiffusion witha
diffusion coefficient Dmuch smaller than the inhomogeneous linewidth |w0(o-33 - tr,,)|, the lineshape is
hardly influenced by motion and can wellbe calculated
following oneofthe standard procedures for simulating
staticlineshapes(21).Ifthediffusion coefficient iseven
smallerthan theaverage motion-induced homogeneous
linewidth, transversal relaxation may alsobe calculated
inanalternativeway.Inthiscaseitmaybeassumedthat
within atimethat the echo intensity decaysto typically
e~iofitsinitialvalue,spindensitymainlyspreadsoutto
orientations close to its initial orientation. As a consequence the variation of chemical shift as a function of
orientation iswell approximated by a "local" linear or
bilinearfieldgradient.Ithasbeenderivedearlierthatthe
HahnechoinalinearfieldgradientGdecaysinanonexponential way as exp(-DG 2 / 3 /12) (19, 22). Similarly
we find for ultra-slow uniaxial diffusion (neglecting
boundary effects in the caseofrestricted diffusion)

ƒ dû ƒdû'

(w(Q", Q')> = WO + WO + u,0 2
+ F2(d22m,(ß)e2"

whereq(Q)aregeometricparametersrelatingtheprinciple axis systems of the diffusion and the chemical shift
tensors,and JXco)arethespectraldensityfunctions 2TJ
(1 + OJ2T2), with correlation timesrx depending on the
diffusion model (23). In the case of isotropic diffusion
T0= T, = r 2 = 1/(6D) and <c0(Q) + c,(Q) + c2(Q)> =
(1 + 7]213),sothatforcorrelationtimesshorterthanT2e
but larger than 1/OJ0, the general equation simply reducesto
6D

T2c =

E(t.O)

S

(21)

i-0

exp(-D(<9û;/#)V/12)

+ (sin

(20)

l/T* =(l/40)(<o0.F0)2 2 c,(Q){3yi(«b)+ 44(0)}

and for ultra-slow isotropic diffusion

2

di2m,(ß)e-2iy)

From Eq. 20 the lineshape may be simulated numericallybycalculating<w)for alargenumber ofcombinations(cosd,ip+ a,cosß, y).
Inthelimitofshortcorrelation times,T2emaybecalculated usingthe Redfield approximation, which relates
T2e to the spectral density. Thegeneral equation for the
transversal relaxation for a chemical shift tensor undergoingaxially symmetric diffusion is

J dû Jdü'

ƒ dü e\p(-D{(du/dß)

+

eim'(*+.> sinc(m'X).

19a)

£U,0) =

di^dUFod^iß)
m'—2

(22a)

M2'

whereM2 isthe second moment ofthe static lineshape:
(l/5)(o)0F0)2( 1 + T72/3).Foruniaxialdiffusion ofarotorcontaining many randomly oriented shift tensorsinside, 70(w) = 0, T, = 1/D, T 2 = l/(4D),and<c,(fl)> =
<c2(Q)> = (2/5)(l + T72/3). This may be substituted
into Eq.21to show that for D < ui0

ßy2(d«o/dy)2}t3/12)

dû
(19b)

Eqs. 19aand 19bshowthatthetransversaldecay£(/,0)
can generally be described as ir(Df3), where F(x) is
somenonexponential,decayingfunction independentof
D. For this decay of the echo produced by a single x
pulse, a transversal relaxation time T2e may be empiricallydefined byfittingasingleexponential tothecurve.
If F(x) reaches the value e~l for a specific value of x,
defined as x0, T^should be approximately ( X 0 / D ) 1 / 3 .
Obviously, in the ultra-slow motion region T2e is inversely proportional to the cube root of D.
For fast diffusion the lineshape may be calculated
fromthetime-averaged expression(w)forw. Underfast
isotropicdiffusion chemical shift anisotropy isaveraged
to(w)= ÜJ0+o)0<70andthelineshapebecomeslorentzian

T*

2D

(22b)

TouseEq.21forrestricteddiffusion thespectraldensity
functions should be modified in a rather complicated
way(24). Instead, T2e maybeapproximately calculated
from a more simple equation, which for short correlation times relates T2e to the portion 1M2ofthe second
lineshape moment M2 that ismodulated bythe motion
1

= \M,T,

(17, 18). Theoretically Eq. 23disagreeswith Eq. 5,because,asdiscussedabove,thelatterimplicatesthat diffu-
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siondoesnotchangethesecondmoment.FromEq.20,
however, which wederived neglecting the time-dependent part of w,a second moment can be calculated for
fast uniaxialdiffusion, whichdoesvaryasafunction of
therestrictionangle

2

M 2 (X) = M 2 ( 0 ) { ( l / 5 ) + (2/5)sinc 2 (2X)
2

+ (2/5) sinc (2X)},

D(kHz)

(24)

where M2(0) is the second moment of the static lineshape (see Eq. 22a). From Eq. 24,AM2 may becalculated asM 2 (0) - M2(X). The occurrence of only one
correlation time in Eq. 23 provides another inconsistency: two correlation times are necessary for unrestricteduniaxialdiffusion and for therestrictedcasethe
correlation function is multiexponential. Often, however, T = 1/(6D) is used as "the" correlation time of
unrestricted uniaxial diffusion (10). Substitution of
AM2 and r intoEq.23thenyields
6D

(2/5)M2(0){2 - sinc2(X)- sinc2(2X))

10

FIGURE 1 Fouriertransformed free induction decays(a) and echoes
at2T =60MS(b)forisotropicdiffusion withadiffusion coefficient of1,
2, 5, and 10 kHz.

relaxation decayspresented hereweresimulated for31Pat 121.5MHz
withrelativechemicalshift tensorvaluesan - a0 = 77ppm,<r22- a0=
18ppm, andff33- a0= -95 ppm. For simulations ofisotropic diffusion,thenumberofexpansiontermswastakenashighasnecessaryfor
lineshapes and relaxation curves not to change any more upon a furtherincrease.Theexact numberdepended onthediffusion coefficient
Dputintothecalculation,but for D= 5kHzasatypicalexample,the
expansionwastruncatedafter45terms.Fortheotherdiffusion models
a random distribution of rotor orientations with respect to the magneticfieldand a random distribution ofrelativechemical shift tensor
orientationswithinthevirionwereassumed.ThenumberofanglesB,
ß, y between0and T/2, \p0between0and2irand<$/between -X andX
(see Theory and Appendix) was taken high enough to observe no
change upon a further increase and depended on the diffusion coefficient Dandtherestriction halfangleX. Typicallyforasimulation using
the uniaxial diffusion model with D= 50 kHz and X = 1.25 rad 10
valueseach for cos6and ^ 0 , 5values each for cosßand y, and 12 <p
valuesweretaken into account. Except for the simulations ofthe fast
diffusion lineshapes, all simulations were carried out in the timedomain.LineshapeswereobtainedbyFouriertransformation aftermultiplication with an exponential function corresponding to 1kHzlinebroadening, in analogy with the processing ofexperimental data. For
thenonexponential powderaveragedecays,aT2cvaluewasdefinedby
fitting a singleexponential to thecalculated decay (11),which differs
from the e~'definition by Woessner et al. (25), but is closer to the
analysisofexperimental decaysin practice.

(25)

For free uniaxialdiffusion, i.e., for X -*• oo,Eq.25predictsa higher value for T2e than Eq. 22b.Interestingly,
thetwoequationswouldmatchiftheaverageofthetwo
correlationtimesusedinthederivationofEq.22b,(T, +
T 2 ) / 2 = 5 / ( 8 D ) , weretaken for r. Both variantswillbe
comparedwiththeoutcomeofsimulationsusingtheuniaxialdiffusion model(seebelow).

Combineddiffusion
Inthecombineddiffusion modelnucleicacidbackbone
motion,representedbyveryfast, restricted\p or «-diffusion, is superimposed on top of slow, free i/'-diffusion,
representing overall rotation of the virion as a whole.
The approach is the same as for the uniaxial diffusion
model(seeabove),exceptthatEq.20isusedinsteadof
Eq. 13.The effect ofthesuperimposed diffusion isthus
merelyapseudostaticreductionofthechemicalshiftanisotropy. In principle, both the fast restricted and the
slowfree diffusion influence thelineshapeandtransversalrelaxation.Itisassumedinthismodel,however,that
the overall diffusion istoo slowto effect thelineshape,
whereasthesuperimposed,restricteddiffusion issofast,
that it only has an indirect effect on transversal relaxationbyscalingthechemicalshift anisotropyinapseudostatic way. Under these conditions the lineshape is
dominatedbythefast,restrictedmotionandtransversal
relaxationbytheslowoverall diffusion.

DISCUSSION

Isotropicdiffusion
Fig. 1shows the lineshape effect of isotropic diffusion
withadiffusion coefficient increasingfrom 1 to 10 kHz:
discontinuitiesgetincreasinglylesspronouncedandthe
resonancelinenarrowsmoreand more.Discontinuities
tendtobemorepronouncedinechospectrathaninFID
spectra caused by T2e anisotropy or, in particular, the
first derivatives of the chemical shift to ß and y being
zeroatthesepositions(Eq. 19b).Forfastdiffusion, D>
10 kHz,powderaveragedecaysoftransversalcoherence
are practically indistinguishable from single exponentials (not shown), which agrees with Redfield's relaxation theory for fast motions. Below 10kHz,however,
the simulated relaxation decaysaresignificantly nonexponential, asexpected from Eq. 5b,and T& valuesdefinedby least-squarefittinga single exponential to the
simulated decay depend on the time domain sampled

METHODS
Allsimulations werecarried out on a/iVAXand aVAX workstation
VS2000 (Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA) using self-made
Fortran programsasdescribed in Theory. Thedouble-precision complexIMSLroutineEIGCC(IMSLInc.,Houston,Texas)wasemployed
formatrixdiagonalization.Lineshapesandpowderaveragetransversal
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wellwith thesimulation results for fast diffusion, which
proves that the isotropic diffusion model is consistent
with Redfield theory.

Uniaxialdiffusion
Theinfluence ofuniaxialdiffusion on31Plineshapesand
relaxation curveshasbeen calculated for variousrestrictionhalf-anglesanddiffusion coefficients (Figs.2cand3
d). Hardly any lineshape effect isobserved for rotordiffusion withcoefficients below 104Hzorrestriction halfangles below 0.5 rad. For diffusion coefficients larger
than 105Hz,the lineshape does not change upon a further increase and above a half-angle of x rad; the lineshapes are indistinguishable from free rotor diffusion
lineshapesat the same diffusion coefficients. In contrast
with the simulated lineshape for isotropic diffusion, the
lineshapesofFouriertransformed free induction decays
differ onlyslightly from the corresponding echoesat 60
ps,probablyasaconsequenceoftherandom orientation
of shift tensors with respect to the rotor axis in this
model.
Powder average T^ values havebeen obtained byfittingthesimulatedechodecaystoasingleexponential.In
Fig. 3bthese T2 valuesare plotted versusthe diffusion

FIGURE2 Fouriertransformed echoesat 2T =60/isforthethreetypes
of uniaxial diffusion with various coefficients and restriction angles:
(a) combined diffusion, (b) fast diffusion, and (c)intermediate diffusion.

(see Fig. 3 a). In general, for fast motions Redfield
theorypredictsT2tobecomelongeratincreasingmobility and the opposite trend isproposed for slow motions
(19). Indeed, our calculations showthat for an increasingdiffusion coefficient D, T2efirstdecreases asa linear
function ofthecuberootofD,andthenpassesthrougha
minimum for D= 5 kHz and finally becomes proportional to D. A similar trend has been calculated by
Woessner et al. (25). Instead of the cube root dependence in the slow motion region, Pauls et al.(17) have
suggested that for a process of large rotational jumps
amongdiscretesitesT2ewouldbeinverselyproportional
to thejumping rate (*SD). However, in their jumping
model only spin density leaving the sites is taken into
account and thecontribution ofspin density arrivingat
thesitesisneglected, sothat thecorrespondingjumping
operator Tdoesnot fulfill thecondition T1=0(Eqs.5a
and 5b).Inan attempt tofindan empirical formula for
T2easafunction ofD,itwasfound thatthecurvesinFig.
3afitwelltoT^= {(ÛD _ 1 / 3 ) C + (£D) C} 1 / c .whereparameters a and b determine the limiting behavior for slow
and fast motion, respectively, and parameter c defines
the"sharpness"ofthetransitionbetweenthetwolimits.
Asa consequence ofthis hyperbolic correlation, an experimentally observed T2e above the minimum value
canbeinterpretedintwowaysandalineshapeanalysisis
necessary to decide between thetwo.Forslow diffusion
up to 1 kHz plots ofecho decaysE(t,0) versusDf3are
independent of D, asexpected from the linearfieldgradient approximation (Eq. 19b). This also explains the
cube root dependence of T2e on Din the slow-motion
region. In the fast-motion region chemical shift anisotropy relaxation can be calculated alternatively from
T2 =6D/M2 (Eq. 22a). Asshown in Fig.3athisagrees

10
11 0.1 0.1 100

100
10

E
1 -

1 -

0.1 -

0.1 0.1

100

D (kHz)
FIGURE3 r2e values as a function of the diffusion coefficients for (a)
isotropic diffusion, (b) uniaxial diffusion, (c) combined diffusion and
(d) fast diffusion. For isotropic diffusion (a)T2c values obtained by
fitting asingle exponential tothepowder average decay uptoatimeof
0.8 ms(IX)and 1.6 ms(X) areshown inthesameplot for comparison.
Forthe uniaxial andcombined diffusion model thepresentedT2c values
are obtained by fitting up to 0.8 and 1.6 ms, respectively, for various
restriction half-angles: 0.6rad(O),0.9rad(+), 1.2rad (G), 1.5 rad(O),
and irrad (A).Forthefast diffusion modelT2c wascalculated from Eq.
25.Thebroken linesinaandbrepresent theTuvaluescalculated using
the Redfield approximation for isotropic diffusion (Eq. 22a) and free
uniaxial diffusion (Eq.22b), respectively.
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coefficients for a number ofrestriction angles.Similarly
as for isotropic diffusion, the curves fit well to T2e =
C 1/C
{ ( Ö D - , / 3 ) C + (Z>D) } . Thus, for slow motion T2e is
inversely proportional to the cube root of D, reaches a
minimum value in the intermediate region, and isproportional to Dfor fast motions. Again wefindfor slow
diffusion thatplotsofechodecaysE(t, 0)versusDt3are
independent of D and that Eq. 19aprovides agoodapproximation, which explains the cube root dependence
of T2e on Din the slow-motion region. For fast, unrestricted diffusion about a single axis,T2e may be calculated alternatively from T2e = 2 D / M 2 (Eq. 22b). This
agreeswellwith the outcome ofthesimulations for fast
diffusion with restriction half-angle x (Fig. 3 b).
Fig. 3balso showsthe effects ofmotional amplitude
onT2e. Foragivendiffusion coefficient, T2edecreasesas
the restriction anglebecomes larger, but for coefficients
below 1kHz the curves in Fig. 3 b start to coincide.
Apparently, for ultraslow diffusion the fraction of spin
density that actually reaches the boundaries within a
time comparable to T2e is neglectable. In contrast, for
fast motion the curves are well resolved. Relaxation
curvessimulatedforarestrictionhalf-angleofxareindistinguishable from free rotor relaxation curves.
Thepresenceoftherestriction half-angle Xasanother
fitting parameter besidethediffusion coefficient D complicatesthe interpretation ofexperimental data. Acontinuous setofparameter pairs (D, A)sharethe same T2e
value (Fig. 3b), sothat the observed transversal relaxation can beinterpreted in many ways,especially when
noisehidesdetailedfeaturesoftherelaxationcurve.Likewise,acontinuous setof(D, X) lineshapescan besimulatedthatfittothe experimental lineequallywell.Even
the theoretical lineshape simulated for free diffusion at
20kHzishardtodistinguish from theonesimulated for
D = 50kHzand X = 1.5 rad(Fig.2c).Obviously,onlya
combined analysis of lineshape and transversal relaxation mustbeused to unequivocally interpret the data.

model can be useful to make a quick estimation ofthe
motional amplitude and frequency.

Combineddiffusion
Utilizing the combined diffusion model,lineshapes and
relaxationdecayshavebeensimulatedforseveralcombinations of internal restriction half-angles X and overall
diffusion coefficients D. Forcoefficients below5 kHzlineshapes are hardly influenced by slowoverall diffusion,
butonlydependontheinternalrestrictionangles(Fig.2
a). Slow overall diffusion does, however, influence
transversalrelaxation (Fig.3 d). Inthefrequency region
upto 5 kHzinvestigated,T2eisinverselyproportionalto
thecuberootofD,asexpectedforultraslowdiffusion. In
contrast to the T2e trend observed in the uniaxial diffusion simulations, where T2e shortens as the restriction
half-angle Xincreases, the combined diffusion model
predictsthat T2ebecomeslargeratincreasing X, because
internalmotionswithlargeramplitudesaveragethe shift
anisotropy to a larger extend and thereby reduce the
chemical shift fluctuations caused by overall diffusion
more. The curves for X= 0.6 and 0.9 rad in Fig. 3c
almost coincide, indicating that very fast, internal motion with amplitudes below 1 rad hardly influenceT2e.
Clearly, under these circumstances transversal relaxation isdominated bytheoveralldiffusion alone.
Inthe strategy for interpreting experimental resultsin
termsofcombineddiffusion, thefirst stepisthedetermination of the internal restriction angle from the lineshape using the fast diffusion model. Then, for this restriction angle the overall diffusion coefficient can be
obtained from an analysis ofthe relaxation curve using
the combined diffusion model. This procedure of extractingXfrom theexperimentallineshapefirstandthen
D from the observed relaxation curve ismuch lesstime
consuming than a "two-dimensional" searching procedurenecessarytounequivocallydetermineXandDusing
the uniaxial diffusion modeldiscussed above.

Fastuniaxialdiffusion
CONCLUSION

Fastdiffusion lineshapes,calculated from Eq.20,correspond welltothelineshapessimulated for fast diffusion
usingtheuniaxialdiffusion model(Fig.2b).Clearly,the
neglect ofthetime dependent part ofai from which Eq.
20wasderivedisallowedinthefastfrequency region.In
contrast,T2evaluescalculatedfrom Eq.25donotmatch
thevaluessimulated for uniaxialdiffusion. Theorderof
magnitude, however, is.the same and the tendency of
increasing T2e with decreasing X is comparable. Given
the earlier discussed inconsistency between Eqs. 5aand
23onatheoreticalbasis,thesimilaritybetweentheoutcomeofthetwomethodsisstriking.Thealternativevariant of Eq. 25,derived by taking T = 5 / ( 8 D ) , does not
provideabetterapproximation, exceptfor X > 1 rad.In
the analysis of experimental data the fast diffusion

In summarizing the simulation resultsdiscussed above,
itisconvenienttodividemotionalamplitudesintothree
ranges. Small amplitude motions do not cause detectable lineshape effects; e.g., uniaxial diffusion with a restrictionhalf-angle <0.5rad(30°)hardlyinfluences the
lineshape.Obviously, oneshouldbecareful to conclude
the absence of motion from the absence of motional
narrowingalone.Inthisrangemotionalinformation can
best be obtained from relaxation studies. Motions with
larger amplitudes can significantly alter the lineshape.
An intermediate amplitude range may be distinguished
between0.5and 1.5 rad,wherelineshapeandtransversal
relaxation are sensitive to small changes in the amplitude. The third range consistsofstilllarger amplitudes.
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In this region lineshapes and transversal relaxation are
insensitive to amplitude changes and restricted motion
hardly can bedistinguished from unrestricted motion.
Asimilardivision can bemade for motional frequencies as well. The slow-motion range contains low frequenciesascompared with static linewidth and correlationtimesintheorderofthetransversal relaxation time
T2e or longer. In this region diffusion does not alter the
lineshapeinadetectablewayandcausesnonexponential
relaxation. Typically the powder average decay of the
echo E(t, 0) is a function of Dt3 and T^is inversely
proportionaltothecuberootofthediffusion coefficient.
Incontrast,inthefast-motion regionlineshapesaregenerallystronglynarrowedandtransversalrelaxation isexponential. Within this frequency region the lineshapeis
dominatedbythetime-independent partofthechemical
shift interaction and transversal relaxation is well described by the Redfield theory. In the intermediate regionthetime-dependent partofthechemicalshift interactioncannotbeneglected inlineshapecalculationsand
theRedfield theoryisnot applicable.Othermethodsare
necessary to simulate lineshapes and transversal relaxation.
The diffusion modelsdiscussed in thisarticleserveto
interpret the 3, P lineshapes and powder average decays
measured for large virions in viscousgels.The application of these models on our NMR results obtained for
M13and TMV willbetreated in a following article.

2 (* M<r+,) e M " r ) 0 = 2 Bm(r, t)B*m{T, 0)
i,j

(A4)

m-l

Tosimulateadecay,Bm(r, 0) iscalculated foraseriesofr valuesand
thedecay follows from

2(e M ^ M ") i j = 2

\Bm(r,0)\2

(A5)

Assumingthattherotorsarerandomlyoriented inanisotropicpowder
and that the chemical shift tensorsarealso randomly oriented within
every rotor separately (as may bethe case for M13), Eqs.A4andA5
stillhavetobesummedoveralargevarietyofrotororientations (0,4/a)
and internalchemicalshift tensororientations (/3,y). Itiswellknown
that, for simulatingstatic powderlineshapes,only part ofthe orientationswithinanisotropicpowderhastobetakenintoaccountduetothe
symmetry ofthechemical shift anisotropy (21).Likewise, symmetric
propertiesofEq. 13reducethenumberofrotorandtensororientations
thatareactuallyneededinrotordiffusion simulations.Usingtheproperties d2mm.(ß) = (-l) m - m Vi m . m ,(/3) and dlma.(ß) = (-1)""' X
dmm'(r —ß)andcombiningtheterms±m',theanisotropicpartofEq.
13may berewritten as
uotfo(0)[F0(fioiß)

+ 2F2d220(ß) cos (27)]

+ 2o>od20(6)[F0d2Ql(ß) cos(<p)
+ F2(dl(ß)

cos (<p + 2y)

- < & ( * - 0 ) cos ( * > - 2 ? ) ) ]
+ 2u0d22Q(d)[F0d202(ß) cos(2<p)
+ F2(d222(ß)cos(2<p + 2y)
+

APPENDIX

d222(Tr-ß)cos(2<p-2y))},

(A6)

where <p =$ + a. Eq. A6 shows that the chemical shift is invariant
undertherotations(9,tp) -+(T - 8, x +tp),(ß,tp)-* (*• - ß,x +tp),
y-»•*•+y, and(7,<p)-*-(ir - 7, IT — tp).Thediffusion operator(Eq.
14)isinvariant under these rotations aswell.Thus, if for rotor diffusion simulations tp is sampled from the whole interval (0. 2ir), the
lineshape issufficiently defined by 8, ß, and y taken from (0, x / 2 ) ,
whichonlyrepresent one-sixteenth ofallpossibleorientations.

Speeding upuniaxial diffusion
simulations
An echo or free induction decay can becalculated from Eq. 18fora
seriesoftorr values,respectively.AfterdiagonalizingM =DAD"'the
calculation mayproceed ina straightforward way
2 (eM'-VM-^.
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=2 2 2 2 2 D ^ - ' D ^ ^ C D . j 1 ) * . (AD
i - l j - 1 k - l 1-1 m - l

Dueto thesymmetry properties ofmatrix M, matrix Dcan beorthogonalized by normalizing itscolumns, sothat the inverse matrix D~'
can quickly be obtained by simple transposition. Still, however, the
multiple sum in Eq. A1 for every t o n value separately takes much
computer time, which increases as thefifthpower of the number of
sites. Furthermore Eq. Al also should be summed over many rotor
orientations(0,\(/0) and internal chemical shift tensororientations (ß,
y). Therefore, speeding up the simulation istherefore essential for a
practical use.Amoreefficient wayistocalculate inafirststep
^km ~~ "mk 2 Ak>

(A2)

* m (T,o« 2 - W W r + " -

(A3)
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Analysis of 31P nuclear magnetic resonance lineshapes and
transversal relaxation of bacteriophage M13 and tobacco mosaic
virus
Pieter C. M. M. Magusin and Marcus A. Hemminga
DepartmentofMolecularPhysics,AgriculturalUniversity,Dreyenlaan3,6703HA Wageningen,The Netherlands
ABSTRACT Theexperimentally observed31P lineshapes andtransversal relaxation of 15%(wt/wt) M13,30%M13, and30%tobacco
mosaicvirus(TMV)arecomparedwithlineshapesandrelaxationcurvesthataresimulatedforvarioustypesofrotationaldiffusionusing
themodelsdiscussedpreviously(Magusin,P.C.M.M.,andM.A.Hemminga.1993.Biophys.J. 64:1851-1860).Itisfoundthatisotropic
diffusioncannotexplaintheobservedlineshapeeffects.Arigidroddiffusionmodelisonlysuccessfulindescribingtheexperimentaldata
obtainedfor 15%M13.For30%M13theexperimental lineshapeandrelaxationcurvecannot beinterpreted consistently andtheTMV
lineshapecannot evenbesimulatedalone,indicatingthattherigidroddiffusion modeldoesnotgenerallyapply.Acombined diffusion
modelwithfastisolatedmotionsoftheencapsulatednucleicaciddominatingthelineshapeandaslowoverallrotationofthevirionasa
whole,whichmainlyisreflectedinthetransversalrelaxation,isabletoprovideaconsistentpictureforthe15and30%M13samples,but
notfor TMV.StronglyimprovedlineshapefitsforTMVareobtainedassumingthattherearethreebindingsiteswithdifferentmobilities.
ThepresenceofthreebindingsitesisconsistentwithpreviousmodelsofTMV.Thebestlineshapesaresimulatedforacombinationof
onemobileandtwo static sites.Although lessmarkedly,theassumptionthattwofractions of DNAwithdifferent mobilities existwithin
M13alsoimprovesthesimulatedlineshapes.Thepossibleexistenceoftwo31PfractionsinM13shedsnewlightonthenonintegralratio
2.4:1betweenthenumberofnucleotidesandproteincoatsubunitsinthephage:83%oftheviralDNAislessmobile,suggestingthatthe
binding oftheDNA moleculetothe protein coat actually occurs atthe integral ratioof two nucleotides per proteinsubunit.
INTRODUCTION

bone found in A-DNA (8). In fact, infrared linear
dichroism results indicate that the DNA backbone
mainlyhasaB-typeconformation (9).Phosphorussolid
state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies applied to bacteriophage fd have indicated that the DNA
within the virion is relatively immobile (10), probably
asaconsequenceoftheelectrostaticinteraction between
the negatively charged phosphodiesters in the DNA to
the positively charged lysine residues located on the inside of the tubular protein coat. There are no signs for
any regularity in the DNA structurepresentinthespectra oforiented fd gels(11). The motional narrowingof
the phosphorus lineshape observed for unoriented and
oriented fd gels has been interpreted qualitatively in
termsofbothrotationaldiffusion ofthevirionasawhole
around itslength axis(10) and limited motions present
in the DNA backbone (11).
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) isa rod-shaped singlestranded RNA virus with a length of 3,000 Â and an
outer diameter of 180À.The protein coat isformed by
2,200subunits(MT= 17,500)arrangedinahelixwith49
subunits per three turns. In contrast to the DNA molecule in fd, the structure of the RNA molecule, which
consistsof6,600nucleotides,hasbeenwelldetermined.
It is buried within the coat between layers of subunits,
following the protein helix with three nucleotides per
proteinsubunitataradiusof~40Â(12).Threesortsof
bindingbetweenRNAandproteinsubunitsinsideTMV
have been suggested: electrostatic interactions between
phosphodiesters and arginine residues, hydrophobic interactions between the nucleotide bases and the left radial a-helix ofthe subunits,and hydrogen bridges (13).

Bacteriophage M13hasacylindrical shapewithalength
of~ 900nmandavaryingouterdiameterbetween6and
10nm depending on the relative humidity (1,2). The
molecularmassofthephageis—16MD.Itsgenomeisa
circular single-stranded DNAmoleculeof6,407nucleotides(3)protectedbyaproteincoatmainlyconsistingof
~2,700 copies of the gene-8 protein. The DNA molecule is situated along the virion in a core of <2.5 nm
wide.Studiesbyx-rayfiberdiffraction applied tobacteriophage fd,whichiscloselyrelatedtoM13,indicatethat
thesymmetry oftheprotein coat involvesafive-foldaxial rotation axis combined with a two-fold axial screw
axis of pitch 32 À (4). Much less is known about the
geometry of the encapsulated DNA molecule. The absence of DNA reflections in earlier reported x-ray patterns hasledtothe conclusion that the molecule ismobile or disordered (5), but later results show that some
regular DNA structured with a pitch of27Âmay exist
and that many of the bases are stacked axially ~3.4 A
apart(4).Substantialbasestackingisdetectedbyultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy aswell (6), but the distance of
3.4 Àisdifficult to reconcilewiththe mean axialriseof
2.7 Ä expected for homogeneous distribution of DNA
along the inside of the protein coat, as commonly assumed (4, 7). Raman spectra of fd contain thecharacteristicsofnucleoside sugarpucker andglycosyltorsion
typicalforA-DNA.However,only20%oftheviralDNA
at most seemsto havethe regular phosphodiester back-
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strongelectromagneticfields,sothatthetemperaturecanbemeasured
inside the sample during the actual pulse experiment. The fluoroptic
thermometer could only beused forcalibration, becausesampletubes
could not besealed completely with the temperaturefiberpenetrating
through the tube cap. Substantial differences were observed between
theindicationofthefluoroptic thermometerandtheBrukerunit,especiallybelowroomtemperature,becauseatemperaturegradientexisted
within the probehead between thesampledirectly cooled bya flowof
nitrogenandtheprobewallheatedbythesurroundingshimmingcoils.
The fluoroptic thermometer also showed that the immediate heating
effect by high power decoupling was much stronger than estimated
from thesteadystateindication ofthetemperatureunit(BrukerInstruments.Inc.).
Spectra were recorded using cross-polarization and a Hahn echo
pulsesequencetoremovetheeffect ofproberingingontheweaksignal.
Forrecordingstandard spectra theechowasmadetooccur60^safter
excitation. Transversal relaxation wasstudied by acquiring the Hahn
echoesforaseriesofrefocussingdelaysandanalyzingtheminapowder
averagewaybyfittinganexponential curvetotheechodecaydirectly.
Longitudinal relaxationwasdetermined usingthedirectinverserecoverypulsesequence,followed bycurvefittingappliedtothespectra after
Fourier transformation. Because in M13 gels 3IP longitudinal relaxation is much slower than transversal relaxation, it was possible to
develop a 7",-filtered 7"2experiment by combining the Carr-PurcellMeiboom-Gill(CPMG)experiment fortheT2measurement(18)and
the progressive saturation method for the 7", measurement. This enabled ustoinvestigateapossiblecorrelation between longitudinal and
transversal relaxation in M13gels(19, 20). The pulse spacing in the
CPMG sequence was set to 650 ^s. because spinlocking effects occurred atsmallerpulseinterspacing.Attheendoftheacquisition time
of 20 ms an additional x/2 pulse was given to reduce longitudinal
magnetization effects due to pulse imperfections. The repetition time
wasvaried from 2to 24s.

As a consequence of the regular RNA geometry, three
typesofphosphorusnucleicanbedistinguished inNMR
spectra of oriented TMV samples and in magic angle
spinning(MAS)NMR spectraofTMV.Thethreephosphorus resonances in the spectrum of oriented TMV
samples have different linewidths that have been assignedtovaryingdegreesofdisorderintheorientationof
the phosphates in the various binding sites of the coat
protein(14).InMASspectraofTMV,twolinesstrongly
overlap indicating similar electronic environments for
twoofthree binding sites(14, 15).
To gain information about the dynamic behavior of
thenucleicacidbackboneinM13andTMV,weused31P
solid state NMR spectroscopy. In a previous report we
demonstrated how isotropicdiffusion and varioustypes
of uniaxial diffusion influence 3I P NMR lineshapes and
transversal relaxation theoretically (16). Here we will
compare the experimental NMR results with the outcome ofthesesimulations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation and purification of M13
andTMV
M13bacteriophage wasgrown and purified asdescribed by Spruijt et
al.(17)except for 10mMTris,0.2raMEDTA beingusedasthe final
dialyzing and storage buffer. TMV was prepared asdescribed previously(15).Gelscontaining30%(wt/wt)TMVorupto20%M13were
directlyobtainedfrom thestoragesuspensionsbycentrifugating for4h
inaTi-75 rotor(model Ti-75; Beekman Instruments. Inc.,PaloAlto,
CA) at 55.000 rpm. To prepare gelscontaining more M13, wet M13
pellets were concentrated further by drying. Finally, the wet pellets
werespread out on the inside of the centrifuge tube and the material
was dried under a flow of air during 2-8 h at slightly below room
temperature.Formaximalhomogeneityofhumiditywithinthepellets,
the material wasrepelleted at lowspeed and spread out again on the
insideofthecentrifuge tubeseveraltimesduringthedryingprocedure.
Thechangeofwatercontent inthedryingpelletswasroughly followed
byweighingandfinallydeterminedbymeasuringthephageconcentrationspectrophotometrically usingA26o= 3.80(0.1%wt/vol. 1-cmpath
length)forM13andA260=3.00forTMV.Sampleswereprepareda12
hbefore the NMR experiments and werestored at4°C.

Simulation procedures
Phosphorus NMR lineshapes and powder average transversal relaxationdecaysat 121.5MHzhavebeensimulated forisotropic,uniaxial,
andcombineddiffusion usingself-madeFortranprogramsasdescribed
previously (16). For 3LPNMR in M13.relative chemical shift tensor
valueso^ - <T0=77ppm.an- <r0= 18 ppm.and aa - a0=-95 ppm
weretaken(wherea0istheisotropicshift),asobtainedfromanalysisof
sideband intensities in several MASspectra ofdehydrated and frozen
samplesrecordedat202.5MHz.Thesevaluescorrespondwithinexperimental error to the values reported for bacteriophage fd, which is
closely related to M13 (10). For TMV the values 83.25.and -108
ppmweretaken from theliterature(14).Insimulationsfor M13itwas
assumed that a random distribution ofshift tensor orientationsexists
within the phage, much likethe random orientationsofmicrocrystalliteswithinaMASspinner.ForTMVtheorientationof3 'Pshift tensor
forthethreedifferent bindingsiteswithrespecttotherod-shapedTMV
wasapproximately derived from the 3IPatomic coordinates (13),assumingthatinphosphodiestersthea^ liesinthedirectionofthebisectoroftheO-P-0angle(asopposedtotheRO-P-OR'angle)andthat aa
liesin the O-P-Oplane, aswell (21). From these approximate tensor
orientations (ft, y{) the chemical shift values of the three 3IP NMR
lines in the spectrum ofan oriented sample ofTMV were calculated.
Bycomparing these shift values with the onescalculated earlier (14),
wefoundthatsites 1.2.and3aslabeledbyStubbsandStauffacher (13)
probablycorrespondtothelinesA,C.andB,respectively,accordingto
the labeling by Cross et al. (14). Because the calculated shift values
differ from the experimentally observed ones(14). weslightly modified the angles ft such that the three 3IP lines shifted to the observed
positions in the spectrum of oriented TMV without changing their
frequency order.Thesemodified anglesftandtheunchangedangles7,
were used todefine the orientation of31Ptensorswithin TMV (Table
1).Thebestfitstotheexperimental lineshapesofM13andTMVwere
found byaleast-squarefitting,allowingheight,baseline,and isotropic

NMRmethods
NMR spectra were recorded on a spectrometer (model CXP300:
Bruker Instruments. Inc., Billerica, MA)operatingat a3 'P NMR frequency of 121.5MHz.BecauseofthedielectricpropertiesofwetM13
and TMVgels,their/2 pulsewascarefully setto 5jtson theweak 3IP
signal of the sample itself. For cross-polarization experiments, the
Hartmann-Hahn condition wasfound bymeasuringthe 'H ir/2pulse
length directly on the water signal and setting it equal to the 31Pw/2
pulse length. In all experiments a CYCLOPS phase alternation was
usedto removetheeffects ofpulse imperfections and high powerprotondecouplingwasonduringrefocussing delaysandacquisition time.
Sampletubesweresealed with glueto keepthewatercontent inthe
gelconstant.Thiswascheckedbycomparingthesampleweight before
and after theexperiments.Temperature wascontrolled byatemperatureunit(BrukerInstruments.Inc.)connectedtoathermocouplepositioned at a 3-cm distance from thesamplecoil.Thissystem wascalibrated using an 1010 fluoroptic thermometer (model 1010; ASEA.
Västeräs.Sweden). The glassfiberdetection probeofthis instrument
does not contain electronic parts and therefore functions correctly in
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TABLEi Labelingof thethreebindingsitesinTMVindifferent
axis of TMV ascalculated frommodalcoordinates* and refined

andtheorientationofthethreeshifttensorswithrespecttothe
theshift intheorientedspectrum*

Übel
Ref.13

Ref.12

Ref.14

Calculated y

Calculatedß

2
1
3

A
C
B

Refined ß

ppm

rad
1
2
3

Observed a*

Calculated a

1.21
0.81
1.02

0.85
0.63
0.48

rad
+27
0
-25

-29.2
-51.9
-76.6

1.03
0.93
0.75

*Reference 13.
* Reference 14.

shift ofsimulated lineshapestovary.Simulated transversal relaxation
curves were fitted to the experimental relaxation decays with only
heightasavariable.

laxationtimesT2eof0.39,0.79,and 1.5 msarefound for
31
Pin 15,and30%M13and30%TMVgels,respectively.
Theresultsabovehavebeenobtainedusingcross-polarization,but no significant differences inlineshapesorrelaxation rates are observed when direct excitation is
used.
Togainmoreinformation aboutthemechanismcausingtransversalrelaxation, M13gelshavebeenstudiedat
various frequencies, concentrations, and temperatures.

RESULTS

The'Hdecoupled3I PNMRspectraofsamplesof15and
30%(wt/wt) M13and 30%(wt/wt)TMVat 121.5(Fig.
1a) andat202.5MHz(notshown)showthecharacteristic lineshape caused by chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA). From these spectra the difference between the
largestandthesmallestCSAtensorvalue |aa - a^| can
bedirectly estimated as 170ppm for M13and 190ppm
for TMV. Lineshape discontinuities are only partially
defined in the spectra of M13 and TMV gels. The
powderaveragedecaysof31PNMRHahnechoesfitwell
to singleexponentials forthetwoM13samplesand reasonably for TMV (Fig.2a). Inthisway,transversalre-
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FIGURE2 Experimental(a) andsimulated(b-f )31Ptransversalrelaxation decays for 15%M13(left) 30% M13(middle), and 30%TMV
(right);for 15%M1332echoesweremeasuredatsubsequentmultiples
of25usstartingat25MS,includingthefinitepulselengthof 10 MS(left,
a);for 30%M1332echoesweremeasured atsubsequent multiplesof
50MSstartingat 50MS(center, a); for 30%TMV 32echoesweremeasured at subsequent multiples of 100 MS starting at 200 MS (right, a);
decayforbestFourier-transformed echo(b)andFID(c)simulated for
isotropic diffusion; best decay simulated for rigid rod diffusion (d),
bestdecaysimulated forcombined diffusion (e), bestdecaysimulated
forcombineddiffusion withtwo(leftandmiddle,f) orthree(right,ƒ)
internal components; for diffusion coefficients and restriction halfanglesseetext.

FIGURE l Experimental and simulated 31P lineshapes obtained for
15%(wt/wt) M13(left; 2,560scans), 30%M13(middle;768scans),
and 30% TMV (right; 512 scans). Experimental spectra (a) are obtained by Fourier transformation of the echo at 60 MS created by a x
pulseof 10 MScenteredat30MS;best-fittinglineshapesbyFouriertransformation of echoes (b) and free induction decays (c) simulated for
isotropicdiffusion; bestechosimulated forrigidroddiffusion (d);best
echo simulated for combined diffusion (e); best echo simulated for
combined diffusion withtwo(leftandcentralcolumns)orthree(right
column) internalcomponents;fordiffusion coefficients and restriction
halfangles seetext.
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more motion is probably present in M13 gels, T2e aptrendexpectedfrom Redfield theory.ThevalueofT2eof
1.5 msfound forTMVsuggeststhat31Pmobilityin30%
TMVgelsislessthaninM13gelsatacomparablehydration percentage. Several transversal relaxation mechanisms can be considered to explain this effect. High
power decoupling, as used in our experiments, is sufficient to remove static 'H- 31 P dipolar coupling effects
from the transversal relaxation decay, as wastested by
varyingthedecouplingpower.Itdoesnot,however,eliminatetherelaxatinginfluenceofhighlymobilewaterprotons in the vicinity of 31P. T2 experiments in D 2 0 to
evaluatethissolventeffect suffer from thedifficulty that
deuterons exchange with protons in the virion and
therebycausestatic2 H- 31 Pdipolareffects, whichcannot
be removed unless deuterons are decoupled at a third
frequency. Inprinciple,the observed T2e increaseatdecreasinghydration couldindeed resultfrom theremoval
of mobile water protons close to 31P. For motions with
such short correlation times, however, T2should increase with increasing mobility, which is inconsistent
withtheobserveddecreaseofT2eatincreasingtemperature.Thisindicatesthattherelaxatinginfluence ofwater
close to 31P is relatively unimportant. Neither can 31 P31
Pdipolarcouplingaccountfortheobservedrelaxation,
becauseforbacteriophage fdthistypeofcouplingseems
to cause the echo intensity to drop to e~l of its initial
valueafter 2.6ms(22),whichislongcomparedwiththe
T2evaluesfound inourexperiments.However,chemical
shift fluctuations caused by motions can also spoil the
refocussing of transversal coherence by x pulses and
thereby shorten T2e (23). For very slowmotions sucha
mechanism would explain the observed T2e trend (16).
Inthefast motion region,whereT2cincreasesasthemotional frequency increases, the observed T2e trend can
onlybetheconsequenceofanincreaseofboth motional
amplitude and frequency together.

Inthesestudiesitwasgenerally observedthat T2etimes,
obtained by single-exponential fitting, decrease with
magneticfieldstrengthandincreasewithdecreasingtemperature and hydration, i.e.,with increasingsampleviscosity.Proton-decoupled T2evaluesmeasured forgelsof
M13in D 2 0, areshorter than the corresponding values
measured for equally concentrated gelsin H 2 0. Thisis
presumably due to static 2 H- 31 P dipolar interactions,
which could not be eliminated in our experiments. In
contrast toT2e, thelongitudinal relaxation timeTx does
not vary significantly for M13 concentrations between
10and 40%(wt/wt) and temperatures between 10and
40°C.Inthisrangeofconcentrations andtemperatures,
an averageTx value of4.0± 0.4 sismeasured at 121.5
MHz.Onlyatlowhydration Tx becomeslarger,e.g., 8 s
for 80% M13. The large difference between Tx andT2
makes it possible to carry out hybrid relaxation experiments.Itisfound intheseexperimentsthatthetransversal relaxation time Tf*', measured from the decay of
CPMG echoes,isroughly independent ofthe repetition
rateandthatthelongitudinal relaxationtimeisapproximately the same for alltheCPMG echoes.Thus, no Tx
filtering effect on T^p, nor T2Pfilteringeffect on Tx is
detectable.Transversalrelaxation ratesasobtained from
thedecayofCPMGechoesinourhybridexperimentsdo
not differ significantly from the rates observed in the
Hahn echo decay for the pulse interspacing (650 us)
used.Ifthepulseinterspacingisdecreased,however,T2p
becomeslonger.

DISCUSSION

Thewidthoftheobserved31PNMR lineanditsproportionality to the magnetic field provide strong evidence
for CSA being the dominant line-broadening factor in
31
Pspectra ofMl3and TMVgels.Becauseline discontinuities characteristic for static CSA are only partially
defined intheexperimental spectra, other influences on
the lineshape should be considered as well. As no protons are directly bound to 31Pin the nucleic acid backbone, the high power proton decoupling used is sufficient to remove heteronuclear dipolar broadening from
the spectracompletely. The largedistancebetweensubsequent phosphorus nuclei ofabout 6-7 AinTMV and
presumably in M13 as well (13, 22)and the lowgyromagnetic ratio ofphosphorus nuclei, rule out thepossibility that homonuclear dipolar coupling has a strong
effect on the 31Presonance line.Thisfinallyleavesmotional narrowing as the most likely explanation for the
absence of sharp line discontinuities. Indeed, in M13
spectra the narrowing effect appears more pronounced
at high hydration (Fig. 1).
In contrast to their effect on the lineshape, hydration
and temperature strongly influence transversal relaxation ofphosphorusnucleiin M13.Forexample,ashydrationdecreasesfrom 85to70%,T2edoublesfrom 0.39
to0.79ms.Becauseathigherhydrationandtemperature

Asthe dynamic behavior of "naked" nucleic acidsis
already complex with a variety ofinternal motions takingplaceinawidefrequency range(24),theassumption
ofonesingletypeofmotion explainingallexperimental
31
P data obtained for M13 and TMV is probably too
simple.Infact, theabsenceofcorrelationbetweenlongitudinal and transversal relaxation as observed for M13
in our hybrid relaxation experiments andtheir different
dependence on hydration suggest that Tx and T2e are
governed by different types of independent motions.
The relative similarity between spectra of 15and 30%
M13gelsin contrast with their large T2e difference also
indicates that lineshapes and transversal relaxation
could well be dominated by different motions. A fact
that further complicatestheanalysisofexperimentalresultsisthat motional variations probably occur because
oflocalviscosityvariationswithinthegeland differences
in local 31P environments within the virion. Nevertheless,wehaveusedthesimplediffusion modelsforphosphorusmobility in M13and TMVdescribed inthepre-
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vious paper (16) to interpret the experimental lineshapesandtransversalrelaxationdecaysinamorequantitative manner.

the experimental lineshape and transversal relaxation
canhardlybeinterpreted consistently:thelineshapecalculated for0.75 radand 200kHzfitsthebest,butinthis
casethe simulated T2e value, 3ms,ismuch too high. A
reasonable fit to both the lineshape and the relaxation
curve is produced by a diffusion coefficient of 40 kHz
combined with a restriction halfangle of 1.0 rad. For
TMV even the experimental lineshape alone cannot be
simulated byuseoftheuniaxialdiffusion modelbecause
ofthesharptopincombination withthelargelinewidth
in the lower part ofthe line.The most reasonablefitto
both thelineshape and the relaxation curveisfound for
D = 25 kHz and X = 0.7 rad.
Althoughinthehighlyviscousgelsthatwestudied,the
magnetic field is probably unable to orient the rodshapedvirusparticles,wehavealsoaddedpartialorientation totherigidrod model in an attempt toaccount for
the inconsistency between lineshape effects and transversalrelaxation.Indeed,asrotation aboutthemagnetic
field axisdoes not change the chemical shift, the netrelaxation becomesslowerfor givenDand X, iftheweight
of parallel rod orientations is increased compared with
anisotropicgel.Forthesamereason,however, motional
narrowing also becomes less pronounced in the simulatedspectrum.Asaconsequence,theexperimentallineshapesand transversal relaxation decays still cannot be
interpreted consistently in termsofrigidrod motion.
ForrigidcylindersofthesamedimensionsasM13and
TMV, constants of55and 20kHzcan becalculated for
unrestricted diffusion about the cylinder axis in pure
water(25).Thesevaluesalmostequalthediffusion constants50and25kHzfound abovefor 15%M13and30%
TMV.Thisfindingpuzzled us,becausegelsofM13and
especiallyTMVarehighlyviscous:aretranslational and
rotational diffusion in these concentrated gelsgoverned
bydifferent viscosityparametersordothehighvaluesof
the simulated constants indicate collective motions of
segmentsofthevirusratherthan rotation ofthevirusas
awhole?Thelatterinterpretation, however,isdifficult to
reconcile with the outcome ofcurvature studies, which
showthat M13behavesasarigidrodand notasastring
of beats (26). Thus, although more successful than the
isotropic diffusion model, the rigid rotor model fails to
provideanunambiguousfitfor 30%M13andTMV,and
thebestdiffusion constantsthat follow from thesimulationsare much higher than expected for viscousgels.

Isotropic diffusion
The combined effect ofuncorrelated internal backbone
motions and overall virion motions on 31P NMR lineshapes and relaxation decays can be assumed to be
roughlycomparabletotheeffect ofrandom 31P diffusion
in a viscous solution. This hypothesis was tested using
the isotropicdiffusion modeldiscussed previously (16).
For this type of diffusion, however, no echo lineshapes
can be simulated that fit well to the experimental lineshapes of Ml3 and TMV. The relatively best, leastsquarefitsfor 15 and30%M13and 30%TMVarefound
for adiffusion coefficient of6,5,and 5kHz,respectively
(Fig. lb), butforthesediffusion constantsthesimulated
transversalrelaxationismuchtoofast(Fig.2b). Clearly,
theobservedmotionaleffectscannotbedescribedbyunrestricted, isotropic diffusion.
In the case of restricted motion, boundary effects become more significant as time increases. As a consequence,theisotropicdiffusion modelmayprovideabetter description for the lineshape, defined bythe quickly
decaying free-induction decay, than for the relatively
slowtransversalrelaxation.Therefore, neglecting T2eanisotropy, we have also compared Fourier-transformed
free-induction decayswiththeobserved31Plines.Again,
nolineshapescanbecalculatedthatfitwelltotheexperimental lineshapes. For TMV the simulated lineshape
that relativelyfitsthe best isthe static lineshape (Fig.1
c). Using the equation for ultraslow isotropic diffusion
discussedpreviously(16),theobservedrelaxationcurve
can bereasonably simulated for a diffusion constant as
small as 0.25 Hz (Fig. 2 c). For 15and 30% M13 the
relatively best fit is found for 3 and 4 kHz (Fig. 1 c).
Once more, for these diffusion constants the simulated
transversal relaxation is too fast (Fig. 2 c). Obviously,
the isotropic diffusion model does not agree with the
experimental data.

Rigidroddiffusion
By use of a uniaxial diffusion model, the hypothesis is
tested that free or restricted rotation of the virions as
rigidrods about their length axis explains both the observedmotionallineshapenarrowingandtransversalrelaxation. Forseveral pairsofthediffusion coefficients D
and restriction halfangles X, lineshapescanbesimulated
that fit to the experimental lineshape of 15% Ml3
equallywell.Agoodfitisproducedby,forexample, free
rotordiffusion withacoefficient of20kHz,whichseems
toconfirm an earlier suggestion (10), but the simulated
T2e(0.10ms)forthiscaseislowerthantheexperimental
one(0.39 ms).Thebestfittoboth thelineshapeandthe
relaxation curveisfound for adiffusion coefficient of50
kHzandarestrictionhalfangle of1.25 rad.For30%M13

Combineddiffusion
InsteadofregardingM13andTMVasrigidrodswithout
internal mobility,wealsoconsidered thepossibilitythat
the nucleic acid backbone within the viruses undergoes
restricted motion, superimposed onrotation ofthevirus
particles asa whole. Such a picture issupported by the
observationthat motional narrowingisstillprominently
present inspectraoforiented solutionsofbacteriophage
fd,whichiscloselyrelatedtoM13(11).Inthecombined
diffusion modelusedhere,theinternal motion issimpli-
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fied tofast,restrictedrotationaboutthelengthaxisofthe
virus and the overall rotation is assumed to be unrestricted and very slow.Under these conditions thelineshapeisdominatedbytheamplitudeoftheinternalmotion only,whereastransversal relaxation alsoreflectsthe
influence oftheoverall diffusion (16).Agoodfittothe
lineshape of 30%M13iscalculated for internal rotation
witharestriction halfangle Xof0.75rad(Fig. 1 e). ForX
kept at thisvalue,the bestfittothe experimental relaxation curve iscalculated for an overall diffusion coefficientofD =50Hz(Fig.2e). Assumingfirstthat hydration onlyinfluencestheoverallrotation ofthevirion,an
attempt has been made to simulate the 15% M13lineshapefor X =0.75radaswell.Agoodfittothelineshape
is obtained for D = 5 kHz, but the corresponding T2e
(0.16ms)istoosmall.WhenXisleftfreetovary,thebest
fit toboththelineshapeandtherelaxation curveof15%
M13 is obtained for X = 0.9 rad and D = 400 Hz. For
TMV the observed lineshape cannot be simulated well
by use ofthe combined diffusion model. The relatively
bestfittoboth thelineshape and the relaxation curveis
found for X = 0.6 rad and D =3Hz.
Despite this success in the simulation of M13 lineshapes,the treatment ofthe complicated backbone dynamics as simple uniaxial rotation is bound to be too
simple. Diffusion models involving more angle fluctuationswould probably result in smaller restriction angles
perfluctuating anglethantheXvaluesfound above.This
shouldbeborneinmidewhencomparingthe halfangles
between 0.6 and 0.9 rad with, for example, backbone
fluctuationsof ±27° in the GHz range reported earlier
for DNA (27). Interestingly, unoriented fd solutions
show more motional narrowing than oriented ones at
the same or even lower concentration (10, 11), which
suggests that rotation about the length axis of fd does
contributeasignificant parttointernalmotion.Thathydrationinfluencesbothmotionalfrequenciesandamplitudes,asobserved for M13, hasbeen reported for DNA
aswell(24)and could berelated somehow totheswellingofM13upon hydration (2).
The low coefficients for overall diffusion as interpreted from the observed transversal relaxation better
reflect the macroscopic viscosity of the virus gels than
the values that followed from the rigid rod analysis
above.Althoughthesimulated decaysfitwell(Fig.2 e),
the observed decaysstillfitbetter to single exponentials
(Fig.2d). Thismaybeaconsequenceofthefactthatthe
combined diffusion modelneglectstheexponentialcontribution of fast internal motions to transversal relaxation. In the T2e region of interest such a contribution
could only be significant for internal motions with frequencies< 105Hz.Alternatively,theobservedexponential deviation from the theoretical decays could be explainedbylocalviscosityvariationswithinthevirusgels
because of local hydration differences: contributions of
more rapidly rotating virus particles would mask the

nonexponential character oftransversal relaxation close
to t = 0.

Internalmobilityvariations
The impossibility to produce lineshapesthatfitwellthe
observed TMV line by use of the isotropic, rotor, or
combined diffusion modelhasledustoincludepossible
mobility differences among the three binding sites in
TMVin our simulations.Usingthefastdiffusion model
(16),asetof10lineshapeshasbeencalculatedforrestrictionhalfangles Xbeingmultiplesof0.15radupto 1.5rad
foreveryofthethreesitesseparately.Fromthethreesets
1,000spectraweregeneratedbymakingtriplecombinations. Comparing these combined spectra with the observedTMVspectrum,wegenerallyfound thatacombination oftwostaticsitesand onemobile sitegreatlyimprovedthelineshapefit.ThebestfitwasproducedbyaX
valueof0.15radforsite7,1.5 radforsite2, and0.3rad
forsite3(aslabeledbyStubbsandStauffacher [13];Fig.
1e). Keepingthisoptimal combination ofthree halfangles Xfixed,the best fittingT2 decay wascalculated for
overalldiffusion withacoefficient of3 Hz(Fig.2e). The
model that sites 1and 3 undergo only small amplitude
motion, whereassite2isrelatively mobile,is confirmed
byNMR spectraoforientedTMVsamples,inwhichthe
central resonance line is much broader than the other
two (11) and by an early TMV model, on the basis of
x-rayresults,inwhichsite1 and3(labeledthereas2and
3) are in close contact with arginine residues (12). A
recently refined model withtwoargininesbindingsite1
and site2(28)would favor acombination of halfangles
0.15,0.15,and0.9radforsites1,2, and3, respectively,
whichfitsto the observed lineshape almost equally well
within experimental error.
Becauseofaslight,butsystematicmismatchatthetop
betweentheexperimentallineshapeof30%M13andthe
best-fitting simulated lineshapes, we have tried to improve the lineshape fit for M13 assuming two 31P fractions with different mobilities. Using the fast diffusion
model,wecalculated 10spectraforXvaluesbeingmultiples of 0.15 rad up to 1.5 rad and combined them in
hundred pairs. For every pair the best bilinearfitto the
experimental lineshapewascalculated andthestatistical
variancewascompared withthe other bilinearfits.The
bestbilinearfitofallpairstothelineshape of30%M13,
produced byacombination of83% X =0.6 radand17%
X = 1.5 rad,reproducestheexperimental lineshapevery
well indeed (Fig. 1 e). Keeping the fraction ratio fixed,
we also find for 15% Ml3 that the lineshape is better
described byacombination of83%X =0.9radand 17%
X = 1.5radthan by 100%0.9rad(Fig. 1 eandd, respectively).Forthesecombinationsofhalfanglesthebest fits
tothedecaysof30and 15%M13areobtainedforoverall
diffusion coefficients of 70 and 550 Hz, respectively
(Fig. 2e), which areslightly largerthan the coefficients
found for the singlecomponent modelabove.
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When, inanalogywithTMV,theimmobilephosphorus fraction in M13isassociated with the phosphodiesters that interact most strongly with coat proteins, the
percentageof83%wouldindicatethatper 10monomers
formingaunitcelloftheprotein coat,20outof24phosphodiesters are actually rigidly bound at a ratio oftwo
nucleotides per monomer. The same stochiometry is
suggestedbytheobservation thatduringtheextrusionof
acompleted virion outofthe hostcelleverygene-5protein molecule,which bindsfour nucleotides,isreplaced
by two gen;-8 protein molecules (29). Interestingly,
viral DNA that istwisted intoa form resemblingadouble-stranded B-DNA helixwithapitchof34À,adiameter of --20 Â and 10 nucleotides per strand per turn,
wouldfitin the hollowtube formed bythecoat proteins
with approximately the same protein/nucleotide ratio
1:2 andwith theaxialriseofabout 3.4Àper nucleotide
observed in x-ray studies(4).Such amodel seemstobe
confirmed byinfrared lineardichroismresultsindicating
a B-type backbone conformation as well (9). Perhaps
the indications for maximal 20%A-DNA backbone in
Raman spectra (8) and some regular DNA structure
withapitchof27Àindiffraction patterns(4)arerelated
tothe mobile fraction of 17%DNAfound inourexperiments.
Obviously, details ofthetentative model of 83%viral
DNA twisted into a sort of double-stranded B-helix
should bespecified in agreement with the experimental
datareporteduntilnow.Ramanspectroscopyhasshown
the sugar pucker to be C3'-endo, a feature of doublestranded A-DNA, ratherthan C2'-endo,typicalfordouble-stranded B-DNA(8),buttheabsenceofbasepairing
in the viral DNA could possibly allow such an A-type
sugarpuckeringincombinationwithaB-typebackbone.
Thedifferent symmetries oftheDNAhelix andtheprotein coat would cause binding to distort the DNAbackbone and destroy the equivalence among the phosphodiesters.whichcould offer apossibleexplanation forthe
absence of B-DNA backbone characteristics in diffraction patterns, Raman spectra, and NMR spectra. This
would also explain the characteristics of a disordered
DNA backbone found in 31P NMR spectra of oriented
andMASsamplesincontrasttothecaseof, forexample,
TMV, where the RNA molecule and the protein share
the samesymmetry and asaconsequence the 3IP NMR
resonances of the three binding sites can be resolved.
Backbone motions could further strengthen these features of disorder, especially under the high hydration
conditions used for sample orientation, when the motional amplitudes tend to belarge(seeabove).

laxation ofM13andTMVcannot bedescribedinterms
ofsimple isotropicdiffusion. The model for M13 diffusingasarigidrodabout itslength axisismore successful
forinterpretingtheNMR resultsobtained for 15%M13,
although the diffusion coefficient, determined from the
simulations, seemsmuch higherthan expected from the
high viscosity of the gel. For 30% M13, however, the
lineshape and transversal relaxation cannot be interpretedconsistently and for 30%TMVtheobservedlineshapecannotevenbesimulated,indicatingthatthe rigid
rod model does not actually apply. Using a combined
diffusion model,whichassumesthelineshapetobedominated byfast internal DNA motionsandtransversalrelaxation to reflect slow rotation ofthe virusasa whole,
wecan interpret the NMR resultsobtained for M13ina
consistent way. The diffusion coefficients for the slow
overall diffusion are found to be low, asexpected from
the high sample viscosity. The restriction halfangle
found forinternalDNAmotionindicatesthattheencapsulated DNA hassubstantial motional freedom. IncontrasttosimulationsforM13,combineddiffusion simulations fail to produce the experimental TMV lineshape.
However, significantly improved lineshape fits are obtained for TMV under the assumption that the three
binding sites havedifferent mobilities. Thefindingthat
the best lineshape fits consist of one mobile and two
static phosphodiesters seems to be confirmed by TMV
modelsdeduced from x-raystudies.Combined diffusion
simulations with twocomponents also improvethecalculatedlineshapesforM13.About 83%oftheviralDNA
appearstoberigidlyboundataprotein/nucleotideratio
of 1:2. Together with the structural parameters of the
protein coat this ratio suggests that despite the sugar
pucker typical for A-DNA found by Raman spectroscopy,thebackbonestructure of83%oftheencapsulated
DNAmoleculemayberoughlycomparabletothebackbone structure of double-stranded B-DNA, although
binding to the protein coat probably induces significant
distortions.
Inthispaper, parameters for 31Pmobility in M13and
TMV have been estimated by assuming motion and
chemical shift anisotropytobetheonlyfactors influencing the lineshape and transversal relaxation. Especially
inthecaseofTMV,however,homonucleardipolarcoupling cannot beexcluded asa significant contributor to
the observed transversal relaxation (22). If this relaxation mechanism would be included in our simulation
models, the resulting diffusion coefficients would be
lower, but our limited experimental data do not allow
sucharefinement.Therefore,valuesofthediffusion coefficients presented in paper are safest when regarded as
upper limits. As for the method of extracting motional
parameters from experimental databycomparison with
simulated data, our experience isthat it isriskyto analyzea NMR lineshape or a transversal relaxation decay
alone. Both the lineshape and transversal relaxation

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown by simulations that motional effects on 3I P NMR lineshapesand transversalre-
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should be used to check motional models and obtain
better estimations for the motional parameters.
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ABSTRACT Phosphorus magicanglespinning nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)spectraandtransversalrelaxationofM13
andTMVareanalyzedbyuseofamodel,whichincludesbothlocalbackbonemotionsoftheencapsulatednucleicacidmolecules
and overall rotational diffusion of the rod-shaped virions about their length axis. Backbone motions influence the sideband
intensitiesbycausingafastrestrictedreorientationofthephosphodiesters.Toevaluatetheirinfluenceontheobservedsideband
patterns,we extendthe modelthatwe usedpreviously toanalyze nonspinning 31 P NMR lineshapes (Magusin,P.C.M.M., and
M. A. Hemminga. 1993a. Biophys. J. 64:1861-1868) to magic angle spinning NMR experiments. Backbone motions also
influencetheconformationofthephosphodiesters,causingconformationalaveragingoftheisotropicchemicalshift,whichoffers
a possible explanation for the various linewidths of the centerband and the sidebands observed for M13 gels under various
conditions.Thechangeoftheexperimental lineshapeofM13asafunctionoftemperatureandhydration isinterpreted interms
of fast restrictedfluctuation ofthe dihedral angles between the POC andthe OCH planes on both sides ofthe 31 P nucleus in
the nucleic acidbackbone. Backbone motions alsoseemto bethe maincause oftransversal relaxation measured at spinning
rates of4 kHzor higher. At spinning rates lessthan2 kHz,transversal relaxation issignificantly faster. Thiseffect is assigned
to slow, overall rotation of the rod-shaped M13 phage about its length axis. Equations are derived to simulate the observed
dependence of T 2e on the spinning rate.

INTRODUCTION
Although the protein coats of both bacteriophage M13 and
tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) are highly regular cylindrical
arraysof rigidly fixed protein monomers,thepacking of the
viralgenomewithinthevirionsiscompletelydifferent. From
x-ray studies, much information isobtained about the structure and the interactions of the single-stranded RNA moleculeinTMV,which isburiedwithin thecoatbetween layers
of subunits, following the protein helix with three nucleotidesperproteinsubunitataradiusofabout40A(Stubbsetal.,
1977). In contrast, much less is known about the geometry
ofthecircular,single-strandedDNAmoleculeinM13,which
is probably located along the inside of the tubular protein
coat.Phosphorusnuclearmagneticresonance(NMR)studies
have indicated that the DNA molecule is immobilized
(DiVerdi and Opella, 1981),presumably due to electrostatic
interaction between the negatively charged phosphodiesters
of the nucleic acid backbone and positively charged lysine
residues of the protein coat. The interaction with the highly
regular protein coat, however, does not seem to force the
DNAbackbone into some regular structure,because alarge
variety of crystallographic and spectroscopic techniques
have been unable to reveal such regularity (Marvin et al.,
1974; Banner et al., 1981; Thomas et al., 1988;Cross et al.,
1983b). Because phosphorus nuclei in M13 and TMV are
only present in the phosphodiesters of the encapsulated
nucleic acid molecules, 31P NMR spectroscopy can be used

tostudystructureanddynamicsofthenucleicacid backbone
selectively. Motional lineshape narrowing and transversal
relaxation observed in 31P NMR studies of virus gels can
neither be explained by (restricted) overall rotation of the
virus particles as rigid rods about their length axis, nor by
isotropicmotion ofthephosphodiesters inside(Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993a). Instead, a combined diffusion model
with fast restricted motions of the encapsulated nucleic acid
dominating the spectrum superimposed on slow overall rotationofthevirionsaffecting transversal relaxation provides
aconsistentpicture.Simulationofthenonspinning31PNMR
lineshapeofTMVisgreatlyimprovedbytheassumptionthat
one of the three binding sites is more mobile than the other
two. However, unambiguous assignment of motional amplitudestospecificbindingsitesisnotpossible,becausetheir
powder lineshapes strongly overlap.
Theproblemof overlappingresonancesmaybesolvedby
employing magic angle spinning (MAS),which breaks upa
broad 31P NMRpowder lineshape into asharp centerband at
the isotropic chemical shift position flanked by rotational
sidebands. The relative intensities of these sidebands have
been calculated for the "ideal" case that the orientations of
thechemicalshift tensorsinthesamplearerigidlyfixed with
respect to the rotor (Herzfeld and Berger, 1980). Motions,
however, may cause "anomalous" MAS behavior and, in
fact,motionalinformation maybeextractedfrom anomalous
features (Schmidt et al., 1986; Schmidt and Vega, 1987).
Resonances are more easily resolved and specific sideband
patterns, including their motional information, may be assignedtospecificisotropicchemicalshifts,becauseforphosphodiester compounds, the width of the centerband and the
sidebandsistypically afew partspermillion.Assignmentof
isotropic chemical shifts, in turn, isfacilitated by the strong
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P invarious nucleic acids,generally occur within the ranges —105 ± 10
ppm and - 2 5 ± 2 ppm, respectively (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a;
Hemminga et al., 1987),indicating that conformationally induced changes
ofF 0 andF2 arerelatively small.For MAS at an angular frequency to,,the
angles £and £in Eq. 1 are set to arccos(l/\/3) and toj, respectively. All
virion orientations ft' with respect to the MAS rotor equally occur in an
isotropic powder and the number of relative chemical shift tensor orientations il" within thevirion may vary from a single one in Pfl (Cross et al.,
1983b),for example,orthree inTMV(Cross etal., 1983a),for instance,to
a large value representing a nucleic acid backbone without structural correlation to the viral coat geometry, such as bacteriophage fd (Cross et al.,
1983b),sothatthenumberofanglesactually involvedinthecalculationcan
becomequitelarge.DuetothesymmetrypropertiesofEq.1,however,only
8,ß, and y valuesbetween 0and ir/2need tobetaken intoaccount, aslong
as <J> and t/<vary between 0 and 2TT,and a may bechosen 0without lossof
generality.
Inourpreviousanalysisof static 31PNMRlineshapesofbothvirusesat
121.5 MHz, we characterized the net effect of the probably complex dynamics of the encapsulated nucleic acid molecule by a single "cumulative
motional amplitude" using a simple model, in which the phosphodiesters
undergo fast restricted rotation about the length axis of the virions. Extending this model to MAS NMR, we assume that the phosphodiesters
undergo uniaxial diffusion restricted to angles a [a 0 — A, a„ + A], fast
enough to allow us to replace Djm.(ft")in Eq. 1 by the average value
D ^ f t " ) sine(m'A),where il" is redefined as (a 0 , ß, 7) and sinc(m'A)denotes the function sin(m'A)/m'A. After this substitution, the relative sideband intensities in the MAS NMR spectrum may be calculated by Fourier
transformation of the free induction decay

dependence of the isotropic chemical shift on the conformation of the phosphodiester group (Gorenstein, 1981;
Giessner-Prettre et al., 1984). Resonances of inequivalent
phosphodiesters in a nucleic acid molecule packed within a
virion may therefore be resolved in MAS NMR spectra, if
their conformations are sufficiently different. Indeed, 31 P
MAS NMR spectra of TMV solutions (Cross et al., 1983a)
and dried TMV pellets (Hemminga et al., 1987) show two
resolved sideband patterns with an overall intensity ratio of
approximately 2, which have been assigned by comparing
torsionanglevaluesfor thethreetypesofphosphodiestersin
TMV (Hemminga et al., 1987). MAS NMR spectra of bacteriophage fd, which isclosely related to M13,only contain
a single, broad centerband flanked by sidebands (DiVerdi
and Opella, 1981), indicating that a continuous distribution
of phosphodiester conformations is present in the phage,
rather than a distinguishable few.
Inthispaper,wewillpresenttheresultsof31 PMASNMR
experimentsappliedtoM13andTMV.Anomaloussideband
patterns of M13 and TMV will be analyzed in terms of restricted reorientation of the phosphodiester groups which is
caused presumably by fast nucleic acid backbone motions.
Itwillbedemonstrated thatthesametypeofrestrictedphosphodiester reorientation can also explain transversal 31 P relaxation measured at a spinning rate of 4 kHz or more. Especially for M13, a model is developed to interpret the
lineshape of the centerband and the sidebands in terms of a
continuousdistributionofphosphodiesterconformations and
to calculate the narrowing effect of specific conformational
fluctuations on the lineshape of the centerband and sidebands.Thespinningratedependence oftheT2evaluesmeasuredforM13atlowspinningrateswillbeexplainedbyslow,
overall rotation of the rod-shaped virions about their length
axis.

S(t) = (8TT 2 )" 2 I dil' I dil"exp\ i I Ü>(£,a>„ t', ft', A, il") dt'

(2)

with

I

Û>(£, &>„f', ft', A,ft")dt'

<o0(l + <rB)t + &>02 dU.0 -

mA
m'= - 2

THEORY

AsEq.2shows,afast restrictedmotion reducestheapparentchemical shift
anisotropy and thereby influences the sideband pattern produced by MAS.

Sideband intensities
To calculate the combined effect of both MAS and rotational diffusion on
NMR spectra and transversal relaxation of 31P invirions,theorientation of
a 31P chemical shift tensor isspecified most conveniently by asequence of
three rotation steps,which relates the laboratory frame via subsequent axis
systemsfixed totherotor andthevirusparticletotheprinciple axis system
of the chemical shift tensor given by the Euler angles ft = (%, Ç, £), ft' =
(</>,8, i//), and ft" = (et,ß, 7), respectively. Consequently, the precession
frequency a>caused by the combined Zeeman and orientation-dependent
chemical shift interaction may be expressed in terms of the Wigner funct i o n s / ^ . „ ( o ^ ) = exp{im'y)dls,m(ß)exp(ima) (Edmonds, 1960;Haeberlen,
1976) as

Transversal relaxation
Slow,unrestricted rotational diffusion of therod-shaped virionsabout their
length axessuperimposed on thefast restrictednucleicacid motions inside
is incorporated in our model by adding a diffusion term D^/dt/i 2 ) to the
so-called stochasticLiouvilleequation(SLE)(Dufourc etal., 1992).Forthe
positiveandnegative-helicity components/J.±(ft', ft", f)I± ofthespindensity operator p(ft', ft", <)>where 1+and ƒ_ are the raising and lowering
operators for a spin-1/2 nucleus, the relevant part of the SLE becomes
dn ± (ft',ft", t)

Jt

^

d2 \
io>(ft', ft", t) +D—-, I(A±(ft', ft", t)

(3)

2

<o(ft, ft', ft") = o)0 + (ù0aa + Ü)0

2 D'JflïDlJfl')

X [F 0 DL(ft") + F 2 (DL(A") + Dl^il"))]

where the notation of <o(f,o>r, /, ft', A,ft",t) in Eq. 2 hasbeen simplified
to<o(ft', ft", f).Unfortunately, Eq.3cannotbesolvedanalytically andsome
approximation must be made. Theoretical investigation of the influence of
rotational diffusion ontransversalrelaxationunder nonspinningconditions,
hasshownthatforveryslowdiffusion therelaxationratemaybemuchlarger
than the diffusion coefficient (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993b). In such
cases, most spin density stays close to its initial orientation within times
comparable with the transversal relaxation time. This allows local, linear
approximations to be made for the chemical shift as a function of the ori-

(1)

where<o0 = yB0 istheZeemanangularfrequency, 0-o= (cr u + <r22+ ^33)/3,
F0= (0-33_ 0-o)andF2 = (<r22 ~ <*u)/y/6for achemical shift tensor with
principle values allt a22, and a 33 . It is assumed that, although conformational motions may cause <r0 to fluctuate, F0 and F2 are constant in time.
Thisisareasonable assumption,becausetheF0andF2valuesmeasured for
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with a short correlation time T(Pauls et al., 1985), we previously derived
forfastrestricteduniaxialdiffusion aboutthelengthaxisofthevirusparticle
an approximate contribution 1/r^*tothe transversal relaxation rate under
nonspinning conditions as (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993b)

entation, which greatly facilitates the calculation of transversal relaxation.
We have employed thesamemethod toapproximately solve Eq.3for very
slowdiffusion. Foreveryorientation ft^ = (</>, 0, t/;0),<o(ft', ft", t) islocally
approximated asco(ft£, ft", i) +cü'(ft^, ft", t)(ifi— t/;0),where<o'(ftó> ft". 0
denotes the derivative doi/dtfi for i|/ = i|/„. With this linear approximation,
the two spin density components can be obtained analytically from Eq. 3.
Similar to the derivation of transversal relaxation for spins diffusing in a
static field gradient (Slichter, 1978), it follows that a TTpulse at t = T
produces an echo at t = 2Tgiven by

i'

£(2T) = (81T2)"2 IdCl'

TCSA
2
2e

(4)

where ft' hasbeen redefined as ft^. When therefocussing TTpulse isgiven
att = nT„i.e., after an integral number of spinner rotations, the oscillating
terms inthe argument of theexponential function inEq.4vanish and only
terms linear in t remain

>fdaf

dCl" exp

-D —22nT,a(il',Cl")

(7)

where thediffusion coefficient D' mayberegarded asaneffective measure
of the rate of backbone motions. If the backbone motions are much faster
than the spinning rate (103Hz), their influence on transversal relaxation is
hardly modified by MAS,and Eq.7isstill approximately valid under spinning conditions. In contrast to 7"fPR,T^* increases as the motion becomes
faster and decreases as the amplitude Kbecomes larger. This is a consequence of the fact that the backbone motions are assumed to be fast, as
compared with the nonspinning linewidth in the absence of backbone motion, and that the portion of the second moment that is modulated by the
backbonemotion increasesasthemotional amplitudesbecomelarger.Similar to rf™' ^afA ' s inversely proportional to the square of the resonance
frequency <o0.Inour previous analysisof transversal 31Prelaxation of nonspinning samples (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a),we have assumed that
r2eSA » 7"j°R so that it may be neglected. In contrast, it will be shown in
this paper that T™R is negligible at spinning rates of 4 kHz or higher. At
intermediate spinning rates,thetotaltransversal relaxation timeT2c isgiven
by

J^"exp[-2Z>£{ £.' (ft', ft", t') dt' } dt

E(2nT,) = (8ir2)-

M2{2 - sinc2(A) - sinc2(2A)}
Ï5D'

(5)

where
1

a(ft', ft")

(8)
m#0

m'*0

Lineshape of the centerband and the sidebands
x [/y>L(ß") +Fi(D\mm

m

m*0

m'*0

+ Di2mm)]

To simulate a finite linewidth for the centerband and the sidebands, Eq. 2
must still bemultiplied by some slowly decaying function representing the
effect of inhomogeneous and homogeneous line broadening. For this purpose, one could use a simple gaussian or exponential decay, selected by
fitting calculated spectra to the experimental spectrum. Such a procedure,
however, doesnotexplain theobserved lineshape ofthecenterband andthe
sidebands,andchangesthereofundervariousconditions.Therefore, amodel
issetuphere,especiallyfor M13, whichrelatesthelineshapetoacontinuous
distribution of phosphodiester conformations and transversal relaxation. It
further demonstrates how conformational fluctuations may influence the
linewidth.
Astrongcorrelation hasbeenfound between theisotropicchemical shift
o-0 and the RO-P-OR' bond angle <!>, which typically varies in the range
102° ± 3° for different nucleic acid molecules (Giessner-Prettre et al.,
1984). Because the backbone of M13 DNA is probably disordered, values
of $ in our model are distributed in a range around some central value
4>0, which could be, e.g., 102°, according to the density function
Pv(<& - <t>0)= exp[-{($ - $0)/w}2], wherewdeterminesthedistribution
width. Inthisrange cr0isalinear function of <I>, <T0(&) = G( $ — 4>0)with
G « - 2 ppm per degree (Gorenstein, 1981). Ab initio calculations have
indicated that the isotropic chemical shift o-0of the 31P nucleus in the dimethyl phosphate anion also strongly dependson thetwo smallest dihedral
angles 8iand62onbothsidesofthe31PnucleusbetweentherespectivePOC
and OCH planes (Giessner-Prettre et al., 1984). Effects on <r0caused by
simultaneous variation ofboth anglesaresimply additive.Thegraphicrepresentation of 0-oversus 9i or62 shows a 120°-periodic, roughly sinusoidal
dependenceoneachangle,whereby cr0shifts approximately 3.5ppm upfield
as 0!or 82increases from 0°to60°.We therefore assume inour model for
the phosphodiesters in the DNA molecule encapsulated in M13, that the
static contribution of the two dihedral angles to the isotropic 31 P shift is
bsin{3(8K - 80)} each,where 0O= 30°andbisafitting parameter roughly
equal to —1.75ppm. In addition, because the absolute values of 8i andd2
typically vary in a range 35° ± 20° for different nucleic acid helices
(Giessner-Prettre et al., 1984)andthegeometry oftheM13DNAbackbone
seemstobeirregular,wetakevaluesfor 8iand 82symmetrically distributed
according to the density function PV(8K - 80) = exp[-{(0 K - 0o)/v}2],
where 80 = 30° (causing symmetric lineshapes) and v = 20° (asa realistic

A

X [F0Dl,.(ü") +F2(Z)L.(ft") + ö2_2m,(ft"))]

XS Dl_Jflï)

sin(m'À)

X [FoDkdl") + F2(D2m,(ft") + Dl2m.(ft"))]
Eq.5canbeused tocalculate thedecay of echoes numerically. In practice,
however,thismultiexponentialrelaxationishardtodistinguishfrom asingle
exponential. An apparent relaxation time r|fR due to the slow overall rotation (SOR)of thevirions,may bedefined from theapparent derivativeof
Eq. 5 atnTt = 0,which can be derived by use of theorthogonal properties
of the second rank Wigner functions as
1
TSOR
1
2e

D-

M,

1 ,
4
,
: sinc2(A) + - sinc2(2A)

(6)

whereM2denotes the second moment of the nonspinning lineshape in the
absence of backbone motions, given by ial(F\ + 2F2)/5. For extremely
slow motion, a similar equation may be derived for T2 effects caused by
homonucleardipolarfluctuationsinMASexperiments(Mehring, 1983).As
follows from Eq. 6, on the one hand, 7f?R decreases as the slow overall
rotation becomes faster and asM2becomes larger at increasing magnetic
field strength. On the other hand, TffR increases at increasing amplitude \
ofthebackbonemotionsandatincreasingspinningrate<or.Athighspinning
rates,therefore, otherrelaxation mechanisms,which areindependent of the
spinningrate,becomemoreimportant.Thesamefastbackbonemotionsthat
modify the sideband intensities (Eq. 2) and suppress the relaxation effect
caused by slow overall rotation (Eq. 6), also induce transversal relaxation
by causing local field fluctuations due to the chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) of the 31 P nuclei. From the general formula l/T^ ~ AM2 T, which
relatesT^ totheportion of the second moment AA/2modulated by motion
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distributionwidth).Toincludetheeffect ofconformational fluctuations into
the model as well, we further assume that the dihedral angles 0K are not
rigidlyfixed, butfluctuate veryrapidly between alowervalue(0K) —11and
an upper value (6K) + /x, so that the contribution to <r0 is scaled to the
time-average b sin{3«6K) - 0o)}sinc(3fj,), where the sine function is as
defined before Eq.2.Takingbothbondangleanddihedral angleeffects into
account andaddingtothisthetransversal relaxation caused byslow overall
motion and fast backbone motion (Eq.8),we calculate the lineshape of the
centerband andthesidebandsbyFouriertransformation ofthefree induction
decay defined at integer multiples of the spinner rotation time by

["£]ƒ'ƒ
X J P (e )exp[»sin(36 )sinc(3fA)/ir ]de
ƒ

S(nT,) = exp

versalrelaxationwasstudiedbyacquiringtheHahnechoesatevenmultiples
of the spinner rotation time. To suppress noise, the echoes were Fourier
transformed, and only the relevant parts of the spectrum were integrated.
Sidebandpatterns,lineshapes,andtransversal relaxation athighandlow
spinningratesweresimulated utilizing Fortran and Igorprogramsbased on
theequationsdescribedunderTheory.For31PNMRinM13relativechemical shift tensor values o"u —0"o = 77 ppm, 022 —o-0 = 18 ppm, and
o"33 _ o"o = — 95ppmweretaken(wherea0 istheisotropicshift). ForTMV
thevalues83,25,and —108ppmweretakenfrom theliterature(Crossetal.,
1983a). In simulations for M13 it was assumed that a random distribution
of chemical shift tensor orientations exists within the phage. ForTMV the
orientation of 31 Pchemical shift tensor for the three different binding sites
with respect to the rod-shaped TMV was approximately derived from the
31
P atomic coordinates as described earlier (Magusin and Hemminga,
1993a).The best fits to the experimental sideband patterns and lineshapes
of M13 andTMVwerefound by leastsquare fitting, allowingheight,baseline, and isotropic shift of simulated sideband patterns and lineshapes to
vary.Simulatedtransversalrelaxationcurveswerefitted totheexperimental
relaxation decays with only height as a variable.

(<D)exp[;GH4>/i7"r] rf*

X I P^e^exrfi'esinße^sincß/LOnrjrfe!

v

2

2

r

(9)

2

where 4>, flj, and 02 have been redefined as <!> —$ 0 , (0i) —0O, and
(82) - 80, respectively. As Eq. 9 indicates, there is dual effect of nucleic
acid backbone motions on the lineshape. On the one hand, the fluctuation
of the dihedral angles caused by them tends to narrow the centerband and
the sidebands in 31P MAS NMR spectra. On the other hand, backbone
motions also cause transversal relaxation (Eq. 7),which broadens the lineshape.Inprinciple,the isotropicchemical shift fluctuations caused by conformational changes also contribute to transversal relaxation. This contribution, however, is presumably small as compared with relaxation by
phosphodiester reorientation, because the width of the isotropic chemical
shift range of a few parts per million associated with conformational inhomogeneity is much smaller than the "size" o-33 —crn of the chemical
shift anisotropy being 180 ppm for 31P nuclei in phosphodiesters. The relaxation effect caused by isotropic chemical shift fluctuations is therefore
assumed to be negligible.

RESULTS
MAS NMR spectra of 40% and 70% (w/w) M13 consist of
agaussian-shaped centerband surrounded by several similar
sidebands (Fig. 1), in agreement with results reported for
bacteriophage fd (DiVerdi and Opella, 1981).The linewidth
Av1/2 ofthe centerband andthesidebands,defined asthe full
widthathalf-height, dependsonthehydration ofthegeland
the temperature: at a 31 P NMR frequency of 202.5 MHz
linewidthsof3.9,3.2,3.9 ± 0.2ppmarefoundfor25%, 40%,
and70% M13at25°Cand4.0,5.1,and5.5ppmfor 18% M13
frozen at - 4 0 , -100,and -140°C,respectively(Fig.2).For
40% M13,a linewidth of 2.7 ± 0.5 ppm is measured in the
MASNMRspectrum recorded at 121.5MHz.Thelinewidth
is independent of the spinning rate. By use of Herzfeld and
Berger's sideband intensity tables (Herzfeld and Berger,
1980),MASNMRspectra of 70% M13at25°C(Fig. 1)and
18% M13frozen at —40°C(not shown) atvarious spinning
rates can well be fitted by sideband patterns of a chemical
shift tensor with relative tensor values o-n —a0 = 11,

MATERIAL AND METHODS
M13 and TMV were grown, purified, and concentrated as described previously (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a).NMR spectra were recorded on
a Bruker AM500 and aCXP300 spectrometer operating ata31 P frequency
of 202.5 and 121.5 MHz, respectively. The MAS experiments were conducted instandard7-mm BrukerVTMAS-DABprobes.ForM13andTMV
gelsatroomtemperaturespecialcarehadtobetakentoletthesamplesspin.
The following spinner preparation was the most successful. Zirconia spinners were carefully filled with the sticky viral material, packed by use of
anEppendorf labcentrifuge toremoveairbubblesfrom thesamples.Tightly
fitting Kel-Fcaps were used to close the spinners, and an ink marker was
used for sealing. Leakage of material or evaporation of water from the
samples was checked by comparing the spinner weights before and after
every experiment. Itwas important toclean theoutside of thespinner thoroughly with alcohol toremove all traces of material.After this preparation
spinners could sometimes attain spinning speeds up to 5 kHz. Stable spinning of dilute viral gels was almost impossible at concentrations less than
200 mg/ml or at temperatures more than 40°C, probably due to the high
fluidity of the sample under these conditions.
Because the tuning properties of the wet virus gelswere quite different
ascompared with thesolid reference compounds commonly used tosetthe
experimentalconditions,therf pulseswereadjusted onthesampleitself.In
experiments at 121.5 MHz the 31P ir/2pulse length was set to 5 JASand at
202.5 MHz to 8 /AS.The 'H decoupler field strength was measured on the
sample itself byvarying thelength of the proton excitationpulse inacrosspolarizationpulsesequence.SpectrawererecordedusingaHahnechopulse
sequence to remove the effect of probe ringing on the weak signal. For
recording standard MASNMR spectra, arefocussing pulsewasgiven after
one spinner rotation. Inall experiments aCYCLOPS phase alternation was
used to remove the effects of pulse imperfections, and high-power proton
decoupling was on during refocussing delays and acquisition time.Trans-

40% M13

70% M13

30% TMV

*t*4WJJk*. -JUlMJlu ^ u l M ^ m .

C

_AÂM1111ÀJL _A1IM111A^

.JIMMAIIL.

100 ppm

FIGURE 1 Experimental MAS NMR spectra of 40% M13 (128 scans)
and 70% M13 (256 scans) and 30%TMV (20,000 scans) at 25°C(row a),
simulated sideband patterns influenced by backbone motion (row b), and
best "ideal" sideband fits (row c).
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FIGURE 2 Experimental lineshape of the left firstorder sideband (column 1), average lineshape obtained by resampling the experimental MAS-free induction decay atmultiplesofthespinnerrotation time
after artificially increasingthetimeresolutionbyzero,
filling in the spectral domain (column 2) and simulated lineshapes (column 3) consisting of a4> contribution (column 4),a6K contribution (column 5), and
a contribution by homogeneous line broadening (column 6), for 30% TMV (row o; 20,000 scans), 18%
M13at - 140°C(rowft;10,000scans), - 100°C(row
c;10,000scans)and -40°C(rowd; 1,000 scans),70%
M13(rowe; 256scans),40%M13(row/, 128scans),
40%M13at121.5MHz(rowg;1,000 scans)and25%
M13 (row h; 1,800 scans). Unless stated otherwise,
experimentswereconducted at25°Cand202.5MHz.
The 4> contribution for TMV (row a;column 5) also
includes the effect of arginine binding (see text).
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FIGURE 3 T2e valuesobtained atvarious spinning rates for 70%M13at
202.5MHz(O),40%M13at202.5MHz(+), and 121.5MHz(D)and25%
M13 at 202.5 MHz (A).

FIGURE 4 Transversal relaxation decay for 70%M13at202.5MHzobtained atspinning ratesof0kHz(+), 1 kHz(X),2kHz(D),and4kHz(A).

tensorvalues.Thesidebandpatternofachemicalshift tensor
with relative tensor values <Tn — tr0 = 79,CT22— CT0 = 18,
and033— cr0= —97± 2ppmfitswelltothepatternof major
peak and a good fit to the minor peak pattern is obtained
for a chemical shift tensor with tensor values 85, 18, and
—103 ± 2 ppm (Fig. 1c).These tensor values are slightly
reduced as compared with the values obtained from MAS
NMR spectra of dry TMV (Hemminga et al., 1987).
We have also investigated the transversal relaxation time
T2e of several M13 gels under MAS conditions (Fig. 3). In
general,thecenterbandandsidebandsdecayexponentially as
a function of theechotime and aT2e value may be obtained
by fitting a single exponential to each of these decays. No
significant r 2 e differences among the centerband and the
sidebands havebeen found and the shape of the bands does
not change at increasing echo time.T2e values obtained at
spinning rates greater than 2 kHz are systematically larger
than those obtained from static experiments on the same
samples and the value of T 2e is somewhere inbetween at a

^22 - o-0= 18,and o-33 - tx0 = - 9 5 ± 2 ppm (Fig. 1c).
This agrees well with the values that have been estimated
from the static lineshape at 202.5 MHz (not shown) and at
121.5 MHz (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a). In contrast,
spectra of 25% and 40% M13 at 25°C cannot be fitted by
sideband patternsof asinglechemical shift tensor (Fig. 1 c).
Apparently, Herzfeld andBerger's theory doesnot apply for
these cases.
Atthe31 PNMRfrequency of 202.5MHzthe MASNMR
spectrum of 30%(w/w) TMVshows two resolved sideband
patterns with an overall intensity ratio of approximately 2:1
separated by 3.9 ± 0.3 ppm with a linewidth of 2.5 ± 0.3
ppm (Figs. 1a and 2). The same intensity ratio and almost
thesamepeakseparation hasbeenobserved inthe31 PNMR
spectrum of dry TMV at 121.5 MHz, but the linewidth at
121.5 MHz, 1.5 ppm, is less (Hemminga et al., 1987). The
twosidebandpatternscanbecomparedwiththe"ideal"sideband patterns of static chemical shift tensors with various
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rate of 1kHz (Figs. 3 and 4). It was impossible to measure
T2e in the range of spinning rates less than 1kHz, because
the spinner rotation time became too long a sampling time
with respect to T2e to be measured. Similar to the outcome
of nonspinning experiments, T2e increases with decreasing
water content and 31 P NMR frequency (Fig. 5). At 202.5
MHz,theT2e values determined for the major and the minor
peakinthe4-kHzMASNMRspectrumof30%TMVare2.4
and 2.9 ms, respectively. Longitudinal 31 P NMR relaxation
times Ti of M13 gels at 202.5 MHz were generally in the
order of seconds, thus three orders of magnitude larger than
the T2e values measured at high spinning rates.

Toextractmotionalinformation from thesidebandpattern
more quantitatively, the previously used model (Magusin
and Hemminga, 1993b), in which the fast motions of the
nucleic acid phosphodiesters are collectively described as
restricted rotation aboutthevirionlengthaxis,isextended to
MAS NMR experiments (Eq. 2). Quickly summarizing our
previousdiscussion(MagusinandHemminga, 1993a),wedo
notwish topretend thatuniaxialrotation abouttheviral axis
isarealisticmodelfor thevarioustypesofbackbone motion
that the nucleic acid molecule inside M13orTMV may undergo simultaneously. Judging from the complex dynamics
observed for "naked" nucleic acids in solution (Alam and
Drobny, 1991),we actually believe that, asaresult of steric
constraints and concerted motions, the dynamics of the
nucleicacidsencapsulated inTMV and M13arelikely tobe
much more complicated. By employing the uniaxial diffusion model we simply want to characterize the spatial
restriction of nucleic acid backbone motion by a single
"cumulative amplitude" A,much like the general order parameter S used in Model Free analyses of relaxation measurementstocharacterize theamount ofmotional anisotropy
(Lipari and Szabo, 1982a; 1982b). In fact, the functions
sinc(A) and sinc(2A) in Eq. 2 can be shown playing a role
similar toSinthe(simplified) autocorrelation functions (see
Appendix).Inouropinion,amorerealisticmodelfor nucleic
acid backbone motion would involve too many parameters,
which would lead to overinterpretation of the experimental
data or require additional, questionable assumptions. This
would especially be the case for M13,because hardly anything isknown about thegeometry of its internal DNAmolecule. For M13, the nonspecific character of our simple
model isactually enhancedbytheassumptionthatthephosphodiesters arerandomly orientedwithin thevirusparticles,
which themselves are randomly oriented within the gel. As
long as no correlation between the orientation of the phosphodiesters and the local axes of backbones motion exists
and the effect of slow overall motion about the length axis
of the virus is negligible, our model describing phosphodiester motion intermsofuniaxialmotion abouttheviralaxis,
is theoretically equivalent to any other model that involves
uniaxialdiffusion about oneormoreaxesnotparalleltothe
viral axis.
Sideband patterns calculated using Eq. 2 for restriction
half-angles A equal to multiples of 9° between 0° and 90°,
havebeencompared withvarious 31 P MASNMRspectraof
M13. Spectra simulated for A= 27° ± 5° fit well to MAS
NMR spectra of 40% M13 at 202.5 MHz at spinning rates
of 4 and 5 kHz (Fig. 1)and almost the same A value, 36°±
5°, produces the best fit to the 4-kHz MAS NMR spectrum
of the samegel at 121.5MHz.The4-kHz MASNMR spectrum of 70%M13at 202.5 MHz isbest reproduced for A=
9°, and a A value of 45° is extracted from the 5-kHz MAS
NMRspectrumof 25%M13at202.5MHz.Theserestriction
half-angles agreewith the values of 27° and 0° obtained by
simulating the nonspinning 31P NMR lineshape of the40%
and70%M13sampleat202.5MHz(notshown)andarealso
consistent with the values 52° and 43° obtained by analysis

DISCUSSION
Analysis of sideband intensities
Asreported previously,31PNMRlineshapesand transversal
relaxation of nonspinning samples of M13andTMV cannot
be interpreted consistently in terms of a single type of motion, like the rotation of the rod-shaped virions about their
length axis alone. Instead, a fast type of restricted motion
with a frequency greater than 105 Hz seems to be superimposedontheslowoverallmotionofthevirions(Magusinand
Hemminga, 1993a).The occurrence of motions can alsoexplain the fact that Herzfeld and Berger's theory does not
applytothesidebandintensitiesofdiluteM13gels.Byanalogy
with motional narrowing under nonspinning conditions
(Magusin and Hemminga, 1993b), it may be reasonably assumedthatmotionswithfrequencies lessthan 103wouldnotbe
abletosignificantly alterthesidebandpatterncausedbythe31P
chemical shift anisotropy with a"size"{(aJ2if)I o-33 — an I of
34kHz at202.5 MHz.In contrast, dramatic line-broadening
effects would be expected for motions inthe 103Hz region,
because their frequencies would be in the order of thespinning rates applied (Schmidt et al., 1986; Schmidt and Vega,
1987). As all M13 spectra recorded at various spinning rates,
temperatures, and water contents contain well resolved sidebands,themotions that modify thesideband intensitiesshould
therefore have frequencies greater than 104Hz.
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FIGURE 5 Transversal relaxation decay at spinning rates of 4 kHz for
70% M13at202.5 MHz(O),40%M13at202.5 MHz(+), and 121.5 MHz
(D); decay of 25% M13 at 202.5 MHz at a rate of 5 kHz (A).
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of nonspinning lineshapes of 15% and 30% M13 at 121.5
MHz(MagusinandHemminga, 1993a).Arelationmayexist
betweentheincreaseofmotionalamplitudeandtheswelling
of M13 at increasing hydration (Dunker et al., 1974). At
increasingdiameterofthehollowtubeinsidethe rod-shaped
phage, nucleic acid backbone motion may increase by the
reduction of steric hindrance. When comparing the À value
of about 30° obtained for 40% M13gelswith, for example,
backbone fluctuations of ±27° in the gigahertz range reported earlier for DNA (Hogan and Jardetzky, 1980), it
should be realized that our model ispresumably too simple.
Diffusion models involving more angle fluctuations would
probably result in smaller restriction angles per fluctuating
angle than the X values found above. Recently, we could
further improve the simulated 31 P NMR powder lineshapes
ofM13at 121.5MHzbyassumingthatthebackboneof M13
DNAconsistsof83%immobileand 17%mobilephosphodiesters.Asimilar,5:1two-componentmodelproducesabetter
simulationofthenonspinningspectrumof40%M13at202.5
MHz as well (not shown), but the two-component model
does not significantly improve the simulated MAS NMR
spectra.
For TMV, a three-component model is reasonable, becausethreesetsofbindingsitesexistwithinthevirion.Nonspinning 31 P NMR lineshapes of 30%TMV provide strong
indications that one of these three sets is more mobile than
theothertwo,butthequestionwhichthemobilesetis,cannot
be solved unambiguously due to the overlap of their broad
powderlines(MagusinandHemminga, 1993a).Thefact that
one of the three resonance lines in 31 P NMR spectra of oriented TMV solutions is much broader than the other two,
indicates ahigh level of disorder for one of thethree setsof
phosphodiesters inTMV (Cross et al., 1983a),which seems
to support our conclusion that one of the three sets of phosphodiesters is less rigidly bound. Cross et al. have speculatively assigned this resonance line to a specific binding site
labeled 3inthecomputer-refined crystalstructure presented
by Stubbs and Stauffacher (1981). Using this structure we
have recalculated the chemical shift positions of the resonance lines in the oriented spectrum, however, and differently assigned the broad line to site 2 (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a). Given the ambiguity in the spectral
assignment,thequestionofwhichbindingsitecouldactually
be less rigidly bound still remains to be answered.
Because MASNMR spectra of TMV show two resolved,
potentially motion-affected sideband patterns, they offer an
extrapossibilityforassigningmobilitytothethreesitesmore
specifically. Interpretation of the two sideband patterns in
terms of "ideal" MAS behavior shows that the apparent
chemical shift anisotropy of the minor resonance is larger
than the anisotropy of the major resonance. This was also
found for dried TMV samples (Hemminga et al., 1987) and
can be observed in the MAS NMR spectrum of 10% TMV
solution(Crossetal.,1983a)aswell,althoughthiseffect was
not mentioned in the text of this paper. Taking bond angle
and argininebinding effects into account,we assign theminorsidebandpatterntosite1,aslabeledbyStubbsandStauf-

facher (1981),and the major sideband pattern to sites 2 and
3 (see Analysis of Lineshapes). The fact that the apparent
anisotropy of the major resonance is reduced relative to the
minor resonance would then be consistent with our hypothesis tobe discussed inAnalysis of Lineshapes, that site 2is
less rigidly bound than the other two.
Indeed, a three-component simulation using Eq. 2 producesagood fit, when identical tensor values of 83, 25,and
—108 ppm are assumed for the three sites and restriction
half-angles are taken as 18°,45°,and 18°for sites 1,2, and
3,respectively (Fig. 1).Thesevalues maybecompared with
therespectivehalf-angles 9°,86°,and 17°obtainedfrom the
analysis of the nonspinning 31P NMR lineshape of another
sample of 30% TMV at 121.5 MHz (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a). The difference between these two sets of
angular amplitudes shows the difficulty of extracting motional parameters for each site separately from nonspinning
spectra due to the strong overlap of their resonances. The
presence of motional narrowing in nonspinning and MAS
NMR spectra of 30% TMV recorded at 121.5 and 202.5
MHz, respectively, is difficult to reconcilewith the absence
thereof inspectraof 10%TMVsolutionsat60.9MHz(Cross
etal., 1983a).Thismaybecausedbydifferences inthemethods employed by Cross et al. to prepare TMV samples and
record their spectra. Because the NMR spectrum-recording
method isinsufficiently described intheirpaper, amorespecific explanation would only be highly speculative.

Analysis of transversal relaxation
The observed dependence of T2e on the spinning rate less
than 2 kHz (Fig. 3) indicates a contribution by slow phosphodiester reorientation to transversal relaxation. Because
T2ebecomes shorter astheM13gelbecomes morefluid, we
tentatively assign this slow phosphodiester reorientation to
the overall rotation of the rod-shaped virus particles about
their length axis. At spinning rates greater than 2 kHz, T2e
approaches anupper limit,indicating that another relaxation
mechanism, which is independent of the spinning rate, becomes more important. Other features of this relaxation
mechanism are that it is sensitive to hydration and depends
on the magnetic field strength (Figs. 3 and 5). In principle,
the observed T2e increase at decreasing hydration (Table 1)
couldsimplyresultfrom theremovalofmobilewaterprotons
in the vicinity of 31 P, because water protons could increase
31
P relaxation by causing fast fluctuating dipolar interactions. Such 1 H- 31 P dipolar contribution to longitudinal and
transversal 31Prelaxation maybeestimatedbyusinggeneral
equations presented elsewhere (Wittebort andSzabo, 1978).
As learned from these equations, the fact that Txis three
orders of magnitude larger than T2, as observed in our experiments,istypical for motionswithfrequencies which are
oneortwoordersof magnitude lower than the angularresonance frequencies of 31 P and *H.Indeed, transversal relaxationof31 Pnucleibyprotonswhichundergomotionsinthis
frequency range (10 7 -10 8 Hz)is not affected by the 30-kHz
proton decoupling used in our experiments. The general
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TABLE 1 Restriction half-angles and diffusion coefficients for local backbone motion of the DNA molecule inside M13and the
influence of backbone motion on the homogeneous and the inhomogeneous linewidth.
[M13]

Vo

%

(MHz)
202.5
202.5
121.5
202.5

70
40
40
25

A

Tz.

!>'•»

O

(ms)
4.8
2.9
6.1
1.3

(kHz)
40
250
190
210

9±5
30 ± 5
30 ± 5
45 ± 5

XCSA
Tjc

D'

Av1/2

AVhom

AVi„h

(ms)
6.8
3.5
9.8
1.4

(kHz)
60 ± 5 0
300 ± 8 0
300 ± 80
240 ± 4 0

(Hz)
780
640
330
780

(Hz)
70
105
60
250

(Hz)
710
535
270
530

1

[M13], weight fraction of M13 in the gel; v0, 31P NMR frequency; A,restriction half-angle for local backbone motion derived from the sideband pattern;
7%e,relaxation time for the part of transversal relaxation that is independent of the spinning rate;D'3pf„apparent diffusion coefficient calculated from TZc
by using Eq. 7;7°£?A,transversal relaxation time due tofast phosphodiester reorientation, calculated from T2c by correcting for anadditional v0 independent
r£ l p of 16ms;D', diffusion coefficient calculated from 7"£fAby usingEq.7;Ai>1/2)full linewidth athalf-height of thecenterband andthesidebands;Ai>hom,
homogeneous linewidth; Avinh, inhomogeneous linewidth.

nential with relaxation timeT^K asdescribed by Eq.6.The
static relaxation decay measured for 70% M13,can also be
simulated for D = 1.4 Hz by using a previously discussed
model(MagusinandHemminga, 1993b).Thisshowsthatthe
outcomeofspinningandnonspinningrelaxation experiments
can be interpreted consistently in terms of our models. The
ratiobetween the staticT2e values 1.06 and 0.85 msat 121.5
and 202.5 MHz closely approximates 1.4, as expected from
the (ü) 0 ) _2/3 dependence of transversal relaxation by ultraslow diffusion under nonspinning conditions (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993b).
From the «v-independentpartoftransversal relaxation,an
apparent diffusion coefficient D\pp for the fast phosphodiester reorientation can be calculated directly by using Eq.7.
Different D'app values, however, are found for 40% M13 at
121.5 and 202.5 MHz in this way (Table 1).This inconsistency may beeliminated by alsotaking intoaccount another
relaxation mechanism, which is independent of both a>r and
ia0. Such atype of relaxation could be caused by fluctuating
dipolar interactions between 31 P and other nuclei in its vicinity, like lU, 14N, or other 31P nuclei. For 40% M13,the
wr-independent T2e values 6.1 and 2.9 ms determined at
121.5 and 202.5 MHz could result from a w0-independent
contribution T™ of 16 ms superimposed on 7^?Avalues of
9.8and3.5ms,respectively. Similarly,wederivedT^fAfrom
the spinning rate independent T2e values of 70% and 25%
M13 gels, assumingr£lp to be the same. The diffusion coefficients D' which follow from these "corrected" T^A
values by using Eq. 7 are in the order of 105 Hz (Table 1).
D' values determined for 25% and 40% M13 are the same
within the error caused by the ±5° uncertainty in A.,indicating that in this concentration range the amplitudes of the
backbone motions are more sensitive to small hydration
changes than their frequencies. More extreme dehydration,
however,alsoinfluences thefrequency ofbackbonemotions,
asillustratedbythelowerD' valuefound for 70%M13.The
finding that the major peak in the MAS NMR spectrum of
TMV decays faster than the minor peak indicates tjiat the
average mobility of the two binding sites giving rise to the
major peak, is larger than the mobility of the binding site
causing the minor peak. This isconsistent with the À values
obtained from the sideband pattern in the previous section.

equations,however, alsopredictT2etobeindependent ofthe
magnetic field strength in thisfrequency range and thus fail
toexplainthedifference betweenthe7 2evaluesmeasuredfor
40% M13 at 121.5 and 202.5 MHz.
Alternatively, the same fast backbone motions that are
responsible for the motional modification of the sideband
intensities,could alsocause transversal relaxation due tothe
chemical shift anisotropy of the 31P nuclei. Such relaxation
mechanism would provide a qualitative explanation for the
observeddependenceonthemagneticfield.Asnoticedunder
Analysis of Sideband Intensities, hydration affects the amplitude of nucleic acid backbone motions, which could explain qualitatively the observed T2e trend at increasing hydration.Assumingthatphosphodiesterreorientationbyslow,
overall rotation of thevirion and by fast restricted backbone
motion is the main cause of transversal relaxation, we have
used Eq.8toexplain theobserved dependence ofT2e onthe
spinning rate.Indeed, sigmoid curves,aspredicted by Eq.8,
fit welltother 2 e valuesobtained for spinningratesof 1 kHz
andhigherat202.5 MHzandreasonably toT2evaluesmeasured at 121.5 MHz (Fig. 3). Obviously, the model fails to
predict correct T2e values for static samples. This is due to
the assumption implicit in Eq. 5 that the decay of echoes is
sampled atevenmultiplesoftherotation timeTr,whichgoes
to infinity as the spinning rate drops to zero.
Diffusion coefficients D for therotational diffusion of the
virus particles about their length axismay beestimated from
the best fits in Fig. 3 and the half-angles À estimated from
the sideband intensities (see Analysis of Sideband Intensities). Using A values of 9° and 30° for 70% and 40%M13,
we find D values of 1.4 and 4.4 Hz for 70% and 40% M13
at 202.5 MHz and 5.2 Hz for 40% M13 at 121.5 MHz, respectively. These values are mutually consistent within experimental error and alsoagreewith thevaluesreportedpreviously for 15% and 30% M13 gels (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993a). The o)r-independent part of transversal
relaxation may also be estimated from the curves in Fig.3.
Forexample,for 70%M13,thispartoftransversal relaxation
ischaracterized byaT2evalueof4.8ms.Actualechodecays
simulated by multiplication of Eq.5 for D = 1.4 Hz and an
exponential decay with T2e = 4.8 ms fit well to the experimental decays obtained for 70% M13 at the spinning rates
applied (Fig. 4). Apparently, the multiexponential decay in
Eq. 5 is indeed reasonably approximated by a single expo-

Theeffective diffusion coefficient!)' determinedbyusing
our simple model is only a qualitative measure which indi-
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cates if the backbone motions dominating transversal relaxation at spinning rates greater than 2 kHz become faster or
slower under varying conditions. Itsvalue may not even be
realistic by order of magnitude, e.g., when the cumulative
amplitude Xactually reflects several typesof backbone motion,whereastransversal relaxation isdominatedbyonlythe
slowest one.However, aminimum and amaximum orderof
magnitudemaybeestimated from relaxation measurements.
On the one hand, the invariance of r 2 e at different spinning
ratesbetween 2and5kHz,showsthatthebackbone motions
dominating transversal relaxation at these rates are in the
orderof 104Hzorfaster. Ontheotherhand, thethree orders
of magnitude difference between T\ and T2e at *Hand 31 P
resonancefrequencies intheorderof 109rad/s,setsanupper
limit of 10 7 -10 8Hz,asmaybeestimated from moregeneral
equationspresented elsewhere (Wittebort and Szabo, 1978).

Analysis of lineshapes
Linebroadeningcausedbysamplepreparationhasbeensuggested asanexplanationfor thelargeMASNMR linewidths
generally observed for dried and lyophilized biological materials as compared with solution linewidths (Hemminga
etal., 1987).Indeed,itisconceivable, thatasa consequence
of the dehydration process, the material partly decomposes,
or susceptibility heterogeneity is introduced. Such effects,
however, are less likely explanations for thebroad linesobserved for M13 samples frozen at temperatures of - 140°C
and less, because these are homogeneous lumps of ice
pressedrigidly againsttheinnerwalloftheMASspinner.At
amacroscopiclevel,therearenovisibledifferences between
M13iceat -40°C and - 140°C,nordothetuning properties
ofM13sampleschangegreatly onchangingthe temperature
between thosevalues,indicating thatnophase transition occurs in this temperature trajectory. Nevertheless, the linewidthstrongly increasesasthesampleiscooled down from
-40°C to - 140°C.Ithasbeensuggested thatthe difference
between the shift position of the major and the minor peak
in 31P MAS NMR spectra of TMV reflects conformational
differences among the three types of binding sites (Hemminga et al., 1987). Because the 31 P MAS NMR linewidth
measured for M13 at —140°C and less is comparable with
the isotropic shift range observed for TMV at room temperature (Fig. 2), a spread of static phosphodiester conformations in asimilar range asinTMV could offer a possible
explanation for theobserved M13lineshape.At higher temperaturesthelinewidthinMASNMRspectraof M13isless.
Itgradually decreases toaminimum valueof 3.0ppmasthe
samplebecomesmorefluid andtheamountofinternal DNA
backbone motion within the virions increases, going from
frozen samplesat- 100°Cand -40°C toviscousgelsof70%
and40%M13at25°C.Apparently, theisotropic shift range
becomes narrower as temperature or hydration increases.
Besideinfluencing thesidebandintensitiesandtransversal
relaxation by their reorientational character, fast backbone
motions could also cause fast fluctuation of the phosphodiesterconformations, which may leadto"conformational av-

eraging"of the isotropic shift. Such conformational averaging due to nucleic backbone motions could offer a possible
explanation for the reduction of the linewidth at increasing
hydrationandtemperature.Incontrast,transversalrelaxation
tends to broaden the centerband and the sidebands at increasing hydration by adding an increasing homogeneous
linewidth to the inhomogeneous linewidth. Indeed, the increased linewidth observed for 25%M13gels,as compared
with 40% M13, could be caused mainly by the increased
homogeneous linewidth alone,superimposed onaninhomogeneous width of 2.7 ppm (Table 1).
Totestthehypothesisthatadistributionofphosphodiester
conformations underlies the observed gaussian lineshapes
observed in 31 P MAS NMR spectra, the lineshapes of the
centerband and thesidebands inMASNMR spectra of M13
havebeensimulatedbyuseofEq.9,whichtakesintoaccount
a spread ofvalues for the two typesof angles that affect the
isotropicshift moststrongly,i.e.,theRO-P-OR'bond angles
$ , supposedtobestaticinourmodel,andthedihedralangles
0!and 92,assumed tobequickly fluctuating. Homogeneous
linebroadeningisaddedasathirdbroadeningfactor (Fig.2).
Thefivemodelparametersinvolvedinthesimulation cannot
be unequivocally determined from the measured lineshapes
alone,andexternalargumentsarenecessarytoestimatetheir
values.Forthelineshapesat25°,thehomogeneous linewidth
l/TrT2e is calculated from 7^e measured at spinning rates of
4 and 5 kHz (Fig. 3). For the frozen M13 samples, homogeneous line broadening is neglected. As mentioned under
Theory,thestatic 0Kdistribution parameter vistakenas20°,
which representsarealisticspread ofdihedral anglesinvarious phosphodiester compounds (Giessner-Prettre et al.,
1984).Forparameter G,the isotropic chemical shift change
per unit bond angle change, we use a value of 2 ppm per
degree, as indicated by empirical data (Gorenstein, 1981).
Becausetheobserved linewidth reachesaminimumfor40%
M13, we assume the 0K contribution to be completely averaged at this hydration, so that a gauss fit to the lineshape
that is left after deconvolution with the homogeneous line
directlyprovidesthestatic<&distributionparameterwas0.9°
(Fig.2),whichseemsrealisticascomparedwiththe3°range
of $ in TMV. In contrast, the lineshape at —140°C is assumed tobecompletely static,from which thedihedral shift
range parameter b may be estimated to be —2.0 ppm, in
agreement with the range of 3.2-3.8ppm calculated for the
0Kcontribution tothe isotropic shift (Giessner-Prettre et al.,
1984). With theseparameter values, we obtain good fits for
18%M13at -100°Cand -40°C and 70%M13at25°C,for
restriction half-angles /LIof 17°, 37°, and 40°. When interpreting these large ju,values it should be realized that the
description of conformational fluctuations in terms of only
the two dihedral angles 0K is probably too simple. A more
sophisticated model with more fluctuating conformational
parameters would probably result in smaller restriction
anglesperparameter.The/u,valuesfound aboveshouldprobably be regarded most safely as upper limits rather than as
realistic values. Furthermore, factors other than conformational averaging may play a role in the observed effect of
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caused by binding of a water molecule to a phosphodiester
group (Ribas Prado et al., 1979), a 3.5-ppm decrease of the
isotropic shift could be expected due to arginine-phosphate
interaction.Assumingontheonehand,thatsites1and2are
tightly bound to arginine residues, the spectrum predicted
aboveonthebasisof<I>differences alone,shouldbe modified
byshifting themajor peakeven3.5ppmfurther upfield. This
would increase the predicted separation between the minor
and the major peak to 7.5 ppm, and their shift order would
still disagree with the experimental spectrum (Fig. 6 c). If,
onthe other hand, sites 1and 3were bound, the resonances
belongingtosites1 and3wouldshift 3.5ppmupfield, sothat
resonance of site 3 would be located 0.5 ppm downfield of
thepositionofsite2(Fig.6d).Theresultingspectrumwould
agreewith theexperimental spectrumby containing a major
peak belonging to the overlapping resonances of site 2 and
3,about3.8ppmdownfield ofaminorpeakbelongingtosite
1. It should be noticed that such assignment is only speculative,becausetheeffect of argininebindingontheisotropic
chemical shift of31 P insideTMVisunknown andother factors, not accounted for in our model, can also influence the
isotropic chemical 31 P shift. The supposed absence of close
contacts between site 2 and an arginine residue, however,
wouldbe consistentwithourearliersuggestion thatthis site
ismoremobilethantheothertwo(Magusin and Hemminga,
1993a). This is also confirmed by our analysis of the sideband patterns and transversal relaxation of the two peaks.
Recently, we reported that in MAS NMR spectra of lyophilized TMV samples, themajor and minor sideband patterns are not resolved (Hemminga et al., 1987).A possible
explanation for this effect is provided by our model. The
absence ofconformational averagingoftheisotropicchemicalshift atextremely lowhydrationprobably spoilstheresolutionofthepeaksintheMASNMRspectrumoflyophilized
TMV, much like the broad peak observed for frozen M13
samples at -140°C. Using the M13 model parameters v =
20° and b = -2.0 ppm for 30% TMV at 25° as well, and
taking a homogeneous linewidth of 130 Hz for both peaks,
a good fit to the major and minor peak is obtained for ju, =
40°, if the resonances of sites 2 and 3 are assumed to be
located 3.1 and 4.2 ppm downfield of the resonance of site
1, respectively (Fig. 2).

temperature and hydration on the MAS NMR lineshape.
Conformational averagingisonlyapossibleexplanation,but
not the only one. Comparison of the restriction angles estimatedfrom thelineshapesandthesidebandintensitiesabove
seemstoindicatethatunderconditionswhichsuppressphosphodiester reorientation, e.g., in frozen samples at -40°C,
some of the conformational parameters may still fluctuate
considerably .
Recently, the major andtheminor sideband pattern inthe
MASNMR spectrum ofTMVwere assigned onthebasisof
the C3-O3-P-O5' and O3-P-O5-C5' torsional angles (Hemmingaetal., 1987).Analternative assignment, however,can
be made if the RO-P-OR' bond angles <I> are taken into account, to which the isotropic chemical shift of phosphodiesters is more sensitive (Gorenstein, 1981). A bond angle
increase of only 5° already causes the isotropic shift to decrease 7 ppm (Giessner-Prettre et al., 1984). Because $ is
103°, 103°, and 100° for sites 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as
calculated from model coordinates (Stubbs and Stauffacher,
1981),we would expect the occurrence of a major peak belongingtosites 1and2,about4ppmupfield ofaminorpeak
belonging to site 3 (Fig. 6 b). Because this does not agree
withtheobservedspectrum (Fig.6a),eveniftorsionalangle
effects ofabout 1.5 ppmwouldbeinvolved aswell,wehave
also taken the influence of arginine bonding into account.
InRNA-protein interactionmodelsforTMV,twositesare
generally interacting closelywith arginineresidues,whereas
noarginine isclosetoathirdone.The lessbound site,however,seemstobeassigneddifferently indifferent papers.For
example,inthepaperofStubbsetal.(1977)itissite2(taking
into account a change of labels between sites 1 and 2 as
compared with our labeling, which follows other papers
(Stubbs and Stauffacher, 1981;Namba and Stubbs, 1986)),
whereas inthe model of Namba and Stubbs in 1986site 3is
the one without close arginine contact. Similar to the effect
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CONCLUSION
The model of phosphodiester motion in gels of M13 and
TMV, which recently emerged from analyses of 31 P NMR
lineshapes andtransversal relaxation of staticNMR samples
(Magusin andHemminga, 1993a),isalsoconsistentwiththe
effects of motion on sideband spectra and transversal relaxation under MAS conditions. Overall rotation of the rodshaped virions about their length axis and local backbone
motions of the encapsulated nucleic acid molecules are responsible for the various deviations from "ideal" MAS behavior. Sideband intensities seem to be influenced by fast
restricted reorientation ofthephosphodiester groups,caused
by nucleic acid backbone motions. Sideband patterns and

1

4ppm
FIGURE 6 Stick spectra illustrating theassignment of thepeaksinMAS
NMR spectra of TMV; unassigned stick spectrum derived from theexperimental lineshape (a), hypothetical spectrum based on the $ angle effects
only (b), spectra also taking arginine binding into account to either sites 1
and 2 (c) or sites 1 and 3 (d).
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transversal relaxation observed for 25% and 40% M13 are
consistent with angular amplitudes of 30° and 45°. These
amplitudes should be regarded as cumulative motional parametersofwholeclasses ofmotions,ratherthan asrealistic
amplitudesofspecificmotionsalone,becausethedescription
of the complicated backbone dynamics as only one type of
uniaxial diffusion is probably too simple. The increase of
motional amplitudes at increasing hydration could perhaps
berelated toswellingof theM13virions.Effective frequenciesof thebackbone motions in the order of 105kHzcan be
estimated from the spinning rate independent part of transversal relaxation,which ismeasured atspinning rates above
2 kHz, but these values can hardly be related to actual microscopic rate constants due to the cumulative character of
the model. By causing the conformation of the phosphodiester groups to fluctuate, fast restricted backbone motions
could alsooffer apossibleexplanation for theobserved narrowingofthecenterband andsidebandsathigh temperatures
andhydration.Slowrotationof the virusparticlesabouttheir
length axis only contributes significantly to transversal relaxation at spinning rates less than 2kHz.This contribution
even becomes dominant under nonspinning conditions,
whichfurther justifies theneglect ofotherrelaxation mechanisms in our analysis of nonspinning relaxation measurements (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a).

extremely limited motion (A *»0) and vanish if the motion
is unrestricted (A = v).
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APPENDIX: COMPARISON OF THE CUMULATIVE
MOTIONAL AMPLITUDE AAND THE GENERAL
ORDER PARAMETER S
Thedescription of thecomplex dynamicbehavior of theencapsulated backbone using a nonspecific "cumulative amplitude" Àasameasureofthespatialrestrictionofthemotion
may be compared with the use of the generalized order parameter 5 in the Model Free analysis of longitudinal and
transversalrelaxationtimes(LipariandSzabo,1982a).Inthe
Model FreeapproachS isdefined asthelimitingvalueS 2of
the simple correlation function for internal motion Ct(f) =
S2 +(1- S2)exp(-£/Tc)asf-* oo.Similarly,inourcombined
diffusion modelthesinefunctions inEq.2alsoappearinthe
limiting values sinc2(A) and sinc2(2A) for the correlation
functions
y2(£»^(a(0))t£»^(n(f))]*)
and

v2(Di2((i(o))[Di2(m))n
2

2

LikeS , sinc (A)and sinc2(2A)approximate 1inthe caseof
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ABSTRACT Two-dimensional exchange 3 1 P nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is used to study the
slow overall motion of the rod-shaped viruses M13 and TMV in concentrated gels. Even for short mixing
times, observed diagonal spectra differ remarkably from projection spectra and one-dimensional spectra.
Our model readily explains this to be a consequence of the T2e anisotropy caused by slow overall rotation of
the viruses about their length axis. 2D-exchange spectra recorded for 30% (w/w) TMV with mixing times
below 1 sec do not show any off-diagonal broadening, indicating that its overall motion occurs in the subHerz frequency range. In contrast, the exchange spectra obtained for 3 0 % M13 show significant offdiagonal intensity for mixing times of 0.01 sec and higher A log-Gaussian distribution around 25 Hz of
overall diffusion coefficients mainly spread between 1 and 10 3 Hz, faithfully reproduces the 2D-exchange
spectra of 3 0 % M13 recorded at various mixing times in a consistent way. A small, but notable change in
diagonal spectra at increasing mixing time, is not well accounted for by our model and is probably caused by
31
P spindiffusion.

INTRODUCTION

can be obtained by use of 3 1 P NMR spectroscopy. The
way inwhich31 PNMRpowderlineshapesandtransversal
relaxation observed for M13 andTMV are influenced by
motion, cannot be explained consistently by simple
models, like e.g. isotropic rotational diffusion or rotation
of the rod-shaped virions about their length axis alone
(MagusinandHemminga, 1993a).Instead,acombination
of fast,restricted nucleic acidbackbone motion and slow
overall motion of the virions is found. Fast, restricted
backbone motion also explains the fact that sideband
intensities in magic angle spinning (MAS) spectra of
dilute M13 gels (Magusin and Hemminga, 1994) deviate
fromthevaluespredictedbystandardtheory(Herzfeldand
Berger, 1980). The spinning-rate dependence of MAS
transversal relaxation has successfully been assigned to
slow overall rotation of the virions as a whole (Magusin
and Hemminga, 1994). To test and refine this model
further, we have investigated the slow overall motion of
the rod-shaped viruses in concentrated gels using 2Dexchange 3 1 P NMR spectroscopy. The results of this
investigationarepresentedandanalyzedinthispaper.

In the past few years, two-dimensional (2D) exchange
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has
proven its value for studying motion in abroadrange of
systems, such as synthetic polymers (Schmidt-Rohr and
Spiess, 1991), lipids (Fenske and Jarrell, 1991), liquids
(Kimich and Fischer, 1994) and liquid-gas interfaces
(Tomasselli et al., 1993). Some processes, such as
exchange of nuclear spins between different chemical or
physical environments, translation of spins in a field
gradient, or reorientation of nuclei with chemical shift
anisotropy (CSA) with respect to the magnetic field, can
correlate different resonance positions in the NMR
spectrum through time. By use of 2D-exchange NMR
spectroscopy, this correlation can be made visible as a
cross-peak, or, more generally, off-diagonal intensity in
2D NMR spectra,which aretherefore easy tointerpret,at
leastinaqualitativemanner.Quantitatively, 2D-exchange
spectra dominated by specific reorientational processes
have been analyzed in terms of combined subspectra
representing different reorientation angles (Wefing etal.,
1988). The possibility to extract the distribution of
reorientation angles directly from the spectrum is
especially useful for studying amorphous materials
containing internal motions without sharply defined
restrictionanglesandcorrelationtimes.
Inpreviouswork, wehavepresentedanalysesofonedimensional (ID) 3 1 P NMR spectra and transversal
relaxation decays of bacteriophage Ml3 and tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV). M13 and TMV are rod-shaped
viruses withalengthof -900 and300nmandadiameter
of - 9 and 18 nm, respectively. Intact virus particles
largely consist of a protein coat protecting the
encapsulatedviralgenome,whichcontributesonlyasmall
part of the particle weight. Because the coat proteins of
Ml3 and TMV do not contain 3 1 P nuclei, selective
information about the structure and dynamics of the
phosphodiesters intheencapsulatednucleic acidmolecule

THEORY
To calculate the effect of rotational diffusion of the
rod-shaped virions about their length axis on 3 1 P twodimensional exchange spectra, the orientation of a 3 1 P
chemical shift tensoris first expressedby useof theEider
angles Q = (a, ß,y) in anaxis system fixed to the virion
with its z axis parallel to the length axis of the virion.
Theorientation of thisrotoraxis system inthelaboratory
frame with the z axis parallel to the magnetic field, in
turn, is given by ß ' = (4»,9, y ) . If interactions between
31
P and other nuclei are negligible, transversal and
longitudinal 3 1 P magnetization can be calculated from
the positive and negative-helicity components
u.±(Q,Q', t)I± of the spindensity operator p(fl, ß', t)
and its longitudinal component u, z (ß,ß',t) I z . In the
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presence of only Zeeman interaction, chemical shiftand
rotational diffusion, therelevant equations forthesethree
components derived from the Stochastic Liouville
Equationarerepresentedintherotatingframeby
/
dMfl,Q',v
±i(û(Q,£i')+
dt
(la)
and

where
rx(o0,ß'e) =[ g l ( ß 0 . ß , 0 ) ] 2 / 3

M"."'.«

exp[-Drx(ß„,ß'0)2x3]n±(ß0,ß'of0)
Eq. 4 shows that in a first approximation very slow
overall diffusion causes a type of transversal relaxation
that isnon-exponential, non-fluctuating andanisotropic.
An apparent relaxation time T2e maybedefined as the
time 2x atwhich thepowder echo < E ± ( ß 0 , ß'o<2x) >
decays toe"*ofitsinitial value.Itfollows fromEq.4that
T2eisinverselyproportionaltothecuberootofD.
IntheabsenceofTi relaxation andspindiffusion,the
development of longitudinal coherence |i z (ß,ß',t) isonly
determined by the overall motion of the rod-shaped
virions. Therefore, from a given longitudinal coherence
distribution p. z (Q,ß'i,ti) at a specific time t}, the
coherence distribution n. z (ß,ß'2,ti+t m ) ata later time
tl+tm can be calculated by integrating the fraction of
coherence associated to each virion orientation ß'i =
(<t>l.0i, Vi) wat is transferred to theorientation ß'2=
(<t>2. ©2.V2) between ti and ti+t m

dn,(Q,Q',y
(lb)
Mn,ß',i)
dt
where D denotes thediffusion coefficient fortheoverall
virion motion and(o(fl^i') represents thechemical shift
interaction, expressed in terms of theWigner functions
D m ,2 m(aßY)=exrXim'Y)d m ' 2 m(ß)exp(ima) (Edmonds,
1960;Haeberlen, 1976)as
2

I D^Q')x

{o(ftQ)=co 0 a 0 +© 0

m'=-2

x[FoOo:.(0)+F2(D22m.(û)+D^m.(û))](2a)
where co0=yB 0 istheZeeman angular frequency, a 0 =
(aii+a22+o-33y3,F 0=(033-O0)andF 2=(ax {-a22)H6 for
a chemical shift tensor with tensor values a n , 0*22and
033. Inourprevious analyses of 31 P powder lineshapes
and magic angle spinning spectra of M13 and TMV,we
have described thenet effect of fast, restricted backbone
motions of theencapsulated nucleic acid molecule ina
simplified way,as the effect caused by fast, restricted
diffusion of the phosphodiesters about thelength axisof
the virions. Also here, we will assume that the
phosphodiesters undergo uniaxial diffusion restricted to
angles a € [ a 0 - X , a 0 +X], fast enough to allow usto
replace P n 2 m' ( ß ) ( n = 0, ±2)in eq.2abytheaverage
ö n 2 m ' ( ß ) sinc(m'A.), where ß 0 = (oc 0 , ß,Y) and
sinc(m'X)denotesthefunction sin(m'X)/m'X.,which yields
0 ) i ( n o , n , ) = (0 o a o +ü) o Z

2

m'=-2

ct»^'-"-'*

HI(aQ,,,t,+t111)=JP(û,t| ß'„tm )nI(Q,0'1lt1)dO,1
(5)
where P(ß'2lß'i, tm) may also be regarded as the
conditional probability density of finding a virion in
orientation ß'2 provided that its orientation wasß'i a
time t m before. Foruniaxial rotational diffusion ofthe
rod-shaped virionsabouttheirlength axis,P(ß'2lß'i, tm)
follows fromEq. lbas
_ 6((p2-9,)8(92-91)

Rtß'2|ß\.t,

x I exp

Thedevelopment oftransversal coherence \i±(Qfï,t)
would follow from thesolution ofEq. la. Unfortunately,
thisequationcannotbe solved analytically. Forvery slow
rotationaldiffusion withacoefficient Dmuchsmallerthan
the static linewidth of about a>0IO33-aiil. however,
spindensity maybe assumed to stay close to its initial
orientation within times intheorderof thedecay timeof
the freeinductiondecayanditisthenjustified tolinearize
Eq. la by approximating (ox(ßo> ß') f° r orientations
closely around any orientation ß ' 0 =(<|>,6>Yo) as
WAXQO,ß'o) +gX(ßo,ß'o) (V-Vo). where gx(ß 0 , ß'o)
denotes thederivative dcox/dyfory =\\t0.The linearized
eq. la may be solved similarly to the case of spins
diffusing ina linear field gradient (Slichter, 1978), from
which thetwotransversal components of spindensityat
orientationsinfinitely closetoQ'0 maybederivedas
3

(6)

(y2-¥,-2krt)a
4Dt

where 6(<(>2-<^l)and5(Ö2-0i) represent Dirac's delta
functions andthesummation overkhasbeen includedin
the definition of P ( ß 2 i ß l , tm) to let the integration
boundaries inEq.3a be standard ones, more specifically
0 <v i <2«. Iftmreduces to0,P(ß'2lß'i, t m ) becomes
the three-dimensional delta function 8(<]>2-<t>i)6(02-01)
6(V2-Vl).asexpected.
The pulse sequence employed inourexperimentsto
record 2D-exchange NMRspectra is depicted inFig.1.
Transversal 3 1 P magnetization is first created from lH
magnetization using cross-polarization. During the
following evolution timeti theorientationsofthevirions
are indirectly probedbylabeling 31 P magnetization with
the anisotropic chemical shift. After ti, the x orycomponentisrotatedalong thez-direction andduring the
following mixing time t m , theorientations of thevirus
particles are allowed to change. To probe the new
orientations,thez-magnetizationofthe31 P magnetization
is rotated back to the transversal plane and the echo

(3a)
,

(4*Dtmr*

(2b)

x [FAl(ö+F 2 (d 2 m .(ße 2,,r 4d.22m.(ße-2,T)]«inc(rrfX)

H ± (û 0 ,Û , 0 ,t)=

(3b)

Analogously,aJCpulseattimexafter theexcitation pulse
producesanechoattime2xgivenby
Et(ß0,ß,0,2T)=
(4)

,

exp[-Dr,(fl o ,n o )t ±icu )l (fl OI ß o )t]n ± (u OI ß , o( 0)
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producedbya«pulseatashorttimeAafterback-rotation
ismeasuredduringthedetectiontimeVz.TheNMRsignal
thatresultsfromthepulsesequenceinFig. 1 dependson
thephase shifts between therf-pulses. By varyingthese
phaseshiftsdifferentNMRsignalscanbegeneratedwhich
in combination produce a purely amplitude modulated
signal

diagonal intensity isgenerally negligible withrespect*»
theoff-diagonal intensitycausedbythelargeorientational
changes taking place during t m . As a consequence,
subspectrageneratedforsomespecificDvaluecanactually
wellbeusedtosimulateexchangespectraforacomplete
range of diffusion coefficients. In our calculations we
thereforemakean artificial distinctionbetweenrotational
diffusionwithdiffusioncoefficient D 0takingplaceduring
ti andt2anddiffusion with coefficient D during tm.A
value for Do can be independently estimated from
transversal 31P relaxation measurements (Magusinand
Hemminga, 1993a),sothatonly thediffusion coefficient
D remains to be determined from 2D-exchangeNMR
spectra.Thesubspectraarethengivenby

S | „ t 2 | t J =(8« 2 ) i JJJdu 0 dflf 1 dß , 2 P(fl'Ju , „t m )x
xexp[-Dr x (Q 0 ,û , 1 )t, î ]oœ(w x (Q„Q , ,)t 1 )

x (?)

x e x p f - D r J û , , ^ ) eT3+t23)]cos<(ox(Q0>Q,2) t2)
ascanbederivedbyuseofEqs.3a3b,4aand4b.
Inprinciple, 2D-exchange spectra 1(0)1,0)211111) may
be simulated for various diffusion coefficients D by
Fourier transformation of the 2D signals S(ti,t2itm)
generatedbyuseofEq.7.Theintegrationoverchemical
shift tensor orientations ßo, virus orientations ß'i and
ß'2, anddiffusion coefficients D, however, makessuch
calculations too lengthy to be of practical use. The
calculation time may strongly reducedby making some
approximations. First, lineshape effects caused by
transversalrelaxationduringshortechodelays2xareonly
small.ThishasbeenexperimentallyobservedforM13 and
is also calculated theoretically for uniaxial diffusion of
M13asawhole,ifitisassumedthatphosphodiestersare
randomly oriented within the phage (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993b). The angular dependent relaxation
factor exp[-D r(ß 0 ,ß'2)2T 3 ] in Eq. 7 may then be
approximatedbyanisotropicfactorexp[-D<r>2t3],which
canbedrawnoutsidetheangularintegrals.ThismakesEq.
7 symmetricwithrespecttoexchangebetween ti and t2,
so thatS(ti,t2ltm) needs only be calculated for ti <t2,
whichhalvesthecalculationtime.
Afurtherreductionof calculation time is possibleif
one single setof subspectrageneratedonlyonce,canbe
used in different combinations to simulate 2D-exchange
spectraforvariousdiffusioncoefficients andmixingtimes.
A similar procedure to analyse 2D-exchange spectrain
terms of jump angle distributions has been presented
elsewhere(Wefingetal., 1988,WefingandSpiess,1988).
P(Q'2lß'i, tm) (Eqs. 6 and 8) depends on therotation
angleAß'=ß'2-ß'i ratherthanontheorientationangles
£2*2 andß'i separately. AfterFouriertransformation,we
therefore apply the coordinate transform (ß'i, ß'2) ->
(ß'i, Aß') to Eq. 7, substitute P(ß'i+Aß'lß'i,t m ) by
P(Aß'ltm),andfinally approximatetheintegraloverAß'
by a summation over a set of subspectra In(<oi,ci)2l
Aß'n)foraseriesofequidistantvaluesAß'n to obtain

i n (w 1 ,u) 2 |Aß , B ) =

(9)

(8* V e x p [ - D . < r >2t 3 ]Jdt 1 e l , ' , , ,Jdt,e1"«''
JJdQ 0 dfl,exp[- D . r ^ Q , ß',)t 1 3 ]oos(ü) x (ß 0 ,ß' 1 )t,)x
exp[- D0rx(ß„, ß',+Aß' n ) t / J c o s K t ß . , ß'.+Aß'Jt,
Because P(Aß'ltm) does not depend on the sign of the
rotation (Eq.6), thesummation inEq. 8 maybefurther
simplified by combining subspectra for positive and
negativeAß'nbeforehand,yielding
Itn(u)„0)2|Aßn)=

(10)
,

Jln(co1,(û2|Aß n )+ l n (o)„(0 2 |-Aß n ) 1 if Afln*0
\

l n (û) l ,0) 2 |0),
ifAß'^O
InthederivationofEq.8itisassumedthatallvirions
in the gel undergo rotational diffusion with the same
diffusion coefficient D. However, local viscosity
differences in theconcentratedgels couldexist,causing
variationsinrotationaldiffusion. Toincludetheeffectof
motional inhomogeneity,itisassumedinthemodelthat

Tt/2

T-t,

'H

CP
31,

71/2

71/2 K

tm

A
>

i(a>„a>2|tm) = IP(Aß n |t B < )l n (u),. u ) 2 |Aß , n )(8)
Strictly mathematically, subspectra In(o)i,o)2l Aß'n)
still depend on the diffusion coefficient D through
transversal relaxation (Eq. 7), so that different sets of
subspectra would still have tobecalculated tosimulate
2D-exchange spectra for different diffusion coefficients.
For long mixing times tm»ti, t2>T2*, however, the
effectoftransversalrelaxationduringti andt2ontheoff-

FIGURE 1:pulse sequence with IHand31p pulses (above andbelow,
respectively) used for 2D-exchange 31p NMR spectroscopy. CP
denotes the cross-polarization contact time. A Jtpulse creates the
echo measured during detection time t2- High-power protondecoupling is on during the evolution time tj, refocussing delaysA
and detection time tj. By decreasing the length of the Anal
decoupling pulse at increasing tj, proton decoupling is on duringa
constant rime T, so that the sample-heating caused by it is kept
constant toprevent temperature drift.
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variable evolution time ti, refocussing delays 1 and
acquisitiontimetaq(1.4ms).Anextradecouplingdelayat
theendof thepulsesequence was shortenedatincreasing
ti, so that the total decoupling time per experiment was
kept constant at approximately 3 ms. In this way, the
temperature could be kept constant at 30 °C throughout
the experiment by use of a Broker temperature unit, as
checked using a fluoroptic thermometer as described
previously (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a). Sample
tubeswere sealed withatwo-component glue tokeepthe
water content in the gel constant which was checked by
weightingandspectrophotometry.

thelogarithmic valuesk>g(D)of thediffusion coefficients
D aresymmetrically distributedaroundsomecentralvalue
log(D c ) according to a Gaussian density function with
characteristic width W(Wefing et al., 1988). For
simplicity, rotational diffusion during ti and t2 is
considered to be homogeneous and independent from
diffusion during t m . For the case of inhomogeneous
diffusion, P(Aß'nl tm)inEq.8mustbereplacedby

P(AO'|t m ) - L - ? ' - *ui— ' 2n(\N\J
Jexp

flog(D)-log(Dc)
'\

Simulation

W
OD

1
D" 2

I exp
K=—

(Ay+2kre)
4DL

dlog(D)

where A<>
| = <|>2-<t>l, A0 = O2-O1 andAy = V 2 _ ¥ l Wapproaching 0,Eq.8reducestoEq.6again.

Procedures

2D-exchange 31 P NMR spectra at 121.5 MHz were
simulated for M13 using Fortran programs derived from
theequations in thispaper. For the chemical shift tensor
of 31 P nuclei in M13 the relative tensor values G\\-a0 =
77 ppm, o"22-<T0= 18ppmand0"33-cr0= -95 ppm (where
o 0 is the isotropic shift) were taken (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993a, Magusin and Hemminga, 1994). In
thesimulationsit wasassumed thatarandomdistribution
of shift tensororientations exists within M13. To analyse
experimental spectra, a set of 16 subspectra was first
generated in a numerical way approximating Eq.9 for a
series ofjump angles Aß' n = (0,0,Av)/n) with Ay n being
multiples of 0.2 radbetween 0.0 and 3.0 rad.Next, these
subspectrawerecombinedaccordingtoEq.8 withP(AQ'I
tm)orF(AQ'Itm)calculatedfor variousmixing timesand
diffusion coefficients. These linear combinations were
fitted totheexperimental spectrum allowing heightof the
simulated spectrum to vary. The best fitting linear
combination was found by comparing the variance
betweenthetheoreticalspectraandtheobservedspectrum.

For

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Experimental Procedures
M13andTMV weregrown,purified andconcentrated
to 30% (w/w) as described previously (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993a). NMR spectra were recorded on a
Broker CXP300 spectrometer operating at a 31 P NMR
frequency of 121.5MHz. 2D-exchange31 P NMR spectra
wererecordedusingthepulsesequencedepictedinFig. 1,
whichinvolvescross-polarization tocreatetransversal 31 P
magnetization and a Hahn echo producing n pulse to
remove the effect of probe ringing on the weak signal.
Because of thedielectric propertiesof wetMl3andTMV
gels, the7C/2 pulse was set to5us on theweak 31 P NMR
signalof thesamplesitself.TheHartmann-Hahncondition
necessary for cross-polarization was found by measuring
the ] H n/2 pulse length directly on the water signal and
setting it equal to the 3 1 P n/2 pulse length. The dwell
time was S lis and the carrier frequency was set to the
centerof the31 P resonance. Torecord spectra of Ml3, ti
was systematically incrementedby 5 us.ForTMVthetiincrement was 10 us. CYCLOPS phase alternation was
employedtoremovetheeffects ofpulseimperfectionsand
TimeProportionalPhaseIncrementing(TPPI)wasusedto
acquire the spectra in the phase-sensitive mode (Marion
and Wiithrich, 1983). Phase-cycling of the first proton
pulse suppressed theeffect of direct31 P excitation on the
signal. Signals were recorded with 256 data points. To
avoid truncation effects and to obtain the best signal to
noise ratio within the measuring time available, the
numberofti-increments(NE)andthenumberofscansper
ti-increment (NS) were chosen differently for different
mixing times tm. M13 spectra for tm = 0.1 and 1.0 sec
wererecordedwithNE=64andNS = 1024.Fortm= 0.01
sec these numbers were both 128. TMV spectra were
acquiredwithNE= 128andNS=512.Therepetitiontime
was 1.1 sec. Two dummy scans were used to get the
spinsystem in a steady state. High power proton
decoupling wason duringcross-polarization (1.0 ms),the

RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows contourplots of the2D-exchange 31 P NMR
spectra of 30% M13 and 30% TMV recorded with a
mixingtimetm= 1sec.Tofacilitate comparisonbetween
thetwo,thecontourintheTMVspectrum hasbeendrawn
at the same relative intensity level, 23%,as the middle
contour in the M13 spectrum.ForTMV, thiscontour lies
practically on the diagonal, indicating that most
phosphodiesters in TMV do not undergo large
reorientations atthetimescaleof seconds.Incontrast,the
23% contour in the spectrum of M13 illustrates a large
spread of spectral intensity in the frequency plane. The
approximately hexagonal shape of the 10% contour
reflects the three discontinuities in the one-dimensional
31
P powder lineshape. At shorter mixing times, these
discontinuity features of the 10% contour become less
prominent. Narrower, elliptically shaped contours are
observed in spectrarecordedwithtm=0.1 sec.Thewidth
of thisellipse further reduces as t m decreases to0.01 sec
and for t m < 0.001 sec, only a narrow diagonal ridge is
visiblein2D-exchangeNMR spectraof 30%M13.
Theoretical studieshavepointedoutthathomogeneous
jumplike motions would often cause characteristic ridge
patterns to show upin 2D-exchange spectra (Wefing and
Spiess, 1988;Wefing etal., 1988).No suchridgepatterns
are present in 2D-exchange spectra of M13. Instead,
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FIGURE 2:2D-exchange spectra of M13 and TMV for t m = 1sec. The contours shown for M13 representlevels of 10. 15, 23,33 and50%with
respect to the highest intensity at the 022 position on the diagonal. Only the 23%-contoor is shown for TMV. P2 and Pi are the spectral
projections on the V2-andvi-axis, respectively, S+ denotes the spectral cross-section along the diagonal and P. is theprojection on theantidiagonal. Frequencyranges shown are50kHzfor P2andPi, 50x V2kHzforS+and50/ V2kHzforP-. No filtering orsymmetrizationhasbeen
used to create the figure.

intensity curves in spectral cross-sections taken at right
angles with respect to the spectrum diagonal, generally
have gaussian shapes, graduallybroadening atincreasing
tm.Suchtypeof anti-diagonal broadeningis indicativefor
rotational diffusion dominating 2D-exchange (Wefing et
al., 1988). Interestingly, 2D-exchange spectra of 15%
M13 recorded with mixing times of 0.001 and 0.01 sec
(not shown) are very similar to the 30% Ml3 spectra
recorded with mixing times of 0.01 and 0.1 sec,
respectively (Fig. 3). This directly indicates that, if one
typeof motionmainlyunderlies theobserved off-diagonal
broadening atboth concentrations, this motion should be
about ten times faster in 15% than in 30% Ml3 gels.
This, in turn, would agree with the factor 8 difference
between the diffusion coefficients, which we estimated

previously by interpreting transversal relaxation in terms
of slow overall rotation of the rod-shaped M13 virions
abouttheirlengthaxis(MagusinandHemminga, 1993a).
Remarkably,thediagonalcross-section S+in2D-exchange
spectra of Ml3 and TMV recorded even at vanishing
mixing times (10 |is) strongly differs from the
corresponding ID 31 P NMR spectra. Discontinuities are
generallymorepronouncedinS+thanintheprojectionP2
ontheV2axis, which represents theFourier transform of
the time-domain cross-section S(0, t2ltm).In the absence
of T t anisotropy, P2 should be similar to the ID
spectrum. This phenomena cannot be explained by the
experimental asymmetry of the ti and t2 time domains
withregardtotheHahn-echopulse-sequenceprecedingt2,
but not ti (Fig. 1). The absence of a true ti = 0
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measurement would distort the projection Pi on theVi
axismore,thanthelineshapeinthediagonal spectrumS+,
which would be some average between the Pi and ?2
lineshapes. Obviously thisis notthecase,becausePi and
?2 arepractically the same, whereas S+ differs from Pi
andP2significantly (Fig. 2). Itwill beshown below,that
T2e anisotropy provides an explanation for the observed
lineshape inthediagonal spectrum.Lesspronouncedthan
thedifference between S+andP2,butstill well visible,is
the lineshape change in S+ as a function of tm (Fig. 4).
Especially forTMV, thespectral intensity aroundthe022
chemical shift position is observed toshrink withrespect
to the lineshape as a whole at increasing tm. Below, this
effect will be tentatively assigned to anisotropic
spindiffusion.

DISCUSSION
As demonstrated previously, a combination of slow
overall motion of the rod-shaped viruses M13 andTMV
abouttheirviralaxisandfast restrictedbackbone motion
of the encapsulated nucleic acid molecule can provide a
consistent explanation for the motional effects on the
observed 3 1 P NMR powder lineshapes and transversal
relaxation (MagusinandHemminga, 1993a;Magusinand
Hemminga, 1994). We have employed two-dimensional
31
P exchange NMR spectroscopy to investigate the slow
overall rotation of the rod-shaped virions about their
length axis in more detail. The absence of off-diagonal
broadening in exchange spectra recorded for TMV with
mixing times tm £ 1 sec, immediately shows that the
diffusion coefficient D 0 foroverall motion of 30%TMV
is below theupperlimiting value of 3 Hz, which we have
previously estimated from nonspinning transversal
relaxation assuming it to be caused by slow overall
motion only (Magusin andHemminga, 1993a).MAS T 2e

FIGURE 3:Contourplots of the spectrarecordedfor tm = 0.001 (a),0.01 (b),0.1 (c) and 1sec (d) respectively. Contourlevels arethe sameas in
Hg. 2.Thehexagon reflecting thechemical shifttensorvaluesa l l , <T22 and033 (seetext),is alsoillustrated in Fig.3d.
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spectra can be simulated using a single set of subspectra
generated for an a priori selected value for the overall
diffusion coefficient D 0 during ti andt2- D 0 has already
been determined independently on the basis of T2 e
measurements (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a). A
posteriori, D 0 and the overall diffusion coefficient
extracted from off-diagonal broadening during tmwill be
compared. Despite its relatively simple character, our
model still containsquite anumberof parameters.Inour
analysis of 2D-exchange spectra, however, X, D 0 andthe
chemicalshifttensorvaluesa tlf o"2zand0*33arecreatedas
constants with values based on previous lineshape and
relaxationanalysis.Aswillbediscussed,thechangeofthe
2D-exchange spectrum at varying t m will be solely
interpreted in terms of slow overall rotation of the virus
particles about their length axis during tm> which for
homogeneous diffusion is characterizedbythe coefficient
D as a single fitting parameter only, and for
inhomogeneous diffusion by the central diffusion
coefficient D c andthedistributionwidthW.
Wehave usedEqs.9 and 10tocalculate 16subspectra
In±(o>l.ü)2l Au',,), where AQ' n = (0, A\|fn, 0), A\|fn
beingequidistantmultiplesof 0.2 radbetween0.0and3.0
rad. For the restriction halfangle X and the overall
diffusion coefficient D 0 , the values 0.7S rad and 50 Hz
were first selected in accordance with the outcome from
previous analyses of ID 31 P lineshapes and transversal
relaxation (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a). Using this
setof subspectra andassuming aGaussian distribution of
rotation angles AQ'n typical for homogeneous, uniaxial
diffusion (Eq. 6), subspectra combinations according to
Eq. 8 can be made that fit well to every experimental
exchange spectrum recorded for M13 separately. Spectra
recorded formixingtimestm=0.01,0.1 and1secarebest
simulatedfordifferent diffusion coefficients D= 15,5and
1.7 Hz, respectively (Fig. 5). However, no D value is
found thatproduces goodfits tothethreespectratogether.
Inafirstattempt,we tried toreduce thedifference among
the resulting D values by introducing extra transversal

TMV

FIGURE 4: ID spectra (row a) and diagonal spectra for t m =0.01 sec
(row b) and 1sec (row c)for M13 andTMV, respectively.

studies have revealed the presence of an additional
relaxation mechanism, perhaps related to fast backbone
motionsof theencapsulatedRNA molecule (Magusinand
Hemminga, 1994), which could well be responsible for
halveoftheobservednonspinningrelaxation.BecauseT2e
« D0"1/3 (see definition below Eq.4), thiswould indicate
that Do is actually in theorder of 1(H Hz. Indeed, slow
overall rotation inthesub-Herzrangewouldbeconsistent
with the absence of broadening in exchange spectra
recorded with t m = 1 sec. In contrast to TMV, the
exchangespectraobtainedforM13alreadystarttobroaden
for tm = 0.01 sec, which roughly agrees with the SOHz
estimatedforoverall motion from nonspinningrelaxation.
To extract quantitative information from the
experimental resultsobtainedforM13,thepreviousmodel
for nonspinning samples (Magusin and Hemminga,
1993b) has been extrapolated to 2D-exchange NMR
experiments. Inboth theprevious andpresent model, the
motions of the nucleic acid phosphodiesters are
collectively described as fast, restrictedrotation aboutthe
virion length axis characterized by a single "cumulative
amplitude"X, whichmaybecomparedtothegeneralorder
parameterSinModelFreerelaxationanalyses(Lipariand
Szabo, 1982a, Lipari and Szabo, 1982b). Off course,
uniaxial rotation aboutthe viralaxis is asimplified model
to describe the net effects of the various types of
constrained and concerted backbone motions that occur
inside Ml3orTMV. Thecumulative amplitude Xmaybe
regarded as a parameter characterizing the pseudo-static
motional narrowing of one- and two-dimensional 3 1 P
powderlineshapescausedbyfastbackbonemotions.Inthe
analysis of the 2D-exchange spectra presented in this
paper, Xis not treated as avariable fitting parameter,but
is fixed to the value previously estimated on thebasis of
the observed ID lineshape (Magusin and Hemminga,
1993a). Another simplification is that our model
distinguishes between overall diffusion of the virus
particles during the mixing time tm, and virion diffusion
during the evolution time ti and acquisition time t2. As
mentioned underTheory, this artificial distinction speeds
up the spectral analysis, because various 2D-exchange
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FIGURE 5: Plot of the (central) overall diffusion coefficient estimated
from exchange spectra of M13 against tq,. (+) homogeneous
diffusion; (0) a log-Gaussian distribution of diffusion coefficients
withW= 1.5(Eq. 11).
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relaxation during ti and t2 into the model. This addsan
extra tm-independentspectral broadening to simulations,
whichespecially influences thesimulatedspectraforshort
mixing times.If, forinstance,subspectraaregeneratedfor
D 0 =400 Hz instead of D 0 = 50 Hz, the tm-independent
homogeneous broadening is roughly doubled (see
definition of T 2 e below Eq. 4). As a result, reduced D
values of 6.9, 3.6 and 1.3 Hz areobtained for tm= 0.01,
0.1 and 1sec,respectively. Indeed, increasing D 0 reduces
theDvalueresulting fromspectral simulationforshorttm
more, than for long t m and thereby suppresses the
difference among D values found for different t m .
However, D 0 à 400 Hz would be inconsistent with the
diffusion coefficient of SO Hz found in our previous
relaxation analysis (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a)and
would also disagree with the extremely narrow diagonal
ridge observedintheexchangespectrumrecordedfortm=
10 LIS(notshown).

CM,

LU

+--H -+--+4:
.
0.0

Obviously, thesimplemodel employedtoanalyse IDexchange spectraintheabovediscussion,cannotprovidea
consistentexplanationfortheexchangespectrarecordedat
various mixing times together. To remove this
inconsistency, we have tested several model-variants on
the basis of some previously expressed, tentative ideas
(Magusin and Hemminga, 1993a). For instance, because
simulations of the ID 3 1 P NMR spectrum of 30% M13
areslightlyimprovedby theassumption thatthebackbone
of M13 DNA consists of 83% immobile and 17%mobile
phosphodiesters,we havetriedbothfast-andintermediateexchange two-component models. Under fast exchange
conditions, on the one hand, motional narrowing would
causethecontribution byamobilephosphodiester fraction
to the 2D-exchange spectrum to be a narrow intensity
patternclose tothe diagonal even at long tm.Such effect
couldqualitativelyexplainwhythediagonalridgeobserved
in M13 spectra recorded with tm = 1 sec is relatively
narrow, as compared to the already quite broad diagonal
ridge observed for t m = 0.01 sec. In the intermediate
exchange case, on the other hand, the mobile
phosphodiesters undergoing motions in the 104 - 10 s Hz
frequency range,wouldcontributeabroad,practicallytminvariant intensity pattern to the exchange spectrum
recorded with tm> 10"2 sec. A broad intensity pattern in
theexchangespectrum wouldleadtoanoverestimation of
theoveralldiffusion coefficient D,especially atshortt m »
10~2 sec. This could possibly explain the difference
between the estimated D values at various tm. We have
also checked if 2D-exchange spectra of M13 actually
reflect somepreferentialorientationofthephosphodiesters
with respect to the viral axis. An anisotropic distribution
of phosphodiester orientations, e.g. such that most 033componentswere parallel totheviralaxis,could lead toa
narrowerintensity patternatlongtm,thanexpected froma
random distribution. On the basis of a previous
comparison of structural parameters (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993a), a model has been set up, in which
83% phosphodiesters is oriented with respect to theviral
axis as in B-DNA with respect to the helical axis.
Unfortunately, none of the above three model-variants is
able to remove the apparent inconsistency between the
exchange spectra recorded with various t m , or even to
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FIGURE6: Simulation of nonspinning transversal relaxation fora logGaussiandistribution of diffusion coefficients with Dç=25 Hzand
W = 1.5 (Eq. 11), superimposed on 3-ms exponential relaxation
caused by fast nucleic add backbone motions, as estimated from
MAS experiments (see text). The broken line illustrates the
previously published simulation for homogeneous overall motion
with a diffusion coefficient of 50 Hz (Magusin and Hemminga,
1993a).

produce better simulations for each of the experimental
spectraseparately. Ourprevious, tentativeassumptionthat
two phosphodiester fractions exist within M13, can
neither bejustified, norrejected on the basis of the M13
exchangespectra.
As noticed previously (Magusin and Hemminga,
1993a),31 PtransversalrelaxationdecaysobservedforM13
are steeper at short echo times 2x < 0.2 ms, than the
theoretical curves that fit best to the whole set of echoes
measured up to 2x = 1.6 ms (Fig. 6). This could indicate
thatpartof thevirionsdiffuses morerapidly,thanexpected
from the average diffusion coeffcient. Such motional
inhomogeneity would be characterized by a spread of
overall diffusion coefficients. Assuming a log-Gaussian
distributioncharacterizedbyacentralvalue D c andawidth
parameter W(Wefing etal., 1988), the spread of rotation
angles P'(AQ'Itm) resulting from the overall diffusion of
the rod-shaped virions about their length axis can be
derived as afunction of tm(Eq. 11). Using the same sets
of subspectra In±((ûi,(û2l Aß',i) as employed for testing
themodelsdiscussedabove,combinationscanbemadefor
different values for D c and W and compared with the
experimental spectra. For each of the above discussed
models adapted for motional inhomogeneity, a pair of
values for D c and W can be obtained which consistently
explains the observed Ml3 spectra recorded with tm=
0.01, 0.1 and 1 sec. For instance, using the single
component model with Do - 50 Hz and A.= 0.75 rad,
exchangespectracanbesimulatedforD c =25HzandW=
1.5 which fit well tothe threeexperimental spectra(Figs.
5 and 7). Most virions in 30% M13 gels thus seem to
undergooverall rotational diffusion with coefficients ina
range of three decades around 25 Hz, i.e. between 1and
1000Hz.Anupperlimitof 1000 Hzwould stillagreewith
theabsence of sidebandbroadening in theobservedMAS
spectra (Magusin and Hemminga, 1994). The central
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projectionspectraandthediagonal spectrum observedfor
M13andTMVcanmainlybeexplainedbytheanisotropy
of the transversal relaxation caused by slow overall
rotation. T 2 e anisotropy could perhaps also explain the
fact thatthe3!PNMR lineshape of 10%TMV (Cross et
al., 1983) seems to be be less motionally narrowedthan
theoneobservedfor30%TMVobservedbyus.
The relative shrinking of the 022 discontinuity on the
diagonal in 2D-exchange spectra of Ml3 andTMV with
respectto theothertwodiscontinuities for tm> 0.01 sec,
isnotwellaccountedforbyourmodel.Wetendtoassign
this effect to 3 1 P spindiffusion. Distances between
neighbouringphosphodiestersinM13areprobablysimilar
to those in TMV, which vary between 5.4 and 7.5 Â
(OpellaandDiVerdi, 1982;StubbsandStauffacher, 1981).
Such internuclear distances indicate weak 3 i p . 3ip
couplings of £ 100 Hz. Spindiffusion effects would thus
indeedbeexpected inexchange spectrafortm>0.01 sec.
Effective homonuclearcoherencetransfer,however,would
belimitedtoneighbouring 3I P nuclei withchemical shifts
thatdiffer less thanthecoupling size,thus 1ppmat 121.5
MHz, unless motions in the KP-IO4 Hz range would be
present,bridgingchemical shiftdifferences across the 31 P
powderresonanceline. Anarrowshift matchingcondition
would be consistent with the narrow ridge observed in
exchange spectra of TMV. The shrinking of the 022
discontinuity is most easily explained in a qualitative
manner by use of our M13 model, in which the shift
tensororientationsofneighbouring31 Pnucleiareassumed
tobecompletelyuncorrelated.Asillustratedbythepowder
lineshape itself with its maximum at 022. any 3 1 P spin
within M13 would haverelatively many 3 , P spins with a
chemical shift close to 0*22 around itself. Because the
effectiveness of spindiffusion between 31 P spinsdepends
upon their chemical shift difference, 3 1 P spins with a
chemical shift close to 022 relax faster than other spins.
This would explain the observed shrinking of the 022
discontinuity onthediagonal inexchange spectraof M13.
ForTMV,asimilarexplanationwouldhavetoincludethe
regular geometry of the encapsulated RNA molecule,
which causes the chemical shift tensors of neighbouring
phosphodiesters nottoberandomly orientedwith respect
to each other. Because motions in the lOMO4 Hz range
seem to be largely absent in concentrated Ml3 gels
(Magusin andHemminga, 1994), spindiffusion effects in
exchangespectraofM13areprobablyconcentratedonthe
diagonal, like for TMV. Therefore, the various observed
off-diagonal intensity patterns probably reflect the pure
effect of slow overall motion of the rod-shaped viruses
only.

overalldiffusion coefficient D c =25Hzestimatedfromthe
exchange spectra, is twice as small as the homogeneous
overall diffusion coefficient Do= 50 Hzdetermined from
transversal relaxation. Because T2 e is inversely
proportional to thecube rootof thediffusion coefficient,
slow overall diffusion seems to be responsible for about
2 _ 1 / 3 a 80% of the observed relaxation. The remaining
20% is indicative for some extra relaxation mechanism
with T 2 e « 3 msata3 , P resonance frequency of 121.5
MHz. Such value would well agree with the MAS T2e
value of 1.3 ms previously measured at 202.5 MHz for
25%M13,whichweascribedtofastnucleicacidbackbone
motions (Magusin and Hemminga, 1994). Indeed, if we
repeat the previous simulation of the nonspinning
transversal relaxation decay while this time taking into
account alog-Gaussian distribution with W = 1.5 around
D = 25 Hz and extra relaxation with T 2 = 3 ms by fast
backbone motions,aneven better fit is obtained than the
previously published simulation (Fig. 6) (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993a). Motional inhomogeneity in gels of
Ml3 is probably caused by the tendency of the
bacteriophages toform variously sizedaggregates (Day et
al., 1988).
Theagreementbetweenexchangespectrasimulatedfor
Dc=25HzandW= 1.5andtheexperimentalM13spectra
recorded with various t m , is illustrated by the theoretical
and experimental Pi projections, P. projections and S+
sections in Fig. 7. P2 projections of the experimental
spectra are slightly larger than those of the simulated
spectrathatfitbesttotheobserved 2D spectraasawhole.
This could be an experimental artifact caused by the
merging of thefirsttwo31 P pulses in thepulse sequence
forti = 0 (Fig.l). Thegoodfitbetween experimentaland
simulatedspectraindicatesthatthedifference betweenthe

0.01 sec

0.1 sec

1sec

A.
Pi

CONCLUSION
2D-exchange 3 , P NMR spectroscopy is a powerful
technique to study the slow overall motion of the rodshaped viruses M13 and TMV. Spectra of 30% TMV
recorded with tm ^ 1 sec do not show any off-diagonal
broadening, indicating thatTMV particlesinconcentrated
gels are extremely immobile, even at a timescale of
seconds.For30%M13,alog-Gaussiandistributionaround
25 Hz of rotational diffusion coefficients mainly spread
between 1 and 103Hzmustbeintroducedtoreproducethe
2D-exchange NMR spectra recorded at various mixing

FIGURE 7: Comparison of theoretical (
) andexperimental ( )
2D-exchange spectra of M13 for various t m , reflected by
projection and diagonal spectra (see Fig. 2). Theoretical spectra
have been calculated for a distribution of diffusion coefficients
with D c = 25 Hz and W = 1.5 (Eq. 11) and fitted to the
experimental 2D-exchange spectra as a whole.
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times in a consistent way. Taking this distribution anda
minor relaxation contribution caused by fast backbone
motion intoaccount, aneven betterfit to thenonspinning
transversal relaxation decay is obtained, than published
previously for homogeneous diffusion (Magusin and
Hemminga, 1993a). The shrinking of the 022 discontinuity on the diagonal with respect to the lineshape asa
whole at t m > 0.1 sec, cannot be explained by slow
overall motion, but seems to be caused by spindiffusion
between 31 P nuclei with chemical shifts that differ less
than 1ppm.
This paperis thelastone inaseries of four, inwhich
models have been developed and tested to explain the
results of various 3 1 P NMR experiments observed for
intact M13 andTMV virusparticles inconcentrated gels.
At this stage, it is worthwhile topresent abrief overview
to show advantages and limitations of the specific NMR
techniques employed by us, for investigating large
nucleoprotein complexes, such as Ml3 and TMV, in
general (Tab. 1). In these systems, 3 1 P nuclei represent
natural NMR labels for studying structural and dynamic
properties of the nucleic acid backbone selectively, even
when the complex mainly consists of proteins. Highpower ^-decoupled ID 3 1 P NMR spectra observed for
nonspinning samples of these complexes contain a single
broadresonance line reflecting theaverage 31 P chemical
shift anisotropy (CSA) typical for phosphodiesters in
DNA or RNA. The strong CSA-broadening, however,
tends to mask the small differences among the
phosphodiesters of the complexed nucleic acid (Magusin
and Hemminga, 1993a). Such phosphodiester
inhomogeneity, indicating e.g. inequivalence among
binding sites, is best studied using 3 i p MAS NMR
spectroscopy (Magusin and Hemminga, 1994). 3 ip MAS
NMR spectra of TMV show two resolved sideband
patternswithanoverall intensity ratioofapproximately2,
reflecting the three types of phosphodiesters in TMV. In
contrast, MAS NMR spectra of M13, only contain a
single, relatively broadcenterband flanked by sidebands,
indicating thatacontinuousdistributionof phosphodiester
conformations exists within the phage. Nucleic acid
backbonemotionsperhapsunderlytheobserveddecreaseof
inhomogeneous linewidth at increasing temperature and
hydration by partly averaging the conformational
differences.
31
P NMR spectroscopy is also a powerful tool to
study the mobility of the complexed nucleic acid in a
broad frequency range. For the viruses Ml3 and TMV
studiedbyus,theobserved motional narrowing of the31 P
NMR lineshapes is indicative for restricted motion with
frequencies intheorderof thestatic linewidthorlarger(>
10 4 Hz). Incontrast,31 P transversal relaxation measured
for nonspinning Ml3 at various temperatures and
hydration percentages, indicates motion in the slow or
intermediate frequency region. We have shown by
simulation thatsimplemodels,suchasisotropicand rigidrod diffusion, cannot reproduce the experimental data.
Instead,aconsistent description is offered byacombined
diffusion model, in which the lineshape is dominated by
fast internal DNA motions and transversal relaxation
reflects slow overall rotation of the virions about their
length axis.Thepresenceof phosphodiester motions with
frequencies> HPHzisconfirmedbythefactthatsideband

intensities inMAS spectraof dilute M13 gels seem tobe
affectedbymotionswithoutthesidebandsbeingbroadened
(Magusin and Hemminga, 1994). The presence of slow
motion is confirmed by the fact that 3 1 P transversal
relaxation is strongly suppressed by MAS. From the
spinning-rate dependent part of transversal relaxation,
overall diffusion coefficients can be extracted in perfect
agreementwiththoseobtainedfrom transversal relaxation
under nonspinning conditions. The part of transversal
relaxation which does notdependon thespinning-rate, is
assigned to the same phosphodiester motions which also
causethemotional narrowingofthe31 Presonanceline.
If the nucleic acid backbone is sufficiently
immobilized within a nucleoprotein complex, detailed
information about motion of the complex in thesub-kHz
range can be obtained by use of 2D-exchange 31 P NMR
spectroscopy. Comparison of the off-diagonal intensity
patterns in 2D-exchange spectra recorded with various
mixing times provides insight in the distribution
of.motional amplitudes and correlation times involved.
2D-exchangespectraofTMVdemonstratethatthevirusis
less mobile than estimated from transversal relaxation
alone (see Discussion), indicating that overall motion
causes only part of the observed nonspinning T2 e relaxation. Exchange spectraof M13 obtained for various
mixing times suggest that overall diffusion of the virus
particles inthestickygels is inhomogeneous.
Table 1: sorts of information about phosphodiester structure, nucleic
acid backbone motion and overall virion motion obtained in our
study of M13 and TMV illustrating the use of different 3 1 P NMR
techniques for investigating nucleoprotein complexes, in general.
Forthe rod-shaped M13 and TMV viruses, the observed motional
effects on 3 1 P NMR spectra and transversal relaxation can be
explained by a combination of slow rotational diffusion of the
virions about their length axis and fast restricted motions of the
encapsulated nucleic acid molecules. In contrast to the three
distincttypes of phosphodiesters in TMV, acontinuous distribution
of phosphodiesterconformations seemstoexistinM13.
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FIGURE 1:adapted figures from (Stubbs et al., 1977) (a), (Namba et al., 1989) (c) and (Cross et al., 1983) (d), and figure based on model
coordinates (StubbsandStauffacher, 1981)(b),illustrating positions of thephosphates andthebasesalong theRNA molecule (see text)

Since 1977,anumberof publications haveappeared,
which deal with the structure of the RNA molecule in
TMV (Stubbsetal., 1977;StubbsandStauffacher, 1981;
Cross et al., 1983; Namba et al., 1989). In comparing
thesepapers,we found thatthenamesof the nucleotides
arenotconsistently used.This hasalready been notedin
Chapters 3 and 4 (Magusin and Hemminga, 1993;
Magusin and Hemminga 1994). The purpose of this
appendix istoexemplify thisinmoredetail.
Fig. la is partof afigure published in 1977 (Stubbs
etal., 1977)andillustratesthepositionof thephosphates
and thebases along a radius. Because <t> increases from
left to right, the figure may be regarded as a schematic
view from a point outside the virus towards the central
core. Twobases aresticking upin z-direction, whilethe
third is pointing away from thecentral core towards the
reader. In this publication, the phosphate near Arg41 is

defined asphosphate 1,whileArg90andArg92areclose
to the phosphates labeled 2 and 3, respectively. Thus,
labelingoccursinthedirectionofdecreasing<b.
In 1981, Stubbs and Stauffacher published a table
with model coordinates for a hypothetical poly-A RNA
moleculeencapsulatedinTMV,basedonx-ray diffraction
data (Stubbs and Stauffacher, 1981). Using their
coordinates, we have constructed Fig. lb, which shows,
for the three binding sites, the positions of the
phosphorus atoms and the nitrogens at positions 1, 3, 7
and9 in the bases. The positions of thephosphates and
the orientations of the base planes in Fig. lb roughly
correspond to those inFig. la. However, thephosphates
inFig. lb arelabeledinthedirectionofincreasing«)>. As
compared to Fig. la, the labels of phosphates 1 and 2
havebeen interchanged.Inthisthesis,we standardlyuse
thephosphate labeling illustrated inFig. lb. In termsof
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this standard phosphate labeling, Fig. la thus suggests
that Arg90 and Arg92 form salt-bridges with the
phosphates 1and3,respectively.
Fig. lc is partof a figure presented by Namba et al.
in 1989. The viral axis is vertical, to the left of the
figure. Bases 1and 3 are thus sticking upandbase 2 is
pointing outward,sothatthefigure andthebaselabeling
are consistent with Fig. lb. It seems reasonable to
assume therefore, that phosphate labeling is also the
same. In contrast to Stubbs et al. in 1977 (Fig. la),
Namba et al. suggest that Arg90 and Arg92 closely
interact with phosphates 1and 2, respectively, andthus
tacitlyintroduceachangeinoneof the thesalt-bridges.
As indicated in Fig. Id, yet another phosphate
labeling is used byCross etal. in 1983,who,apartfrom
the phosphate labels, copied their figure from thepaper
by Stubbs and Stauffacher (Stubbs and Stauffacher,
1981). Fig. Id represents a view down the z-axis,
whereby bases 1and 3 have been omitted because they
protrudeoutof theplane,towardsthereader(Stubbsand
Stauffacher, 1981). Note that phosphate labeling occurs
in the direction of decreasing <]>, as opposed to the
labeling inthearticlesbyStubbsandStauffacher in 1981
(Fig. lb) andNambaetal. in 1989 (Fig. lc). Phosphates
labeled 1,2and3inFig. Idcorrespondtothephosphates
3,2, 1inFig. lb, respectively.
Cross et al. have further labeled the three resonance
lines in the 3 1 P NMR spectrum of oriented TMV
solution, from left torightin the spectrum, as A, C, B,
which they tentatively assigned to sites 1, 3 and 2,
respectively. We have repeated their3 1 P chemical-shift
calculation on the basis of the model-coordinates
presented by Stubbs and Stauffacher in 1981. Based on
this calculation, we have alternatively assigned the
resonance lines A, C and B to phosphates 1, 2 and 3,
respectively, in Chapter 3. Table 1 summarizes the
relationsbetweenthedifferent waysofnucleotidelabeling
intheliterature.

TABLE 1:Labelingof the threebindingsitesin
TMVindifferent publications

*.t

*

§

§

1
2
3

2
1
3

3
2
1

A
C
B

Stubbf andStauffacher, 1981
'thisthesis
*StubbsetaL,1977
5 Crossetal, 1983
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Summary

In this thesis, the results of various 3 1 P NMR
experiments observed for intact virus particles of
bacteriophageM13andTobaccoMosaicVirus(TMV),are
presented. To explain the results in a consistent way,
models are developed and tested. 31 P nuclei in Ml3 and
TMV are only present in the phosphodiesters of the
encapsulated nucleic acid molecule. Therefore, 31 P NMR
spectroscopy reveals structural anddynamicproperties of
the nucleic acid backbone selectively without isotope
labeling,even though thevirusparticles largely consistof
coat proteins. In the Introduction (Chapter 1), it is
discussed that the3 1 P chemical shift is sensitive to local
nucleic acid backbone geometry and that the 31 P NMR
relaxation is dependent on the isolated and collective
backbone motions. As shown in Chapter 3, high-power
^-decoupledone-dimensional 31 PNMRspectraobserved
for nonspinning samples of M13 and TMV contain a
single, broad line dominated by the 3 1 P chemical shift
anisotropy (CSA), which masks any structural
inequivalence among the encapsulated phosphodiesters.
However, these spectra do contain interesting mobility
information. Onthe one hand, they show thatthe nucleic
acid molecule in each of the viruses is strongly
immobilized in comparison to free nucleic acids in
solution, as aresult of interactions with theprotein coat
On the other hand, the 3 1 P resonance lineshapes show
clear signsof motional narrowing, which is indicative for
(restricted) motion with frequencies in the order of the
static linewidth or larger (> 10 4 Hz). In contrast, the
nonspinning 31 P transversal relaxation measured for M13
indicates motion in the slow or intermediate frequency
region as compared to the static linewidth (< 10* Hz),
because T2e becomes shorter as the viscosity of the gel
decreases.

fast internal DNA or RNA motions, and transversal
relaxation reflects slow overall rotation of therod-shaped
virionsabouttheirlengthaxis.
To obtain more specific structural information, magic
angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy is employed,
which breaks up the broad 3 1 P NMR lineshape into a
sharpcenterband at the isotropic chemical shift position
flanked by rotational sidebands (Chapter 4). MAS 31 P
NMR spectra of TMV show two resolved sideband
patternswithanoverallintensityratioof approximately 2,
whichareassignedtothethreetypesofphosphodiestersin
TMVon thebasisofRO-P-OR'bondangles andsupposed
arginine bonding effects. In contrast, MAS 3 1 P NMR
spectra of M13, only contain a single, relatively broad
centerband flanked by sidebands, indicating that a
continuous distribution of phosphodiester conformations,
ratherthanafew distinguishable, exists within thephage.
The observed decrease of inhomogeneous linewidth at
increasing temperature and hydration could perhaps be
caused by some sort of "conformational averaging" as a
consequence of nucleic acid backbone motion. This is
illustrated by use of a simple model, which shows the
lineshapeeffects causedbyfastrestrictedfluctuationofthe
dihedral angles between thePOCand theOCHplaneson
bothsidesofthe31 Pnucleusinthenucleic acidbackbone.
The presence of internal phosphodiester motions with
frequencies > 10 5 Hz, as concluded from the motional
narrowing of nonspinning 3 1 P NMR lineshapes in
Chapter 3, is confirmed by the deviation of sideband
intensities in MAS 31 P NMR spectra of dilute M13 gels
from thetheoretical valuesforsolidpowders.Nodramatic
broadening of the sidebands is observed, indicating that
motionswithfrequencies intheorderof thespinningrates
applied(10 3 Hz)areabsent Backbone motionsalsoseem
tobethemaincauseof transversal relaxation measuredat
spinningratesof4kHzorhigher.Atspinningratesbelow
2 kHz, transversal relaxation is significantly faster. This
dependence of T2e on the spinning rate is assigned to
slow, overall rotationof therod-shaped M13 phageabout
its length axis.

To analyze theresults in a morequantitative manner,
three different rotational diffusion models for the
phosphorus motion are developed in Chapter 2. These
modelsarefirsttestedatatheoreticallevel togetafeeling
for theiraccuracy andtocheck theircorrespondence with
standard theories under appropriate limiting conditions.
Simulations show that a clear distinction between the
effect ofmotionalamplitudeandfrequency cannotbemade
withinexperimental erroron thebasisofone-dimensional
spectra or transversal relaxation alone. However, these
parameters canbe extracted from thecombined data.For
fastmotions,thetransversal31 PNMRrelaxationpredicted
by our models is consistent with standard Redfield
relaxation theory. The relaxation effects caused by ultraslow rotational diffusion closely resemble the effects of
translational
diffusion of water protons in an
inhomogeneousmagnetic-field gradient Itisdiscussed in
Chapter3,thatsimple models,like isotropic and rigid-rod
diffusion cannotreproducetheexperimental data.Instead,a
consistent description is offered by acombined diffusion
model, in which the31 P NMR lineshape is dominatedby

Both nonspinning and MAS 3 1 P NMR spectra are
analyzed in Chapter 2 and 3, respectively, to study
possible mobility differences among the phosphodiesters
in M13 and TMV. The nonspinning lineshape of 30%
TMV is best simulated, if it is assumed that one of the
threebinding sites is moremobile thantheothertwo.Itis
shown that this is compatible with the reduced CSA
reflected by themajorsidebandpatterninMAS spectraof
TMV as compared to the minor one. A large mobility of
oneof thethreebinding sites wouldagree with structural
modelsbasedonx-raydiffraction data,inwhichtwoofthe
binding sites are interacting with arginine residues,
whereas no arginine is close to the third one. Twocomponent analysis of the nonspinning 31 P NMR dataof
30% Ml3 suggests that the encapsulated DNA molecule
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ofcoefficients mainly spreadbetween 1 and 103Hzmust
be introduced to reproduce the 2D-exchange spectra
recorded at various mixing times in a consistent way.
Motional inhomogeneity in gels of M13 is probably
causedbythetendencyofthebacteriophages insolutions
to form variously sized aggregates. Taking the same
coefficient distributionandaminorrelaxationcontribution
causedbyfastbackbonemotionintoaccount,nonspinning
transversal relaxation can even be better simulated for
inhomogeneous overall motion, than it was done for
homogeneous motion in Chapter 3.The shrinking of the
0"22-d»scontinuity on the diagonal with respect to the
lineshapeasawholefortm^ 0.1sec,cannotbeexplained
by slow overall motion, but seems to be caused by
restrictedspindiffusion between31 P nucleiwithchemical
shifts thatdiffer lessthan 1 ppm.

perhaps contains 83% immobile and 17% mobile
phosphodiesters. This would shed new light on the
nonintegralratio2.4:1 betweenthenumberofnucleotides
andproteincoatsubunitsinthephage:if 83%oftheviral
DNAislessmobile,thebindingof theDNAmoleculeto
theproteincoatwouldactually occurattheintegralratio
of two nucleotides per protein subunit. However, MAS
NMR spectra provide no additional evidence for such a
two-componentmodel.
Finally,inChapterS,theslowoverallmotionofM13
and TMV is investigated using 2D-exchange 31 P NMR
spectroscopy.2D-exchange31PNMRspectrarecorded for
TMVwith mixingtimest m 5 1 secdonotshowany offdiagonalbroadening indicating thatthevalueof 3Hz for
theoverallmotionofTMVdetermined inChapter3from
nonspinning transversal relaxation, isan overestimation.
For 30%M13,a log-Gaussian distribution around 25Hz
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Samenvatting

veldgradiënt Zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 3,kunnen de
meest eenvoudige modellen, zoals langzame, isotrope
beweging vanhetnucleïnezuurof uniaxialebewegingvan
de staafvormige virusdeeltjes om hun lengteas, de
experimentele resultaten niet afdoende verklaren. Een
consistente verklaring wordt geboden door een
gecombineerd diffusie model, waarin de 3 1 P NMRlijnvorm vooral door snelle, interne nucleïnezuurbewegingen wordtbeïnvloed, terwijl T2e-relaxatievooral
veroorzaakt wordt door de langzame beweging van de
virusdeeltjesalsgeheelomhunlengteas.
Om meer inzicht te krijgen in structuur-verschillen
tussen de verschillende fosfodiesters in de ingekapselde
nucleïnezuren, isgebruik gemaaktvaneen techniek diein
het Engels "magic angle spinning" (MAS) genoemd
wordt Bijdezetechniekroteertmenhettemetenmateriaal
in de spectrometer onder een bepaalde hoek met het
magneetveld,de "magischehoek"(ineenkubusgelijkaan
die tussen de lichaamsdiagonaal en een ribbe). MAS
middelt de anisotropic van de chemische verschuiving
(gedeeltelijk) uit, hetgeen leidt toteen opsplitsing vande
brede31 P NMR-lijnvorm in een centraleresonantie band
omgeven door een aantal gelijkvormige zijbanden
(hoofdstuk4).MAS31PNMR-spectravanTMV vertonen
twee onderscheiden zijbandpatronen die zich, qua
intensiteit, verhouden als ongeveer 2:1. In hoofdstuk 4
wordendezetweezijbandpatronenopbasisvanRO-P-OR'
bindingshoekenenveronderstelde arginine-bindingseffecten
toegekend aan de drie fosfodiestertypes in TMV. In
tegenstelling tot bij TMV, vertonen MAS 31P NMRspectravanM13 slechtseenenkele,relatiefbredecentrale
resonantie-lijn met een bij benadering Gaussische vorm.
Waarschijnlijk komen er in Ml3 geen duidelijk te
onderscheiden fosfodiestertypes voor, maar is er
daarentegensprakevaneencontinuedistributievanallerlei
fosfodiesterconformaties binneneenbepaalde conformatie
ruimte. Een soort "conformationele uitmiddeling", als
gevolg van nucleïnezuurbewegingen, zou mogelijk ten
grondslagkunnenliggenaandewaargenomenafnamevan
deinhomogene lijnbreedtebijtoenemende temperatuuren
watergehalte. Dit wordt aannemelijk gemaakt metbehulp
van een eenvoudig model dat het effect van snelle
fluctuatie van twee torsiehoeken aan weerszijden van de
fosfordiestergroep in de het nucleïnezuurmolekuul laat
zien. Deaanwezigheid vansnelle fosfodiesterbewegingen,
waartoeinhoofdstuk 3opgrondvande31 P NMR-spectra
van stilstaande virus gels geconcludeerd wordt, wordt
bevestigd door de geconstateerde afwijkingen tussen de
zijband intensiteiten in MAS 3 1 P NMR-spectra van
verdunde Ml3 gels en de theoretisch af te leiden
intensiteiten voor rigide poedervormige materialen.
Dramatische lijnbreedte effecten zijn niet waargenomen,
wateropduidtdatfosforbewegingen metfrekwentiesinde
orde van de gehanteerde rotatie frekwenties (10 3 Hz) in
Ml3 enTMVontbreken. Snelle nucleïnezuurbewegingen

Ditproefschrift handeltoverdemetbehulpvan fosforkernspinresonantie ( 31 P NMR) spectroscopie verkregen
resultatenvoorintactevirusdeeltjes vanbacteriofaag Ml3
en tabaksmozaïekvirus (TMV). Om deze resultaten
consistent te kunnen verklaren, zijn erin dit proefschrift
verschillende modellen opgezetenuitgetest Fosforkernen
in Ml3 en TMV komen slechts voor in de fosfodiester
groepen van het DNA of RNA, dat de beide virussen
respectievelijk bevatten. Daardoor verschaft 31 P NMRspectroscopie selectief informatie over de structuur en
beweging van de in M13 en TMV ingekapselde
nucleïnezuren,hoeweldezevirussen,quagewicht,voorhet
grootste deel uit eiwitten bestaan. In de Algemene
Introductie (hoofdstuk 1)wordt eropgewezen, datde 31 P
chemische verschuiving gevoelig is voor de locale
structuur in het nucleïnezuur-molecuul, en dat de 3 1 P
NMR-relaxatie afhangt van locale en collectieve
bewegingen in het nucleïnezuur. Zoals aangetoond in
hoofdstuk 3, komt er in proton-ontkoppelde 31 P NMRspectra van stilstaande Ml3- en TMV-gels slechts één
enkele brede resonantielijn voor, die gedomineerd wordt
door de richtingsafhankelijkheid van de chemische
verschuiving. Deze chemische-verschuivingsanisotropie
maskeert eventuele structurele verschillen tussen de
fosfodiesters van de ingekapselde nucleïnezuren.
Desalniettemin, bevatten deze spectra interessante
bewegingsinformatie. Enerzijds, laten ze zien dat het
nucleüiezuurmolecuul inelk vande twee virussen weinig
beweeglijk is, althans vergeleken met vrije, ongebonden
nucleïnezuren in verdunde oplossingen. Anderzijds,
vertonen de 31 P NMR lijnen toch duidelijke sporen van
beperkte,maarsnellebeweging.Integenstelling totde31 P
NMR-lijnen, duiden de uitkomsten van 3 1 P NMR
relaxatie-metingenjuistopdeaanwezigheid van langzame
beweging:degemetentransversalerelaxatietijd (J2e)wordt
immers korter naarmate de beweeglijkheid in de gels
toeneemt.
Voor een meer kwantitatieve analyse van deze
resultaten, worden in hoofdstuk 2 drie rotatie-diffusie
modellen ontwikkeld voor mogelijke bewegingen vande
fosforkernen. Met behulp van deze modellen zijn eerst
uitgebreid simulaties verricht, om een gevoel te krijgen
voor hun nauwkeurigheid en om, in bepaalde limietgevallen, hunovereenstemming metelders gepubliceerde
theorieën tecontroleren. Simulaties brengen aanhetlicht,
dat op grond van eendimensionale 31 P NMR-spectra, of
transversale relaxatie alléén, geen duidelijk onderscheid
gemaaktkan worden tussen effecten veroorzaakt doorde
grootte, danwei de snelheid van de beweging. Uit de
combinatie van beide gegevens kunnen deze parameters
echter wél worden afgeleid. Voor snelle bewegingen,
stemmen de ontwikkelde modellen overeen met de
algemene relaxatietheorie van Redfield. Voor langzame
bewegingen, lijken deeffecten vanrotationele diffusie op
31
PNMR-relaxatiepreciesopproton-relaxatieveroorzaakt
doortranslationele diffusie van water ineen inhomogene
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gebonden is, zouden er bij de nucleoprotein binding
eigenlijk twee (en niet 2,4) fosfodiesters per manteleiwit
betrokken zijn. Echter, MAS 3 1 P NMR-spectra bieden
geen aanvullend bewijs voor (noch tegen) een dergelijke
hypothese.
Inhoofdstuk 5wordt tenslotte de langzame beweging
van Ml3- en TMV-virusdeeltjes als geheel, onderzocht
m.b.v. tweedimensionale (2D-) exchange 3 1 P NMRspectroscopie.Geenvande2D-exchange31 PNMR-spectra
van 30%TMV vertoont enige spectrale intensiteitbuiten
de spectrum-diagonaal. Dit duidt erop, dat TMV nog
minderbeweeglijk is,dandetochallage schatting (3Hz)
in hoofdstuk 3 op basis van transversale relaxatie doet
vermoeden. De verschillende 2D-exchange 3 1 P NMRspectra voor 30% Ml3kunnen slechts op een consistente
manier verklaard worden m.b.v. een continue (logGaussische) distributievandiffusiecoëfficiënten tussende
1 en de 103 Hz. Inhomogene beweging zou het gevolg
kunnen zijn van de neiging van de staafvormige virussen
om aan elkaar te klitten en zo clusters van verschillende
groottes te vormen. Met behulp van dezelfde distributie
van coëfficiënten en een geringe bijdrage aan de
transversalerelaxatiedoorinternenucleïnezuurbewegingen,
kan een nog betere simulatie van transversale relaxatie
verkregen worden, dan op basis van het homogene
bewegingsmodel van hoofdstuk 3. Hetrelatief inkrimpen
van de 022-discontinuïteit op de spectrum diagonaal bij
langerewachttijdenkannietmetlangzamevirusbeweging
worden verklaard, maar is mogelijk het gevolg van
beperkte homonucleaire spindiffusie tussen naburige
fosforkernen, die minder dan 1 ppm in chemische
verschuivingvanelkaarverschillen.

zijn waarschijnlijk ook verantwoordelijk voor de
transversalerelaxatiediebijrotatiefrekwenties van4kHz
en hogergenieten wordt. Bijrotatie frekwenties onderde
2 kHz,is transversale relaxatatie significant sneller. Deze
afhankelijkheid vandetransversalerelaxatievanderotatie
frekwentie duidt op de aanwezigheid van langzame
bewegingen van M13 virusdeeltjes als geheel, om hun
lengteas.
3
lp NMR-spectra van zowel stilstaande, als roterende
gels van M13 en TMV zijn in,respectievelijk, hoofdstuk
2 en 3 nader geanalyseerd om eventuele onderlinge
beweeglijkheidsverschülen tussen de fosfodiesters vande
ingekapselde nuclelnezuren vast te stellen. De beste
simulatie voor de waargenomen 31 P NMR-lijnvorm van
een stilstaande TMV-gel wordt bereikt, indien wordt
aangenomen dat één van de drie types fosfodiesters in
TMV beweeglijker is dande andere twee. Een dergelijke
interpretatie biedt ook een verklaring voor de verschillen
tussendetweezijband-patronen inMAS31 PNMR-spectra
van TMV. Een grotere beweeglijkheid van één van drie
fosfodiestertypes zouovereenstemmen metdeopröntgendiffractie gebaseerde structuurmodellen voor de eiwit
nucleïnezuur-interacties inTMV, waarintwee vandedrie
fosfodiesterspermanteleiwitmonomeer,daadwerkelijkeen
zoutbrug aangaan met een arginine residu en de derde
minderdirectgebonden is.Eentweecomponenten analyse
van de resultaten verkregen voor stilstaande M13-gels,
biedteenaanwijzing dathetingekapseldeDNA-molecuul
misschien 83% onbeweeglijke en 17% beweeglijke
fosfodiesters zoubevatten. Ditzounieuw licht werpenop
de vreemde verhouding 2,4 : 1 tussen het aantal
nucleotides en manteleiwit-monomeren in de faag: als
slechts 83%van de fosfodiesters in M13 daadwerkelijk
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